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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
The Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC), Swan River State |

Forest (SRSF), proposes the Middle Soup Creek Project. The purpose of the project is to

generate revenue for the Montana School Trust from project area lands. The project area is

located approximately seven miles southeast of Swan Lake, Montana, in Sections 21 and 28, and

in portions of Sections 9, 16, 22, 27 and 33, T24N-R17W (Figure 1.1). The 2,591 acres within

the project area are owTied by the State of Montana and held in trust by DNRC. Timber sale and

conservation lease opportunities resulting from the project would be advertised in May or June,

1997. Timber sale activities would run for approximately two consecutive years. A conservation

lease would be valid for twenty years.

I. PURPOSE

A. School Trust Mandate

The lands involved in this project are held by the State of Montana in trust for the support of

public schools (Enabling Act 1889). The Board of Land Commissioners and DNRC are

required by law to administer these trust lands to produce the largest measure of reasonable

and legitimate return over the long run for public schools (Montana Code Annotated 1995b).

The Board and DNRC have a broad discretion as to the best way to satisfy this legal mandate,

subject to applicable state and federal law.

For the lands involved in this project, DNRC is evaluating timber management or a

conservation lease as ways to best satisfy this legal mandate.
^M^

I-l

'V»s -'Miprv ^^-Tjr--;^i:r^"f^'"^'»^r--^;«w«bi^*»vytr«r»/aaK.' w^^^vs^-t:- .a***
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B. Proposals

In keeping with the "School Trust Mandate", the objective of the Middle Soup Creek Project

is to generate the largest, reasonable monetary return to the school trust in both the short term

and the long term by (a) selling approximately six million 'zz-.:-.. ".'^\ of timber on the project

area lands or (b) selling a twenty-year conservation lease for the lands.

1. Timber sale

The following considerations influenced the selection of the project area, the size of the

project area, and the amount of timber to be sold:

1

.

Efficiently generating revenue as required by the Montana Constitution (Enabling

Act 1889)

2. Harvesting approximately 6 MMBF of timber while maintaining the natural

resource thresholds identified and recommended by resource specialists that were

consulted (Resource specialists are listed in "Preparers and Contributors.")

3. Treating forest t?.~S.^ classified as "high risk," "low risk," and
"
ovsrstOTV

"^•mcv?.l" in the SRSF Stand Level Inventory (Montana Dept. of State Lands

1991-1994)

4. Containing the project area within one grizzly bear management subunit (US Fish

and Wildlife Service 1993)

5. Limiting the number of watersheds affected to the Soup Creek and Cilly Creek

drainages

2. Conservation lease

As a separate option from harvesting timber, DNRC proposes to generate revenue by

selling a conservation lease for the project area lands. The lease would preserve and -

protect timber and other vegetation from harvest, within the project area, for twenty

years. Appendix C contains a copy of the conservation lease.

A bid for a conservation lease must compare favorably to the highest timber sale bid. If

one of the ?,::tion ?.'!''s-r,?;'''/gs is selected, bids for a timber sale representing the selected

action alternative and a conservation lease would be accepted. Conservation lease bids

would be compared to the highest timber sale bid using the method that is detailed in

Chapter IV, "Economic Analysis." Whichever option would generate the most revenue

for the school trust over the long term would be implemented.

1-3
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The environmental effects of a conservation lease would be the same as the effects of the

T.o-':.'^:.':-. ?.1"'^:t.?;"/^ for the 20 years the lease would be in effect. No ",~.^^- 'h?r/s3-.3

would be proposed over the term of the lease.

C. Decision Making
This EIS will provide the basis for deciding what (if any) actions will be taken on the project

area lands. The "decision maker" will select one of the four alternatives outlined in this EIS.

The decision maker will consider which alternative would generate the largest, reasonable,

short- and long-term monetary return to the school trust. He will also consider how
individual effects of the project would collectively impact the long-term health of the

e^::r/5':B-~ . long-term timber productivity, and future economic opportunities.

If an action alternative is selected, the Board of Land Commissioners must approve the

selected alternative before bids can be accepted.

II. DEVELOPING RESOURCE CONCERNS

A. Scoping

Comments from organizations, federal and state agencies, DNRC specialists, and the public

defined the sco-e of this EIS (Table 1.1). DNRC solicited participation in the Middle Soup

Creek Project by advertising in newspapers and distributing a project proposal to interested

individuals, landowners, organizations, industries, and agencies on September 19, 1994.

DNRC accepted comments on the proposal for 30 days. Field reviews were held with

representatives of Friends of the Wild Swan to clarify their concerns. A draft EIS was made

available for public review in September, 1996. DNRC accepted comments concerning the

draft EIS for 45 days. A public hearing was held October 8, 1996 to receive public

comments concerning the draft EIS. The final EIS was issued in February, 1997.

The project proposal mailing list is located in Appendix A. Public sso-:::~? comments are

located in Project Files 303 to 307.

B. Interdisciplinary Team
An :~"':-z'^c:-:;lir,?r7 ^D^ "s?m consisting of eight resource specialists considered all scoping

comments (ID team members are listed in Appendix B). The ID team identified resource

concerns that the project may impact. The resource concerns were identified and

categorized based on the comments, the expertise of the ID team members, and their

knowledge of the project area. The concerns were divided into three categories: major

resource concerns, other resource concems, and concerns not further analyzed. The

concerns in the categories received varying degrees of analysis.

1-4
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III. MAJOR RESOURCE CONCERNS
The major resource concerns: ecosystem sustainability, o'-f.-.r-o'v/':"-. preservation, and timber

productivity were identified by the public during scoping. Each required in-depth analysis and

ultimately led to the development of action alternatives (introduced in Chapter II). Each major

resource concern has been resolved through at least one action alternative. The major resource

concerns are briefly described below and explored in greater depth in chapters II, III, and IV.

A. Ecosystem Sustainability

Timber harvesting may reduce the total area of forest, alter the overall ecological

characteristics of forested stands in the project area, and reduce the structural and

compositional diversities of stands required to maintain natural ecosystem functions.

Timber harvesting may further ±'.~~:..t'^X existing stands in the project area, increasing edge

effects and raising forest fragmentation beyond acceptable levels for the maintenance of

natural biological diversity.

B. Old-Growth Preservation

Timber harvesting may significantly alter the character of old-growth stands within the

project area and impact the gomec-^r/r^^ of those stands v^lth old-growth stands adjacent to

the project area.

Past timber harvesting activities in the Soup Creek and Cilly Creek watersheds may have

degraded old growth and its unique qualities to the point that additional timber harvesting in

old-growth stands may be unacceptable.

Timber harvesting will ruin the opportunity to use existing old-grovvth stands as "outdoor

classrooms" where the ecological uniqueness of old-growth forests can be studied.

C. Timber Productivity

Mi.^:~?Ah~ resolving nontimber resource concerns may over-compromise timber

productivity and the potential of timber production to support school trusts in both the short

term and the long term.

IV. OTHER RESOURCE CONCERNS
Other resource concerns required varying degrees of (and often in-depth) analysis. They are

resolved by the project design or by mitigation measures. The following other resource

concerns are described here: grizzly bear, elk, white-tailed deer, gray wolf, sensitive animal

species, .err r/-dependent wildlife, water quality, fisheries, air quality, soil, noxious weeds, and

1-6
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A. Grizzly Bear

Previous land management activities may have negatively impacted the grizzly bear

population in and around the project area. Past road building has facilitated use of the area

by people which can increase bear mortality and displace bears from biologically suitable

rr.'b'"?.':3 . Exclusion of bears from the project area could further isolate grizzly bears in the

Mission Mountains, increasing their likelihood of extirpation.

B. Elk and White-Tailed Deer

Timber harvesting may affect elk and white-tailed deer populations both positively and

negatively. Tree removal may reduce availability of hiding and -(tt-X. zT'^r. but increase

K)~?"g availability. Road construction and improvement may improve hunter access, re- •

ducing s.g"\-'r;?A Negative impacts on elk and white-tailed deer populations may affect the

local economy through reductions in wildlife-related recreation.

C. Gray Wolf
Wolves are not known to presently inhabit the Swan Valley. Wolves are, however,

increasing in number and distribution in western Montana (US Fish and Wildlife Service

1995b). The similarity of the Swan Valley to areas in northwest Montana recently colonized

by wolves suggests that it could support wolves. Increased human activity may increase the

chances of human-caused wolf mortality.

D. Sensitive Animal Species

Timber harvesting activities may adversely impact wildlife species that are closely

associated with old growth and/or that are particularly sensitive or vulnerable to human

disturbance.

E. Cavit>'-Dependent Animal Species

Timber harvesting activities may impact species that use s"-?.?.? and decayed trees for •

nesting, roosting, feeding, and shelter. In the 1970's and 1980's salvage harvesting was

conducted in the project area. The salvage harvesting may have compromised habitat for

cavity-dependent species, and this project may further reduce habitat quality.

F. Water Quality

Timber harvesting activities may impact water quality. Specifically, "/-t^r vislds and

^.g.d?.rngr •'•-?.'':'on may increase. The quality of water in the immediate area and downstream

may be affected. Where water quality was impacted, fisheries would most likely be

impacted.

1-7
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G. Fisheries

Timber harvesting activities may impact westslope cutthroat trout and bull trout populations

if water quality is affected.

H. Air Quality

Air quality may be degraded when logging slash is burned after timber harvesting.

I. Soil

Timber harvesting activities may result in soil rutting, .cor:i-::?.g''doT'.. and displacement. Site

productivity may be reduced.

J. Noxious Weeds
Timber harvesting activities and increased mo'^'^'dzsd traffic resulting from the project may
promote the invasion and establishment of noxious weeds.

K. Aesthetics

The project area may provide aesthetic enjoyment to the recreating public. Timber

harvesting activities may alter the color, texture, shape, contrast, and feeling of the existing

landscape. The impacts of the project on aesthetics may be amplified if the timber

harvesting activities were visible from the well-traveled Soup Creek and Cilly Creek roads.

V. CONCERNS NOT FURTHER ANALYZED
The following concerns were given careful consideration before the ID team decided not to

further analyze: Scenic Highv/ay 83, Soup Creek Campground, cultural resources, bald eagle,

peregrine falcon, special status plants, and some sensitive animal species. These concerns are

either unlikely to be impacted by the Middle Soup Creek Project, or current laws and

regulations already address them.

A. Scenic Highway 83

1. Concern

Timber harvesting activities may degrade the scenic quality of Highway 83 which is

important to the residents of Swan Valley and others who drive on Highway 83.

2. Reason not to further analyze

The visual effects of timber harvesting activities would not be seen from Highway 83.

The project area is located 1 .5 air miles east of Highway 83, and it has a low topographic

setting on the Swan Valley floor (Figure 1.1).

1-8
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B. Soup Creek Campground

1. Concern

Timber harvesting may impact the recreational availability of Soup Creek Campground
which is located within the project area

.

2. Reason not to further analyze

Project activities would not impact the Soup Creek Campground, but some short-term

reduction in campground use may occur. Project activities are not planned within view
of the campground and no restrictions or closures will be implemented because of the

project; however, noise and traffic associated with project activities may temporarily

discourage campground use. Log landings may be temporarily visible from the

campground.

C. Cultural Resources

1. Concern

Timber harvesting activities may degrade a trail passing through the project area from

the Swan River to the South Fork of the Flathead River. The trail was identified from a

1915 General Land Office map by the DNRC Archeologist. The trail may have been

used by Native Americans and thus may be culturally important.

2. Reason not to further analyze

The trail could not be located on the ground. The Flathead Culture Committee of the

Salish and Kootenai Tribes are unaware of any culturally important concerns in the

project area. If additional field reconnaissance identified the trail or other cultural

resources, mitigation measures v»ould be implemented (Appendix D).

D. Threatened and Endangered Animal Species

1. Bald eagle

a. concern

Timber harvesting activities may affect habitat and behavior of bald eagles that nest

in or near the project area. The bald eagle is classified as threatened, and is protected

under the Endangered Species Act.

b. reason not to further analyze

Strategies to protect the bald eagle are outlined in the Pacific States Bald Eagle

Recovery Plan (US Fish and Wildlife Service 1986) and the Montana Bald Eagle

Management Plan (Montana Bald Eagle Working Group 1994). Management
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direction involves identifying and protecting nesting, feeding, perching, roosting,

and wintering/migration areas (US Fish and Wildlife Service 1986, Montana Bald

Eagle Working Group 1994).

There is an eagle nest within six miles of the project area boundan.' on Swan Lake.

The project area is outside the recommended home-range management area of a 2.5-

mile radius around the nest. The closest documented eagle roost site was over two

miles from of the project area boundary (McClelland 1995). The project area is also

outside potential unoccupied nesting habitat along the Swan River. Bald eagles are

not known to winter in the project area, and timber harvesting will not affect

migration behavior.

Management objectives for foraging habitat involve the regulation of poisons and

chemicals, maintenance of water quality and populations of prey species, and elim-

ination of electrocution hazards in foraging habitat (US Fish and Wildlife Service

1986, Montana Bald Eagle Working Group 1994). No poisons or electrocution

hazards would be introduced into the area as a result of the proposed action (and

none exist there now). The herbicides picloram and 2,4-D would be used to control

noxious weeds along roads. Neither herbicide 'b':o?.n.c-'r:?."°?;-s3 and neither should

pose a threat to bald eagles if applied at recommended doses. Potential bald eagle

foraging habitat in the project area includes small ponds and streams that support

fish populations, and marshes and meadows that support rodents. Project activities

are not being considered in small ponds, streams, meadows, or marshes, and the bald

eagle prey base would not be impacted. For these reasons, bald eagles should not be

affected and this concern will be dropped from further analysis.

2. American peregrine falcon

a. concern

Timber harvesting activities may affect habitat and behavior of peregrine falcons

nesting in or near the project area. The peregrine falcon is classified as endangered

in Montana, and is protected under the Endangered Species Act.

b. reason not to further analyze

Strategies to protect and recover populations are outlined in the American Peregrine

Falcon Recovery Plan (US Fish and Wildlife Service 1984). One pair of peregrine

falcons has been observed in the Swan Valley during the nesting season in recent

years, in 1993. The pair is thought to nest approximately 16 miles northwest of the

project area, although nesting has not been confirmed. No other peregrine falcons

are suspected to nest in the Swan Valley (Warren 1995).
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Peregrine falcons may travel up to 18 miles from the nest in search of prey.

Peregrine falcons feed almost exclusively on birds, preferably ducks, shorebirds and

songbirds. Hunting habitats include river bottoms, lakes, meadows, marshes,

agricultural croplands, and coniferous forests. Some marshy areas e.xist in the

project area. These are marginal feeding sites, however, because they are isolated

from suitable nesting sites and surrounded by heavy timber. No timber harvesting

would take place in these marshy areas and potential hunting habitats would not be

affected.

Timber harvesting is not likely to affect peregrine falcon nesting sites. Peregrine

falcons typically nest on cliff ledges, rock outcrops, or talus slopes. Preferred nest

sites overlook meadows and riparian habitat. Rocky outcrops or talus slopes exist in

three locations within a few miles of the project area. These areas and approximate

distances from the project area boundaries are as follows: Goat Creek Canyon, 2

miles south; Soup Creek Canyon, 1 mile east; and South Lost Creek, 1 mile north.

The rocky outcrops or talus slopes in all these areas are surrounded by heavy timber,

and are snow covered late into the peregrine falcon breeding season, making them

less than desirable nesting sites. In addition, because peregrine falcons exhibit nest

site fidelity and do not readily colonize new areas, these areas are not likely to be

colonized by peregrine falcons.

Peregrines falcons have been sighted in the Swan Valley during spring and fall mi-

gration. Timber harvesting would not impede migratory movements and mortality

risk would not increase due to proposed management actions. Because project

activities would not have an effect on nesting or foraging habitat, and would not

disrupt migrator>- movements, this concern would be dismissed from further

environmental analysis.

E. Sensitive Animal Species not Further Analyzed

1. Concern

Timber harvesting activities may impact the following sensitive animal species that

occur near SRSF on Flathead National Forest (FNF): common loon, boreal owl,

flammulated owl, harlequin duck, and bog lemming. These species are dismissed for

one or more of the following reasons: (a) they are not old-growlh associated, (b) they are

not particularly sensitive to human disturbance, © they are not cavity-dependent, (d) the

project area does not meet their habitat requirements, or (e) clearly, timber harvesting

activities would not impact them. Specific reasons for dismissal are given below.
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2. Reason not to further analyze

a. common loon

Loon nests are placed immediately adjacent to water. Nesting territory is highly

variable, but is about 40 acres. No loon nests have been found in the project area

(Montana Natural Heritage Program), and the closest loon nests are along the Swan
River (Skarr 1989). Management for loon habitat is not required in areas that have

not documented loon nesting (Skarr 1989), and this concern will be dismissed from

further analysis.

b. boreal owl

Boreal owls inhabit mature to old-growth spruce-fir forests at elevations of 4200 to

8000 feet on the FNF. Elevations in the project area range from about 3360 to 3800

feet. This is lower than the elevation range preferred for breeding, although they

may feed in this elevation range. Major prey items are mice, voles and shrews, pref-

erentially in spruce-fir forest of co-.s size or greater trees. Boreal owls often feed at

forest edges and in previously harvested areas. They are apparently not sensitive to

human disturbance when feeding (Reichel 1995). For these reasons, boreal owls

should not be affected by the project.

c. flammulated owl

Flammulated owls typically nest in mature to old-growth ponderosa pine or ponder-

osa pine/Douglas-fir forests. Nest stands have moderate s?.r.c-:'.^ closure (30-50%)

and an open "::r:""-^r3".o"-/ . allowing the birds to maneuver and catch insects. The

flammulated owl should not be affected by the action because no stands are being

considered for harvest that meet the above description.

d. harlequin duck

Harlequin ducks use swift, clean, clear streams with cobble to boulder substrate on

second to fifth order streams. Extensive surveys for harlequin ducks have been

conducted in the Swan Valley, and none have been found. The project area is far

from any known populations, and the probability of recolonization of this area by

harlequin ducks is very small (Reich 1995). For these reasons, the project will not

affect harlequin ducks.

F. Special Status Plants

1. Concern

Timber harvesting activities may impact two sensitive plant species, green-keeled

cottonsedge {Eriophorum viridicarinatum) and small yellow lady's-slipper {Cypripedium

calceolus \ds. parviflorum), that occur within the project area (Montana Natural Heritage
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Program). Both plants occur on a very wet, marshy site in the SW '/< of Section 21,

t24N, R17W.

Water howellia {Howellia aquatillis), a threatened aquatic plant, occurs in the Swan

Valley (its closest occurrence to the project area is just to the north of the confluence of

the Swan River and Cilly Creek), although it has not been found in SRSF (Montana

Natural Heritage Program).

2. Reason not to further analyze

There is little potential that timber harvesting would affect green-keeled cottonsedge,

small yellow lady's-slipper, or water howellia. Both green-keeled cottonsedge and small

yellow lady's-slipper occur on a very wet, marshy site. No water howellia has been

found within the project area, but water howellia also occurs on wet sites. Project

activities would not take place on wetland sites (Shelly et. al. 1995, Project File 601).

Protection for wetland sites would be provided through Beg-, f/er.g-g-e-;- Pig-c-Hces

1991 and the Streamside Management Zone Law 1991 (Logan 1991, Montana Dept. of

State Lands 1991).

VL OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS RELATING TO THE PROJECT

A. Middle Soup Environmental Assessment

1. History

The Middle Soup Environmental Assessment (EA) proposed to sell

approximately three million board feet of timber. It evaluated the consequences

of three action alternatives and one no-action alternative, and it was completed

in Februar>-, 1993. As a result of decisions that were based on the EA, the

Middle Soup Creek Timber Sale was awarded to Champion International

Corporation in November, 1993. By the end of that year, Champion

International Corporation had constructed five temporar>- st:;- :-o?i^ (totaling

0.5 mile), completed various other road maintenance projects, and removed

seventy-four thousand board feet of right-of-way timber. In January, 1994, the

Friends of the Wild Swan applied to the Montana Eleventh Judicial District

Court for a preliminary injunction against the Department of State Lands and

Champion International Corporation. In February, 1994, the court granted

Friends of the Wild Swan the preliminary injunction. DNRC then withdrew the

EA and the timber sale.

2. Relevance to this EIS

The scope of this Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is influenced, and the

content supplemented, by The Middle Soup EA. Roads that were constructed
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under the Middle Soup Timber Sale are included in the road density figures in

this EIS.

B. The Swan Valley Grizzly Bear Conservation Agreement

Beginning in December 1994, DNRC participated in the development of the Swan
Valley Grizzly Bear Conservation Agreement (SCA) with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service, Flathead National Forest, and Plum Creek Company, L.P. The SCA seeks to

cooperatively manage grizzly bear habitat in the Swan Valley where intermingled

ownership patterns and differing land management objectives complicate habitat man-

agement for a species as wide-ranging as the grizzly bear. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service evaluated the SCA in an environmental assessment and found that

implementing the management guidelines in the agreement would not negatively

impact grizzly bears (US Fish and Wildlife Service 1995c).

The Middle Soup Creek Project Area is within the conservation area delineated in the

SCA. Since the grizzly bear analyses for this project were completed before the SCA
was evaluated, they follow the previously used methods (which are still used for the

Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem Grizzly Bear Recovery Area outside of the

conservation area). Future analyses in the SCA Conservation Area will follow the

SCA. An "SCA checklist" was compiled to evaluate compliance of all altematives with

the SCA and is included in the project file.

C. South Fork Lost Creek EIS

The SRSF is preparing an EIS for the South Fork Lost Creek Timber Sale. The South

Fork Lost Creek Project Area is located approximately four air-miles northeast of the

Middle Soup Creek Project Area. The project areas do not overlap.

The Middle Soup Creek Project EIS and the South Fork Lost Creek EIS share the same

cumulative effects analysis areas for grizzly bear and air quality concerns. For both

projects management activities would be guided by the SCA. The threshold for

cumulative effects established by the SCA would not be exceeded. Guidelines and

thresholds established by the SCA would likely preclude cumulative effects for both

projects from jeopardizing survival and recovery of the grizzly bear population within

the Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem Grizzly Bear Recover)' Area (US Fish and

Wildlife Service 1995c, US Fish and Wildlife Service 1995d, US Fish and Wildlife

Service 1995e, Montana Dept. of Natural Resources and Conservation 1995b). Air

quality cumulative effects would not exceed the limits defined by the Montana

Cooperative Smoke Management Plan (State of Montana Cooperati\e Smoke

Management Plan 1988).
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The analysis areas for elk, white-tailed deer, and gray wolves overlap slightly. Five

percent, or 290 acres, of the Middle Soup Creek Project analysis area for elk, white-

tailed deer, and gray wolves overlaps with the South Fork Lost Creek Timber Sale's

analysis area for these species. Since no treatments would be applied by either project

within the area of overlap, and the area of overlap represents only five percent of the

Middle Soup Creek Project analysis area, cumulative effects would be minimal. The

South Fork Lost Creek EIS will contain an assessment of potential cumulative effects,

including the effects of the Middle Soup Creek Project.

D. State Forest Land Management Plan

In June 1996, DNRC began a phased-in implementation of the State Forest Land

Management Plan (Plan). The Plan established the agency's philosophy for the

management of forested state trust lands. This project was begun prior to the adoption

of the Plan. However, reasonable attempts have been made to incorporate the

philosophy and standards of the Plan in this project.

SRSF harvest goals are established by the Northwest Land Office under guidance of the

annual sustained yield statute (Montana Code Annotated 1995c). Forest Management

activities to meet harvest goals are guided by the SFLMP.
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Notice to readers:

The Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conser\'ation issued the Middle Soup Creek

Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for public review and comment in September,

1996. Some changes were made to the DEIS as a result of public comments and they are

incorporated in the Final EIS. The following is a summar>' of those changes:

Terms defined in the glossary are h:?rLi~r;'5:d the first time they appear in the document. This

was done to help the reader more clearly understand technical terms used in this document.

Changes were made in the wording of the conservation lease (see Appendi.x C) to clarify the

specific purpose of the conservation lease. That is: To preserve and protect timber and

vegetation within the project area from harvest for the next twenty years. Wording in Chapter I

(FEIS page 1-3) describing the lease was also changed to clarify the same point.

Chapter III, elk habitat (FEIS page III-28): It was clarified that it was assumed that standards for

elk habitat are also adequate for mule deer.

Chapter III, water quality (FEIS page III-38): It was clarified that none of the streams within the

Middle Soup Creek Project Area are identified as "threatened" or "impaired" under the Federal

Clean Water Act, and are therefore not listed under section 303(d).

The cumulative effects discussions in Chapter IV are further elaborated upon and segregated for

clarification.

Chapter IV, old growth versus post-old growth: It was clarified that post-old growth still meets

the definition of old growth found in the glossary with some important attribute differences. A
definition of post-old growth was added to the glossary to highlight those attribute differences.

Chapter IV, cavity-dependent species (FEIS page IV-50): It was incorrectly stated that, for

Aitemative B, structural enhancement harvesting would be applied to 897 acres when it is

actually applied to 832.7 acres.

Chapter IV, economic analysis (FEIS page IV-75): The estimated dollar value for a 20-year

conservation lease mistakenly included forest improvement costs. The figures in Table 4.15

were changed to reflect this difference.
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CHAPTER II

ALTERNATIVES

INTRODUCTION
Chapter II describes the development of three "action alternatives," and a "no-action

alternative." The action alternatives represent three different strategies for generating

revenue to meet the project objectives. In addition to describing the alternatives, this

chapter describes siiviig"r":''?.l treatments, the alternative development process, and

mitigation measures that are common to all the action alternatives.*&'-

I. SILVICULTURAL TREATMENTS
The three action alternatives employ combinations of four different silvicultural

treatments. The silvicultural treatments proposed for the Middle Soup Creek Project have

been designed to simulate many effects of various fire intensities that r.2S'':odc?JIv

occurred. They are intended to promote natural levels of structural and compositional

diversity.

The following treatments are described below: light-reserve, regeneration harvesting;

moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting; heav>'-reserve, regeneration harvesting; and

structural enhancement. How each alternative would employ these various treatment is

described in section III, "Alternatives."

A. Light-Reserve, Regeneration Harvesting

1. Harvesting

Light-reserve, regeneration harvesting would simulate many of the effects of a

high-intensity, stand-replacing fire. Such a fire would greatly alter the structure

and composition of overstory and understory vegetation. Light-reserve treatment

would remove most of the overstory and understory vegetation within cu-vtii^g

^:~^r.B . Hiding and thermal cover would not be retained; however, the following

important stand components would be reserved when available:
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1. Approximately two large trees per acre having an average diameter around

22 inches. Preferred reserve trees would include western larch {Larix

occidentalis), Douglas-fir {Pseiidotsiiga menziesii) and ponderosa pine

(Finns ponderosa)--trQQ species that have a high resistance to fire and wind.

Reserve trees would provide for structural diversity and future snag

recruitment. Light-reserve treatment would only be applied to stands that

do not contain sufficient numbers of quality seed trees, but reserved trees

would represent the healthiest trees available. They would have intact

crowns, but they may not always meet seed tree quality. Reserved trees

should not be likely to spread disease.

2. Small, scattered clumps of healthy, residual understory.

3. Approximately two live trees per acre, having broken boles, that would not

be likely to spread disease.

4. Dead, standing trees that do not qualify as hazards under OSHA regulations

(Logging Operations [Final Rules] 1995).

5. Fifteen to twenty tons per acre of large, down, woody material.

Retention of these stand components would depend on their presence, health, and

v: goT . Stand components would be reserved in a manner consistent with

vegetation patterns and land contours; that is, they would be reserved in various,

naturally-occurring shapes and sizes. The residual stand would average 10 square

feet 'mJ^M2lMS2i P^r ^^^^ ^^^ have 1 1 percent crown cover.

2. Residue disposal and g'/^s "s^.'^"j)T.T?.''r,c~.

Reducing the fire hazard created by logging "ssid'.'.'g would be accomplished by

excavator-piling and hand-burning residue.

To prepare the site for rgge^^.ergtjoTi, .. mineral soil would be exposed on thirty to

forty percent of the site. This Bz<:n3.cz'^io~). would be accomplished using an

excavator-piler. The soil would be scarified over the entire site in randomly-

spaced patches varying in size.
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3. Regeneration

The prepared site would favor the estabhshment of i'zi^-':'::zt'z-\ species.

Favoring the establishment of shade-intolerant species would contribute to

structural and compositional diversity by promoting the long-term presence of

many species having varying degrees of shade tolerance.

Regeneration would establish primarily from adjacent stands. Natural regeneration

would be supplemented by interplanting western white pine {Pinus monticola) that

is resistant to white pine blister rust, a major cause of western white pine mortality

on the SRSF. Interplanting rust-resistant western white pine would promote its

continued presence in the project area.

E. Moderate-Reserve, Regeneration Harvesting

1. Harvesting

Moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting would simulate the effects of a

moderate-intensity, stand-replacing fire. Such a fire would greatly aher the

structure and composition of both overstor>' and understory vegetation.

Moderate-reserve treatment within cutting units. Hiding and thermal cover would

not be retained; however, the following important stand components would be

reserved when available:

1

.

Approximately six large (at least 20 inches dbh), healthy, seed trees per

acre having straight boles and good crown development. Preferred reserve

tree species would include western larch, Douglas-fir, and ponderosa pine.

Depending on availability, reserved trees would be scattered at random or

reserved in groups.

2. Small, scattered clumps of healthy understory.

3. Approximately tvvo live trees per acre having broken boles that would not

be likely to spread disease.

4. Dead, standing trees that do not qualify as hazards under OSHA regulations

(Logging Operations [Final Rules] 1995).

5. Fifteen to twenty tons per acre of large, down, woody material.
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As with light-reserve treatment, the retention of these stand components would

depend on their presence, health, and vigor. Stand components would be reserved

in various, naturally-occurring shapes and sizes. The residual stand receiving

moderate-reserve treatment would average 21 square feet of basal area and have

approximately 1 8 percent crown cover.

2. Residue disposal and site preparation

As with light-reserve treatment, residue disposal would be accomplished by

excavator-piling and hand-burning residue.

To prepare the site for regeneration, mineral soil would be exposed on thirty to

forty percent of the site. This scarification would be accomplished using the

excavator-piler. The soil would be scarified over the entire site in randomly-

spaced patches varying in size.

3. Regeneration

The prepared site would favor the establishment of shade-intolerant species.

Favoring the establishment of shade-intolerant species would promote long-term

structural and compositional diversity. Regeneration would establish by seed

from reserve trees and adjacent stands. As with light-reserve treatment, natural

regeneration would be supplemented by interplanting rust-resistant, western white

pine.

C. Heavy-Reserve, Regeneration Harvesting

1. Harvesting

Heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting would simulate the effects of a ground fire

having varying intensity. Such a fire would alter s'\<~:.i de--.^'''// and species

composition of overstory and understory vegetation. Heavy-reserve treatment

would remove 20 to 70 percent of the overstory trees in a cutting unit, depending

on the existing stand density. Currently the basal area of mature stands in the

project area ranges from 100 to 240 square feet per acre; heavy-reserve treatment

would reduce basal area to approximately 80 square feet. Trees would be removed

singly, in groups, or in stringers not larger than one-half acre. Shade-intolerant

species would be favored; however, some of all existing species would be

reserved. Live trees with broken boles and dead standing trees that do not qualify

as hazards under OSHA regulations (Logging Operations [Final Rules] 1995),

would be reserved. Fifteen to twenty tons of large, down, woody material would
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also be reserved. The basal area reduction would maintain an average crown cover

of approximately 70 percent. Hiding and thermal cover would be retained.

2. Residue disposal and site preparation

As with light- and moderate-reserve treatments, residue disposal would be

accomplished by excavator-piling and hand-burning logging residue.

To prepare the site for regeneration, mineral soil would be exposed on twenty to

thirty percent of the site. This scarification would be accomplished using the

excavator-piler. Where patches, groups, or stringers of trees were removed, the

soil v/ould be scarified in randomly-spaced patches varying in size.

3. Regeneration

The prepared site would promote establishment of both S'ri^dg-'o'g •?.-': and shade-

intolerant species thus promoting long-term structural and compositional diversity.

Regeneration would establish by seed from the residual overstor>". Natural

regeneration would be supplemented by interplanting rust-resistant western white

pine.

D. Structural Enhancement

1. Thinning
to

Structural enhancement would simulate the effect of multiple, scattered, low-

intensity ground fires. Such fires would alter stand density and species

composition primarily in the lower canopy layer. Understory vegetation would be

lightly disturbed. Structural enhancement would reduce the basal area of stands by

approximately ten percent. One-half-acre patches would be selectively thinned

intermittently throughout the stand. Patches would be selected where shade-

tolerant species are encroaching on shade-intolerant species. To further simulate

the effects of low-intensity ground fire, thinning within patches would favor the

removal of shade-tolerant trees having thin bark and crowns low to the ground.

Some shade-intolerant species would also be removed to improve spacing and

extend the presence of other healthy, shade-intolerant dominant and codominant

trees. Live trees with broken boles, large down woody material, and dead,

standing trees that do not qualify as hazards under OSHA regulations would be

reserved.
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2. Residue disposal and site preparation

Logging residue would be iiand-lopped and scattered. Because structural

enhancement is not a regeneration treatment, site preparation would not be

required.

3. Regeneration

Regeneration would not be promoted by this treatment. Structural enhancement

would reduce competition from encroaching shade-tolerant species and extend the

presence of large, shade-intolerant trees thereby maintaining species diversity.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF ACTION ALTERNATIVES

A. Purpose of Action Alternatives

Action alternatives were developed to meet project objectives by addressing the

resource concerns identified in Chapter 1. Because resolving some concerns created

conflicts with resolving others, mitigation measures were developed. Mitigation

measures were placed in groups, and the groups provided a framework for

developing action alternatives.

Alternatives must be realistic and technologically available, and they must logically

relate to the project proposal. A "no-action" alternative provides the baseline for

comparing the environmental consequences of other alternatives. The no-action

alternative is considered a viable alternative (Montana Codes Annotated 1995a).

B. Developing Action Alternatives for the Middle Soup Creek Project

The action alternatives for the Middle Soup Creek Project were developed to resolve

the three major resource concerns: ecosystem sustainability, old-growth

preservation, and timber productivity. The other resource concerns described in

Chapter I are resolved through mitigation measures.

III. ALTERNATIVES
This section describes the no-action alternative, and proposed harvesting, logging

methods, and mitigation measures that are specific to each action alternative. Mitigation

measures that are common to all of the action alternatives are outlined in Appendix D.

None of the alternatives would require any new road construction because 5 spur roads

totaling 0.53 mile were already constructed under the Middle Soup Timber Sale before it

was withdrawn.
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A. Alternative A
Alternative A is the no-action alternative. If Alternative A were selected, no timber

harvesting would occur as a result of this project. Land management activities could

be proposed and undertaken in the future following the appropriate level ofMEPA
review. In the event a conservation lease is issued, timber harvests would not be

proposed over the term of the lease (20 years). Figure 2.1 shows the project area as it

would continue to exist under Alternative A.

B. Alternative B:

1. Summary
a. ecosystem sustainability

Alternative B focuses on the major resource concern of ecosystem

sustainability. Alternative B would promote the integrity of ecosystem

functions within the project area by employing a combination of three

strategies: conserving rrL?.'~:Lrg :fo-=."':. reducing forest fragmentation, and

maintaining structural complexity and diversity in the project area.

(1) conserving mature forest

Mature forest would be conserved to perpetuate an environment upon which

many species depend. Mature forest "C'-Mo^s would be retained to allow

sensitive, mature forest-dependent species to move between cots ^.t.zi^m of

mature forest. Large, contiguous, and relatively intact z'':'~':jvn of forest

characterized by mature forest attributes would be maintained.

Timber would be harvested using the structural enhancement silvicultural'O

1 . Mature forest interior core areas: Core areas are defined herein as

contiguous stands of mature forest that maintain a core of 50 hestgres

(123.5 acres) or greater after being buffered from adjacent immature

stands by a 100 meter strip of mature forest.

1 h

method within mature forest core and corridors. This method is designed to
; f

minimize alteration to stand character and function within corridors, old |

growth, or mature forest core. I
*
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PROJECT AREA
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Project Area:
Total Project Area Acres = 2591

Open Roads: ===:=*==*'^'"''^^=====^^

Restricted Roads: ^'^^^^^^

Reclaimed Roads: .*,,

Streams: -^"" -.^...

Scale:

1 Mile

i

ROAD TYPES ARE DEFINED IN THE GLOSSARY
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2. Mature forest corridors: Mature forest corridors are defined herein

as contiguous forested areas that are at least 100 meters (327 feet) in

width, have at least 40 percent canopy closure, and connect isolated

stands of mature forest.

(2) reducing habitat fragmentation

Harvesting methods would promote multistoried, mixed-age transitions to

soften sharp edges on existing forest patches. Corridors would be retained,

and isolated patches of timber would be harvested to reduce fragmentation

and produce a forest that would more closely mimic a forest subjected to

natural processes.

(3) maintaining structural complexity and diversit>- within stands

Since the 1940's, active fire suppression has led to increased dominance of

shade-tolerant species and increased stand densities throughout the Swan

Valley. Some dense stands would be thinned to promote more historical,

savannah-like conditions thus improving the structural integrity of stands.

Encroaching shade-tolerant species would be harvested to promote long-

term, compositional diversity in stands.

b. old growth preservation

Alternative B would not strive to maintain old-growth stands within the

project area as they now exist. Harvesting would occur in these stands to

maintain or enhance certain old growth characteristics (reduced fragmentation

and edge, maintenance of historic structure etc.).

c. timber productivity

Harvesting intended to reduce fragmentation would use regeneration

silvicultural systems that would restore stands to the full or good-to-fair vigor

G>.3S . The majority of the harvesting focuses on improving vigor and

persistence of large old shade-intolerant species and not designed to restore

overall stand vi?or.'&^

2. Methods

Under Alternative B, approximately 5.2 MMBF of timber would be harvested on

1006.2 acres. Moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to 44.3

of those 1006.2 acres (cutting units Bl and B2). Heavy-reserve, regeneration

harvesting would be applied to cutting units B3 though B7 totaling 129.2 acres.
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Structural enhancement would be applied to B8 through B18 totaling 832.7 acres.

Figure 2.2 shows the location of the cutting units and the type of treatment each

cutting unit would receive.

Conventional tractor-logging methods would be used. The tractor size would not

exceed the equivalent of a JD 650C/D6D track-type tractor or a JD 540/5 18C

rubber-tired skidder (machines that do not exceed nine feet in width and twenty

feet in length). These limitations provide maneuverability that protects remaining

trees and limits soil compaction.

3. Mitigation measures

Under Alternative B, the following activities would be accomplished: Motorized

traffic on portions of the Upper Soup Creek Canyon and Cilly Ridge roads would

be restricted (reducing open road density), potential sediment source sites would

be mitigated, in-stream rehabilitation projects would be completed, existing roads

would be maintained, and noxious weeds would be prevented and controlled.

C. Alternative C:

1. Summary

a. old-growth preservation

Alternative C focuses on the old-growth preservation major resource

concern. Timber harvesting would not occur in old growth but would

occur in one saw-timber stand and one multistoried stand.

Deferring timber harvesting within old-growth stands would allow all

existing old growth to be used as an outdoor classroom. This alternative

use of school trust lands might allow students to experience varying stages

of natural forest si.icgss.^io?! in the absence of human disturbance. The

economic value of this use was not estimated in the economic analysis in

Chapter IV.

b. ecosystem sustainability

Alternative C would conserve mature forests and mature forest core. The

Alternative does not strive to reduce fragmentation or increase structural

complexity and diversity in the long-term within old-growth stands.
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FIGURE 2.2 ALTERNATIVE B
CUTTING UNITS:
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c. timber productivity

Harvesting would use regeneration silvicultural systems tiiat would restore

stands to the full or good-to-fair -r.-z" ol's^ .

-
, \ . ..

2. Methods

Approximately 150,000 board feet (150 MBF) would be harvested on 62.5 acres.

The 49.6-acre, saw-timber stand would receive heavy-reserve, regeneration

harvesting. The 12.9-acre, multistoried stand would receive moderate-reserve,

regeneration harvesting. Figure 2.3 shows the location of the cutting units and the

type of treatment each cutting unit would receive.

Conventional tractor-logging methods would be used to treat the 12.9-acre stand

(cutting unit CI). The tractor size would not e.xceed the equivalent of a JD
650C/D6D track-type tractor or a JD 540/5 18C rubber-tired skidder (machines that

do not exceed nine feet in width and twenty feet in length). These limitations

provide maneuverability that protects remaining trees and limits soil compaction.

Helicopter logging would be conducted to treat the 49.6-acre stand (cutting unit

C2) because the existing road accessing cutting unit C2 is not maintained due to

wetland crossings, and a new road would compromise adjacent old growth.

3. Mitigation measures

Under Alternative C, the following activities would be accomplished: Motorized

traffic on portions of the Upper Soup Creek Canyon and Cilly Ridge roads would

be restricted (reducing open road density), potential sediment source sites would

be mitigated, in-stream rehabilitation projects would be completed, existing roads

would be maintained, and noxious weeds would be prevented and controlled.
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FIGURE 2.3 ALTERNATIVE C

CUTTING UNITS
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Figure 2.3
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D. Alternative D:

1. Summary
i-i'

A-

a. timber productivity

Alternative D focuses on the timber productivity major resource concern.

Treatments would be focused on optimizing timber productivity in old-growth,

saw-timber, and multistoried stands identified as
''

2:A :':s!k
" or

"bw nsY ' in the

SRSF Stand Level Inventory.

b. ecosystem sustainability

Alternative D would not strive to preserve mature forest or mature forest core,

reduce fragmentation or iiicrease structural diversity and complexity except

along harvest unit boundaries.

c. old-growth preservation

I

Alternative D would not strive to preserve all old-growth stands within the

project area.

2. Methods

Approximately 5.6 MMBF would be harvested on 323.7 acres.

Light-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to cutting units Dl and D2
totaling 11.2 acres. Moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to

; cutting units D3 through D7 totaling 88.3 acres. Heavy-reserve, regeneration

I

harvesting would be applied to cutting units D9 and DIO totaling 224.2 acres.

Figure 2.4 shows the location of the cutting units and the type of treatment each

cutting unit would receive.

Conventional tractor-logging methods would be used. The tractor size would not

.
exceed the equivalent of a JD 650C/D6D track-type tractor or a JD 540/5 1 8C

I
rubber-tired skidder (machines that do not exceed nine feet in width and twenty

I
feet in length). These limitations provide maneuverability that protects remaining

I
trees and limits soil compaction.

I
I

I
3. Mitigation measures

I
Under Alternative D, the following activities would be accomplished: Motorized

i traffic on portions of the Upper Soup Creek Canyon and Cilly Ridge roads would

be restricted (reducing open road density), potential sediment source sites would
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FIGURE 2.4 ALTERNATIVE D
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be mitigated, in-stream rehabilitation projects would be completed, existing roads

would be maintained, and noxious weeds would be prevented and controlled.

I

IV. SUMMARY OF EFFECTS
The following table compares the alternatives by summarizing their environmental

consequences. The table lists the major resource concerns in the left-hand column and

compares the related effects for each alternative in the remaining columns. The scientific

basis for the 5"'.v';ro-::'s~:;v>.' e:•?5g^^5 summarized here is discussed in more detail in

Chapter IV. Readers should refer to Chapter IV for a complete understanding of the

terms, quantities, and statements presented here.

Table 2.1 Summary ofEffects (continued on the following pages)

Resource Concerns
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All of the "action alternatives comply fully with most of the RMS and with the SFLMP
philosophy. Since the alternatives were developed prior to adoption of the SFLMP, some

alternatives do not comply as effectively as others with RMS. RMS that all of the

alternatives do not fully comply with are considered below and contribute to identifying

the Preferred Alternative.

1. Biodiversity

RMS-3 - directs managing for the proportion and distribution of forest types and

structures that were historically present within the landscape (SFLMP ROD 1996,

page ROD- 12). A primary focus of Alternative B is to begin restoring current forest

conditions to historic conditions. Since this is not a primary focus of Alternatives A,

C and D, Alternative B best meets that aspect of the SFLMP philosophy.

2. Sensitive species

RMS-1 - directs managing for site characteristics important to long-term persistence

of sensitive species (SFLMP ROD 1996, page ROD-31). The course filter approach

used to promote ecosystem sustainability includes analyzing three critical elements of

the ecosystem: conserving mature forest; reducing habitat fragmentation; and

maintaining structural complexity and diversity. Managing for these elements would

contribute to long-term persistence of sensitive species.

Alternative A, in the short-term, would contribute to an increase in mature forest and

structural complexity and a decrease in fragmentation. In the long-term. Alternative

A would contribute to a decrease in mature forest and structural complexity and an

increase in fragmentation. Alternative A would, therefore, contribute effectively to

short-term persistence of sensitive species, but not as effectively in the long term.

Alternative B, in the short-term, would contribute to a decrease in mature forest and

fragmentation and an increase in structural complexity. In the long-term. Alternative

B would contribute to an increase in mature forest and structural complexity and a

decrease in fragmentation. Alternative B would not provide for sensitive species, in

the short term, as effectively as Alternative A. In the long term, Alternative B
provides for sensitive species more effectively than Alternative A.

Alternatives C and D do not provide for conserving mature forest, reducing habitat

fragmentation or maintaining structural complexity as effectively in the short term or

the long term as Alternatives A and B. Since the focus of RMS-3 is on long-term

persistence (SFLMP ROD 1996, page ROD-31), Alternative B best meets the course

filter elements contributing to long-term persistence of sensitive species.
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Further consideration to long-term persistence of sensitive species is supplemented by

the fine filter analysis for the western big-eared bat, fisher, lynx, black-backed wood-

pecker and northern bog lemming (page IV-46).

No clear difference in effects on lynx and northern bog lemming habitat were

identified between alternatives.

Effects of each alternative on western big-eared bat and black-backed woodpecker

habitat is included in the analysis of affects on cavity nesting species (page IV-47).

Habitat quality would remain high in Alternative A, minimal impacts in Alternative

B, moderate impacts in Alternative C and Substantial impacts in Alternative D. Since

there is little difference in impacts between Alternatives A and B, and Alternative B
provides the best long-term effects under the course filter analysis, Alternative B
appears preferable to Alternative A.

The fine filter analysis suggests any reduction in old growth may negatively impact

fisher habitat (page IV-46). Alternative A and C do not reduce current old-growth

amounts. Alternative B would reduce the amount of old growth in the project area

from 50.5 percent to 38.8 percent. Alternative D would reduce the amount of old

growth to 28.2 percent. Although Alternative A and C would have the least negative

impact on fisher habitat, the amount of old growth that would remain in Alternative B
and D would be within the range historically projected of 25 to 50 percent. Overall,

the fine filter analysis indicates Alternative B best meets the Sensitive Species

RMS-1 .

3. Sensitive species

RMS-4 directs that habitat needs of sensitive species be met primarily through

managing for the range of historically occurring conditions and by maintaining

connecting corridors (SFLMP ROD 1996, page ROD-31).

The primary focus of Alternative B is to begin restoring historical conditions. This is

not a primary focus of other alternatives. Alternative B, therefore, best meets this

aspect of Sensitive Species RMS-4 .

Maintenance of connecting corridors is strongly correlated to the analysis of spatial

characteristics of forested patches. Alternative B is designed to minimize increasing

fragmentation and/or loss of connectivity, and to ultimately reduce fragmentation and

increase connectivity. Alternative D would contribute to sharp increases in

fragmentation. Although Alternative A and C do not add to existing fragmentation,

neither do they decrease fragmentation. Alternative B best meets the intent of

Sensitive Species RMS-4.
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B. Project Objective

The objective of the Middle Soup Creek Project is to generate the largest, reasonable

monetar>' return to the school trust in both the short term and long term by either selling

approximately six million board feet of timber or selling a twenty-year conservation

lease. Alternatives A and C are each projected to generate negative net revenue if har-

vested this year or if harvesting is deferred for twenty years. These alternatives do not

meet the project objective and therefore are not considered further.

Alternative B is projected to generate approximately $1,045,572 of net revenue in the

short term. Alternative D is projected to generate $1,215,776. Alternative D appears to

provide $170,204 or approximately 14 percent greater advantage in short-term financial

return. Since timber volumes, timber values and associated costs are all based on esti-

mates, the actual difference in short-term return is not certain.

Long-term potential return to the school trusts are related to future management

flexibility to meet changes in demand and uses. Substantial future management

flexibility would be retained on the 129.2 acres of heavy reserve harvesting and 832.7

acres of structural enhancement harvesting v/ithin Alternative B. Little flexibility would

be retained on the 44.3 acres of moderate reserve harvesting within Alternative B.

Alternative D would retain substantial flexibility on 224.2 acres of heavy reserve

harvesting and provide little flexibility on 99.5 acres of light reserve and moderate

reserve harvesting. Alternative B would therefore retain greater future management

flexibility.

Long-term potential return to the school trusts are also related to differences in fijture

timber productivity between alternatives. Alternative D would provide the greatest

improvement to stand vigor within the stands to be treated. Altemative D would improve

average stand vigor on the project area from 2.50 to 2.39 Altemative B would not

provide as much improvement to stand vigor within stands treated. Altemative B would

improve average stand vigor on the project area to 2.36. Altemative B would provide the

largest improvement in future timber productivity by improving stand vigor on a larger

number of stands.

A third important consideration in long-term potential return to school trusts is the health

of the ecosystem. Conserving mature forest, reducing habitat fragmentation and

maintaining structural complexity and diversity are considered important elements of a

healthy ecosystem. As discussed above, Altemative B conserves mature forest most

effectively in the long term, provides for the greatest reduction in existing fragmentation

and provides short-term and long-term improvements in stmctural complexity. Alter-

native B most effectively restores and promotes characteristics of healthy ecosystem.
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Since there is not a great deal of difference in short-term financial return between

Alternative B and D and the amount of that difference may be related to estimated costs

and returns, greater importance would be given to long-term potential return.

Alternative B promotes greater potential long-term financial return and therefore best

meets the project objective.

C. Effects on Other Resources

Application of mitigations common to all alternatives contributed to minimizing the

difference in effects on some resources. Effects on other resources are considered and

discussed below.

1. Grizzly bear

The major difference in effects are between the no-action Alternative A and action

Alternatives B, G and D. Action Alternatives B, C and D would reduce the percent of

area with greater than one mile of open road per square mile from thirty four percent

to twenty eight percent.

2. Elk

Elk habitat potential would remains the same for all alternatives.

3. White-tailed deer

Little change would be effected on available thermal cover, hiding cover and forage

areas. All alternatives would maintain proportions of these areas above

recommended levels.

4. Water quality

The no-action alternative would not increase short-term sedimentation of Soup and

Cilly Creek. The risk to long-term sedimentation may be increased by deferring

replacement of stream crossings and road improvements. Alternatives B, C and D
would each result in short-term increases in sedimentation but with a net reduction in

long-term sedimentation. All of the action alternatives would comply with SMZ
requirements and BMP recommendations.

Water yield increases are projected for each action alternative but are well below

ECA thresholds for each watershed.

5. Fisheries

There would be low potential risk to fishery habitat from each of the action

alternatives. The action alternatives provide for continued monitoring offish habitat

as recommended by MDFWP. The no-action alternative does not provide for

continued monitoring.
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6. Air Quality

The action alternatives would provide short-term decreases in air quality from

burning. Smoke from burning would likely last several days.

7. Soils

Potential soil impacts would be greater on the action alternatives. Mitigation that

would be applied to each action alternative would minimize potential soil impacts.

These include the following: 1) Harvesting would be conducted in the winter on

snow-covered, frozen soil; 2) Track-mounted excavators would be used to treat slash;

3) Excavator piling and soil scarification would be limited to less than 40 percent of

the cutting units; 4) Skidding trails would be limited to no more than 20 percent of

cutting units; and 5) Woody debris would be retained to promote long term soil

stability and productivity.

8. Noxious Weeds
All action alternatives include specific measures to treat existing noxious weeds and

prevent further encroachment. The no-action alternative does not treat existing

noxious weeds.

9. Gray Wolves

Wolves are not known to currently inhabit the Swan Valley. Action alternatives

should not reduce the existing deer and elk prey base. Plarmed reductions in open

road density should reduce the risk of human-caused v/olf mortality.
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CHAPTER III

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Environmental Characteristics, Analysis Areas, and Analysis

Methods

INTRODUCTION
Chapter III provides the baseline for analyzing the environmental consequences of all the

alternatives. In order to determine this baseline, the effects of past natural events (e.g. fire) and

human activities (e.g. harvesting, fire suppression, etc.) were considered. In addition to

describing the affected environmental characteristics that are important to the analysis of

resource concerns, it delineates analysis areas, and explains analysis methods where appropriate.

I. VEGETATION

A. Historic Conditions in Forests of the Swan Valley

1. General conditions

The Swan River State Forest (SRSF) still contains some of the largest remaining tracts of

undisturbed mature forest. These tracts are representative of the Swan Valley ecosystem

before human exploitation began several decades ago. Although these forests are

undisturbed in the sense that they have not had any quantity of timber removed, they are

not entirely pristine. Active fire suppression began well before commercial exploitation

in the Swan Valley so even unharvested forests are not natural in the sense that their

structure and composition reflects the absence of natural disturbance for more than 50

years (Antos and Habek 1981, Freedman and Habeck 1984, Habeck 1988).

Since timber harvesting in the Swan Valley began in earnest during the 1960's, the total

area of mature forest remaining has been reduced about twenty-one percent (Hart 1994,

Fig. 1). More importantly, fragmentation of the remaining forest has increased more than

two-fold, resulting in a large number of smaller, more uniformly sized timber patches

with less core area (Hart, 1994).
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Reduction of total mature forest area and increased fragmentation of remaining forest

patches may threaten ecosystem integrity. Loss of effective old forest habitat may have

caused some plant and animal communities to become sensitive, threatened, or

endangered. Also, many less obvious species may be reduced to non-sustainable

population densities. Reducing mature forests may reduce the effectiveness of the Swan
Valley forest ecosystem to act as a corridor between the Mission and Swan Mountains.

Ultimately, the shift in community balance from old forest to open, early successional

communities may change the nature of the biotic communities compared with historic

patterns.

2. Historic fire regimes

Historically, fire exercised an influential role over the characteristics of forested

landscapes in the Swan Valley, as it did over most of forested western Montana. Fire

regimes varied, depending on micro-site conditions, from infrequent, stand-replacing

bums, through intermediate frequency, intermediate intensity bums, to frequent, thinning

underbums. However, the latter type appears to have been restricted to the upper portion

of the Swan River drainage, south of the SRSF.

Hart (1994:36) summarized the historical data as follows:

"...Although most ofthe burns. ..were ofstand-replacement intensity, many less

intensefires had also crept over wide areas. The upper [i.e., southem7 halfofthe Swan

Valley had been extensively burned, and was blanketed byfallen trees. In this area, fires

were moderate, thinning theforest. The lower [i.e., northern] Swan also was scarred by

fires, but it had a great deal ofolder mixedforest; species typical ofmesic sites were

found in this region. ..".

Antos and Habeck (1981), working mostly in the northern portion of the Swan Valley,

emphasized the dominance of low-frequency, high-intensity fires (i.e., "stand-

replacement fires") in determining stand patterns:

"During most summers, the occurrence offrequent rain makes intensefires

unlikely; but in some years, dry summers set the stagefor large crown fires. Most stands

were initiated on large burns.. ..an averagefrequency ofreplacement burns ofbetween

100 and 200 years was characteristic... Stands over 300 years old do occur, and repeat

burns less than 20 years apart have also occurred. In some forests initiated by

replacement burns, groundfires have occurred after stand establishment, with variable

effects on the overstory. Very wet sites such as stream bottoms and lower north slopes

often experience partial burns when located within the perimeter oflarge replacement

burns ".(Antos and Habeck 1981:29)
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Freedman and Habeck (1984), who worked primarily in drier forests soutli of the project

area but as far north as Goat Creek in the SRSF, emphasized the role of rather more

frequent bums in the southern portion of the Swan Valley, while agreeing with Antos and

Habeck (1981) that fire frequency decreased with latitude:

"...wildfire was commonplace in the Swan Valley. Fire-scarredponderosa pines,

charcoal in the soil layers, and the occurrence ofeven-aged stands oflodgepole

pine. ..attest to the pastpresence offire; the relative scarcity ofold-growth climaxforests

providesfurther insight into the influence ofhistoricfire". (Yreedman. and Habeck

1984:24)

"Ourfire history analysis indicates that the [lower elevation portions of the Swan
Valley] was burnedfrequently; in the drier southern half.the intervals were shorter than

on the more moist northern part. Between 1 758 and 1905 this portion ofthe range had

fire-free intervals ofabout 20 years, and the presence ofwestern larch and even-aged

lodgepole pine suggests thefires here were ofhigher intensity.. The remaining samples

arefrom the southern end [i.e., south of the Project Area] , and these have a shorter

interval of17 years. "(Freedman and Habeck 1984: 27)

3. Historic abundance of older forest types

There exists no single, unambiguous way to estimate the historic amounts of older forests

and/or old growth (in part because definitions of "old growth" are not consistent among

investigators). However, we can provide an approximation based on the work of

Losensky (1993), Lesica (1996), USDA Forest Service, Flathead National Forest (1992),

and Hart (1994).

Losensky (1993) estimated percentages of area by age class in the year 1900, using

adjustments to 1930's forest inventory information. He provided estimates broken down
by forest cover types, and reported both by defined "climatic sections" as well as western

Montana averages. His estimates for the western white pine and larch/Douglas fir cover

types that are most typical of lower elevation areas within the SRSF indicates that

roughly one-half of the forested area existed as mature and/or old growth (Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1 Proportions ofeach forest cover type in various age-classes, both within the

climatic section corresponding to the SRSF, andfor western Montana averaged over all cover

types (Losensky 1993).
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Table 3.2 Proportions by age-classes resultingfrom application ofthe negative exponential

model, using an assumed stand-replacement interval of150 years ( Lesica 1996).

Age Class
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Table 3.3 Selected landscape metrics comparing 1930's to 1990's conditions in the entire

Seeley-Swan valley. Data takenfrom Hart (1994:66). All distinct patches (mapped at 16 ha
minimum mapping unit) were assessed. Shape index is calculated relative to the simplest

shape, i.e. a perfect square which takes the minimum value, 1.0 (more complex shapes take

larger values).

Landscape Measure
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mbister areas, western white pine, western larch, and red-cedar have declined (the former

primarily due to disease), giving way to Englemann spruce and subalpine fir.

B. Current Conditions: Analyses Relating to Ecosystem Sustainabilitj-

Here, we perform our own analyses to estimate the current condition of forests within the

immediate environs of the project area, and/or the entire SRSF (depending on analysis) relative

to the three components of ecosystem sustainability: I) amount of mature forest, ii) spatial

(landscape) characteristics, and iii) diversity of structural and compositional components.

1. Analysis areas

In order to assess both the quantity of specified forest attributes and their spatial

juxtaposition, we required designation of an analysis area that was larger than the Mid-

Soup Creek Project Area (MSPA). Had we limited our analysis only to the MSPA, many

forest patches would be both inside and outside the area, and problems of interpreting

edges and boundaries would have been considerable. Thus, we identified a slightly larger

area for purposes of assessing ecosystem sustainability, which we have termed the

"ecosystem sustainability analysis area" (ESAA) . Th ESAA includes the entire MSPA,
but extends it out to the boundaries of each section (Fig. 3.1), and totals 8,077 acres.

Using the ESAA reduces (but does not entirely eliminate) distortions caused by inevitable

'"edges" within the chosen analysis area. In assessing the abundance of mature forest

types, we were also able to provide estimates of current conditions on the entire DNRC
holdings within the Swan River State Forest (SRSF).

2. Conserving mature forest

a. Methods

All DNRC forested stands were categorized as 1 of 8 tree size classes (see

glossary size class definitions): old growth (OLDGR), saw timber other than old

growth (SAW), rr\'il'':i-5'':origcl (MULTI), olc.y role timber (closed canopy;

OPOLE), vo\\~'.? t>ole timber (closed canopy; YPOLE), sapling and young pole

timber (open canopy; SAP), gT?3s/5'a"n.i c/gee f.ij-i

<

(G/S/S), and -on-foT53t?d ?.Te?3

(NFOR). For purposes of assessing ecosystem sustainability, old-grov\th and

saw-timber categories were considered to represent mature forest types, while the

remaining forested categories were immature, successional forest types.

b. Results

For the entire SRSF, acreage within these 8 vegetative categories is distributed

among 792 discrete parcels. Of 39,848 acres of DNRC-owned land within the

SRSF, 37,408 acres (94%) are currently classified as forested habitat. In all,

21,715 acres of forest (54%) are classified as mature and 18,133 acres (46%) are

immature. Fully 14,506 acres (36.4 %) of forest stands are classified by
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DNRC as old growth, 40% of which (5,847 acres) are found within the

Soup/Cilly Creek drainages and form a significant portion of the proposed sale

area.

Within the ESAA, 4,679 acres (57.9%) are classified as mature. Of these, some

3,868 (47.9% of the ESAA) are classified as old growth (Fig. 3.1).

3. Spatial characteristics of forested patches

a. Methods

We first determined unique forest patches by merging all adjacent forest stands

with the same tree-size class. (The SRSF Stand-Level Inventory assigns unique

identifiers to stands within each legal section, regardless of whether doing so

creates artificial boundaries in otherwise continuous landscape patches. Our

procedure simply reproduced patches as they actually occur on the ground). We
assessed spatial characteristics of the resulting patches using two categorization

systems: I) the 8 tree-size classes, earlier described, and ii) a "merged" tree-size

classification, in which old-growth, a ?"/•":—':
s-

. and - if present, zzt.~o\6-'^.o-'?f-h.

stands were considered as the"mature" tree-size classification, multi-storied, old-

pole, young-pole, and sapling stands were considered as the "immature" tree-size

classification, and the grass/shrub/seedling category was combined with the

naturally non-forested category into a "non-forest" tree-size classification.

Mean and standard deviation of patch size were calculated directly using the

PAMAP GIS system. As an index to patch shape, we used the shape index of

McGarigal and Marks (1994: C5), which uses both perimeter and area of each

patch, but corrects for the effects of patch size. This index, also used by Hart

(1994) and presented above in Table 3.3, takes a minimum value of 1 .0 when

patches are exactly square, and increases with shape complexity. We assessed the

spatial juxtaposition of patches by tallying the amount of perimeter of each patch

with patches of each other class. We then compared these "adjacency"

proportions to those that would hold if all types of adjacency occurred in

proportion to the abundances of the tree-size classes. Positive values here

indicated that these types ofjuxtapositions were more common than would be

expected based on abundance of types alone, while negative values indicated that

these types ofjuxtapositions were rarer than might be expected. These

calculations asked whether contrasts between patch types were greater or smaller

than would be expected based on the abundance of the patch types alone.

Finally, we assessed the amount of "core interior" forest habitat by buffering all

patches classified as one of the three "mature" types by 100 meters, and then
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summing only those in which the buffered area exceeded 50 hectares (123.5

acres). .y,.

b. Results

Within the ESAA, overall mean patch size is 49.3 acres. However, this figure is

highly influenced by a single large patch of 3,371 acres. This large "patch" forms

the background upon which all others are laid, and could equally easily be

considered the landscape "matrix" (Forman and Godron 1986:159). As well, most

of this patch is located outside of the Project Area per se. If this patch is

excluded, overall mean patch size within the ESAA drops to 28.9 acres. Of the

total 164 patches within the ESAA, 145 (88%) are less than 50 acres in size, and

fully 96% (157) are less than 100 acres in size (Fig. 3.2). Mean patch size is

largest for the old-growth tree-size class (484 acres), but again, this includes the

large "matrix" patch. If this large patch is excluded, mean size for the remaining

7 old-growth patches drops to approximately 7 1 acres. Mean patch size for the

remaining tree-size classes are in the 20-30 acre range. Patch sizes are also

relatively uniform, with standard deviations roughly equal to means (Table 3.4a).

Patch sizes are somewhat larger when patches are classified by the merged types

"mature", "immature", and "nonforested". Mean patch size across all types is 101

acres, again, largest in the mature types (Table 3.4b).

Table 3.4 Forest characteristics existing within the Ecosystem Siistainability Analysis Area

(ESAA), by tree-size class. Shown are total andproportion acreage, number ofpatches, mean

and standard deviation ofpatch size, and shape indices for each class.

a. Classified by tree-
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(Table 3.4 Continued)

b. Classified by merged tree-size classes.

Affected Environment

Characteristic
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FIGURE 3.2
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growth". However, examination of Fig. 3.3 reveals that the majority of the

"mature interior core" forest within the ESAA is located outside of the Project

Area per se.

4. Structural and compositional diversity

a. Methods

We used existing SRSF Stand-Level Inventory data to describe current conditions

in terms of forest types (dominant species), overall stocking levels, and type of

forest structure, on both the entire SRSF and the ES.-^A.

2. Results

Douglas-fir and western larch cover types constitute over 50% of the entire SRSF,

and are somewhat more predominant within the ESAA. Over 63% of the ESAA
is classified as either Douglas-fir, western larch, or a combination of the two

(Table 3.6). Cedar, lodgepole pine, spruce, and subalpine fir t>-pes are slightly

less common on the ESAA than they are in general within the SRSF.

Most stands within both the SRSF and ESAA are well-stocked (Table 3.7), and

there appear to be no important distinctions between the ESAA and the larger

SRSF. Similarly, stand structure characteristics within the ESAA display no

obvious differences from the overall SRSF (Table 3.8). About an equal acreage

of stands exist in single-storied and multi-storied conditions.
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Table 3.5 Adjacency matrices oftree-size classes within tlie Ecosystem Sustainability Analysis Area
(ESAA). Columns are proportion ofeach size-class that border the class ofthat row, and hence sum
to 1.0. Thus, for example, in Table 3.5a, 15.3% ofthe totalperimeter around existing old growth

borders saw timber, but 45.8% ofthe perimeter around saw timber borders old growth. The difference i

occurs because there is more oldgrowth within the ESAA than there is saw timber.

a. Classified by tree-size class.

MERGED
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(Table 3.5 continued)

c. Classified by merged tree-size classes. Here, adjacency with the same "class" is possible,

because merged classes are composed of >1 tree-size classes.

1
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Table 3.7 Stocking levels onforested stands within the SRSF and ESAA.

Affected Environment

Stocking Level
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C. Current Conditions: Analyses Relating to Old Growth

1. Analysis area

The analysis of old growlh is primarily based on the 2591 -acre project area, but

existing quantities of old growth are also considered in the context of the Soup and

Cilly Creek watersheds. Data was obtained from the SRSF Stand Level Inventory.

2. Analysis methods

The SRSF Stand Level Inventory identifies stands as old growth if they have a saw-

timber stand class code, if the crown density of saw-timber trees in the stand is greater

than 39 percent, if they contribute to a contiguous area of old growth at least 50 acres
'

in size, and if they meet one of the following criteria:

1

.

The stand contains trees that average at least 200 years old.

2. The stand contains trees that average 150 to 199 years old, and it has an

uneven-aged stand structure.'o^

3. The stand contains trees that average 100 to 149 years old, and it has an

uneven-aged stand structure and fair-to-poor or very poor vigor.

Vigor classes were used to project the relative stability of old-growth stands. The

vigor of stands is directly related to the health of individual trees and the relative

stability of stands. Stands having good-to-fair vigor or fair-to-poor vigor are likely

to remain relatively stable for the next several decades. Some trees in old-growth

stands having good-to-fair or fair-to-poor vigor would continue to die, maintaining

the presence of snags and large down logs. Large trees of mixed species having

varying degrees of shade tolerance would continue to dominate the stands.

Mortality is exceeding growth in stands having very poor vigor. Over the next

several decades, stands having very poor vigor would continue to decline; trees

would be killed by mountain pine beetle, Douglas-fir beetle, dwarf mistletoe, root

rot, white pine blister rust, and other insects and diseases. Live, shade-intolerant

trees would become scarce, and shade-tolerant species such as Engelmann spruce,

grand fir, or subalpine fir would dominate the stands. Slow rates of natural

decomposition would maintain an abundance of large snags and down logs for

several decades, but species diversity and the abundance of large, live trees would

decrease. Although the stands may be very old, old-growth characteristics that are

important to many wildlife species would not exist or would become rare. Stands

would move from an old-growth stage to a post-old-growth stage of succession.
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3. Affected environment

Old growth represents the later stages of natural development of forest stands. Old-

growih stands are dominated by relatively large, old trees. They generally contain a

wide variety of tree sizes; exhibit some degree of multistoried structure; have signs of

decadence such as trees with rot, broken boles, or spiked tops; and contain standing,

large snags and large down logs.

Approximately 36.4 percent of SRSF (14,506 acres) is old growth. About 50.5

percent (1309.2 acres, 9.3 percent of the total SRSF old growth) of the project area is

classified as old growth. The old growth in the project area is located in 66 separate

stands that range in size from 0.2 to 76.4 acres

About seventy-two percent of the existing old growth in the project area, or 934.6

acres, has good-to-fair or fair-to-poor vigor (Table 3.9, Figure 4.15); it will probably

remain stable for the next several decades. About twenty-nine percent of the existing

old growth, or 374.7 acres, has very poor vigor. The stands contained in the 374.7

acres would lose important old-growth characteristics over the next several decades.

D. Current Conditions: Analyses Relating to Timber Productivity

1. Analysis area

Timber productivity analyses are based on the 2,591 -acre project area. Data used for

assessing the existing vigor and timber productivity of the eight stand classes was

obtained from the SRSF Stand Level Inventory.

2. Analysis methods

The overall timber productivity of the project area is directly related to the vigor class

of stands in the project area. The extent to which silvicultural treatments would affect

the future timber productivity of stands depends on existing stand class and vigor.

The average stand vigor of the No-Action Alternative provides a bases for comparing

relative timber productivity with each action alternative. A vigor value of 1.00

represents a stand having full vigor and optimal timber productivity. A vigor value of

4.00 represents a stand having very poor vigor and negative timber productivity

(mortality likely exceeds growth). The following vigor classes and their

corresponding vigor values are based on the SRSF Stand Level Inventory.

a. full vigor

The full vigor class has a vigor value of 1 .00. It is represented by open-grown

trees. Crown closure has not occurred, and growth is optimal.
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b. good-to-fair vigor

The good-to-fair vigor class has a vigor value of 2.00. Crowns are closed at least

in clumps; crown lengths are greater than 50 percent in young stands and greater

than 33 percent in older stands. Growth has not yet slowed greatly.

c. fair-to-poor vigor

The fair-to-poor vigor class has a vigor value of 3.00. Crown ratios are poor.

Growth and mortality are nearly balanced.

d. very poor vigor

The very poor vigor class has a vigor value of 4.00. Stands having very poor

vigor are generally in a decadent condition due to insects, disease, stagnation,

suppression or old age. Mortality likely exceeds growth.

3. Past management activities

Timber harvesting has occurred periodically within the project area since the early

1 960's. Past harvesting of old-growth and saw-timber classes have converted 38.6

percent of the project area to grass/shrub/seedling (4.0%), sapling (12.4%), young

pole (15.1%) and multistoried classes (7.1%)). These conversions have contributed to

increases in vigor and timber productivity on the project area.

4. Existing timber productivity of project area

The Middle Soup Creek Project Area has a very high timber productivity potential

because of its physical and biological characteristics. Old-growth stands in the

project area exhibit lower timber productivity than young stands. The average vigor

value of all old-growth stands in the project area is 3.01 . Sapling stands have an

average vigor value of 1.54, and young pole-timber stands average 1.76 (Table 3.9).

Stands in the grass/shrub/seedling stand class are still in a stand establishment phase

and will likely reach full vigor within five years. Residual overstory in multistoried

stands is likely suppressing established regeneration and timber productivity.

Multistoried stands have an average vigor value of 3.0. Saw-timber stands have an

average vigor value of 2.24. The average vigor value of all stands in the project area

is 2.50.

The existing vigor and timber productivity of the project area are summarized in

Table 3.9 and Figure 3.4. Stands with full vigor represent 14.2 percent of the project

area and occur on 367.1 acres. Stands with good-to-fair vigor represent 39.5 percent

of the project area and occur on 1,024.1 acres. Stands with fair-to-poor vigor

represent 28.1 percent of the project area and occur on 728.5 acres. Since nonforested

areas (94.4 acres) do not contribute to timber productivity, they are also included in

this zero-productivity vigor class. Stands with very poor vigor represent 18.2 percent
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of the project area and occur on 47 1 .3 acres.

Affected Environment

5. Existing timber productivity' of stands considered for harvest

The SRSF Stand Level Inventor>' identifies 19 stands for possible timber harvesting.

These stands represent 58.6 percent of the project area and contain 1,517.8 acres.

Stands identified for possible timber harvesting include stands with the treatment

codes high risk, low risk, and overstory removal. The high-risk category includes

commercial, nonvigorous, over mature stands and any rr.=:-c'- >;-•?.:= stands which

exhibit unmanageable insect or disease problems. The low-risk category includes

commercial stands older than 1 00 years which do not qualify as high risk. These

stands have relatively better vigor than high-risk stands. The low-risk category also

includes stands dominated by shade-tolerant species regardless of age. The overstory

removal category includes stands v»hich contain commercial size trees in excess of

1,000 board feet per acre if the trees are (1) part of an unmanageable stand

component, or (2) the trees represent the upper story of a two-storied stand but are

inadequately stocked to be treated as a separate, manageable component. Table 3.10

gives the acres considered for treatment within each treatment code, the average

volume of timber per acre, and the total volume within each treatment code.

TABLE 3.10 A Summary ofStands Consideredfor Harvest

Treatment Code
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Table 3. 9 The Vigor and Productivity ofExisting Stand Classes

Vitor Classes Timber Productivity

Stand Class
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Figure 3. 4 The Existing Vigor ofStands in the Project Area: A Measure of Timber
Productivity

.1?

28.1%

\, "^ 'V. V ' -^ -^ V ^ ^ *. X X X

Very Poor (471.3 acres)

Good to Fair (1.024.1 acres)

Fair to Poor (728.5 acres)

Full Vigor (367.1 acres)

The percentages are based on 2.591 acres within the project area. The average vigor valuefor all the stands in the

project area is 2.50. Vigor values and classes are asfollows:

vizor value

4.00

3.00

2.00

1.00

vi^or class timber productivity

very poor: negative productivity, mortality exceeds growth.

fair to poor: zero productivity, mortality balances with growth.

good to fair: positive productivity, growth exceeds m.ortality butfallsfar short ofyieldpotential

full vigor: positive productivity, nearyield potential.
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II. WILDLIFE

A. Grizzly Bear

1. Analysis area

The grizzly bear is federally listed as threatened in Montana. The Middle Soup Creek

Project Area is within the Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem Grizzly Bear

Recovery Area (NCDE) (US Fish and Wildlife Service 1993). The NCDE is divided

into 23 Bear Management Units (BMU's); each BMU is further divided into subunits

approximately 50 square miles in area. Subunits define the area in which the existing

environment and effects of proposed actions on grizzly bears are evaluated (US Fish and

Wildlife Service 1995a). The project area is within the South Fork Lost Soup Subunit of

the Bunker Creek BMU.

The South Fork Lost Soup Subunit encompasses 29,923 acres (46.8 mi-). DNRC
administers 62 percent (18,446 acres) of the subunit, the Flathead National Forest

administers 36 percent, and Plum Creek Timber Company owns approximately one

percent. The remaining one percent of the subunit is in other private ownership (Table

3.11).

2. Analysis methods and environmental characteristics

Attributes of the subunit used to describe the affected environment include motorized

access, secvdty lbg.bfet . ibjclin? gov^t. and seasonal habitats. Guidelines for analyses

follow DNRC Interim Guidance for grizzly bears in the NCDE (Montana Dept. of

Natural Resources and Conservation 1995) and Amendment 19 to the Flathead National

Forest Plan (USDA Forest Service 1 995).

a. motorized access

Motorized access has been shown to be an important factor affecting grizzly bears

(Mace et al. 1993). Increased motorized access results in increased human-caused

bear mortality, displacement of bears from energetically important habitats, and

habituation of bears which often leads to bears being killed or removed to captivity

(Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee 1994).

Motorized access routes in the project area include ro?-j.s classified as open, restrict-

ed, reclaimed, private, administrative, and Highway 83. Definitions for all classes of

roads are located in the glossary under roads. Motorized access in the subunit is

calculated by two methods: the linear miles of the various road classes and the "pre-

cise density" of roads using a "moving windows" method (Ake 1995).

In the moving windows analysis, the South Fork Lost Soup Subunit is divided into
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. 30-meter square "windows." Open road density (ORD) is calculated as the percent-

age of windows in the subunit with more than one square mile of open road around

them. Total road density (TRD) is the percentage of windows in the subunit sur-

rounded by more than two square miles of open and restricted roads.

Within the South Fork Lost Soup Subunit, there are 29.8 miles of open road, 52.2

miles of restricted road, and 19.9 miles of other roads (Table 3.11). The ORD of the

entire subunit is thirty-four percent. For DNRC land within the subunit, the ORD is

forty-three percent. For the entire subunit TRD is forty-three percent; DNRC land in

the subunit has a TRD of fifty-two percent.

b. security habitat

Security habitat or core area (habitat free of motorized access) is an important home-
range component of female grizzly bears that successftilly raise cubs to adulthood

(US Fish and Wildlife Service 1995a). Security habitat is at least 0.3 miles from a

motorized road or trail during the nondenning period (3/16-11/15) and a minimum of

2500 contiguous acres. Thirty-eight percent (11,3 15 acres) of the South Fork Lost

Soup Subunit qualifies as security habitat of which DNRC administers 5,074 acres.

c. hiding cover

Hiding cover is defined as a patch of vegetation having a minimum diameter of at

least three s-yr."^ d:?'^:r.ceo or 300 feet-whichever is greater. A sight distance is the

distance at which 90 percent of a bear is hidden from view. Approximately 79

percent of the South Fork Lost Soup Subunit qualifies as hiding cover; 92 percent of

DNRC land within the subunit meets hiding cover criteria.'o

d. seasonal habitat

Research in the lower South Fork of the Flathead statistically compared habitats used

by grizzly bears with available habitats in the study area for five seasons (Manley et

al. 1992): early spring (March 16 - May 7), spring (May 8 - July 15), summer (July

16 - September 30), autumn (October 1 - November 15), and denning (November 16

- March 15). Habitats were described using a combination of satellite imagery and

topographic data.

For each season, habitats in the study area were placed into one of tliree probability

categories: use less than, equal to, or greater than expected by grizzly bears. These

categories are assumed to reflect the relative seasonal value of habitats to grizzly

bears. Habitats used greater than expected are of the highest value to grizzly bears.
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Table 3.11 South Fork Lost Soup Subunit Attributes and Ownerships

Subunit Attributes
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Table 3.12 Acres of Grizzly Bear Seasonal Habitats throughout the South Fork Lost Soup Subunit

and Core Areas within the Subunit (Manley 1992)

Early Spring'

(3/16-5/7)
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Since habitats were described using remote sensing technology, habitat values

outside of the South Fork study area can be described. This has been done for the

NCDE west of the Continental' Divide (USDA Forest Ser\-ice 1995). Table 3.12

summarizes existing grizzly bear habitat values in the South Fork Lost Soup Subunit

and security habitat within the subunit. Representative proportions of all five sea-

sonal habitats are found within security areas in the subunit.

B. Elk

It is assumed that standards for elk habitat are also adequate for mule deer (USDA Forest

Service 1994c). The project area is used by elk from early spring through late fall. The

conifer and mixed conifer/deciduous stands provide a variety of successional stages and

forest types that are used for thermal cover, !r :£::-? "-"/s- . resting, and foraging.

1. Analysis area

The analysis area is about 5843 acres and contains the project area and a 0.5 mile buffer

(Figure 3.5). Areas of private ownership were excluded from analysis because data on

hiding and thermal cover and forage were not available. For parts of the analysis, the

area was divided into four quadrants of roughly equal size (Figure 3.5).

2. Analysis methods

A method for determining the adequacy of an area as potential elk habitat was developed

by the Flathead National Forest and the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks

(MFWP), based on work conducted in northern Idaho (Leege 1984). This analysis

procedure deals with general habitat considerations and not with site specific features

such as moist sites and calving areas. This method was applied to the project area using

the SRSF Stand Level Inventory and GIS map layers developed for the SRSF. The

criteria used to calculate elk habitat potential are road density and human use, size and

distribution of hiding and thermal cover, size and distribution of :co:?.~'^ ?;'^?.::^ . and

adequacy of 55"'::r'r/ ;.~^?.o . Elk habitat potential is estimated based on the difference

between optimal and actual conditions (the "reduction" from optimal conditions).

Calculations are located in Project File # 605.

3. Affected environment

a. open roads

Open roads were estimated to receive over 20 vehicle trips per week. The analysis

area is 9.2 square miles and has 1 1 miles of open road; open road density is 1.2 miles

per square mile. The analysis assumes that elk avoid areas with roads that are

heavily used by humans and considers these areas unavailable as potential elk

habitat. Due to road effects, 55 percent of the project area remains available as

potential elk habitat.
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b. size and distribution of hiding and thermal cover

Summer thermal cover is provided on 61.2 percent of the analysis area and hiding

cover is provided on 90.9 percent of the analysis area. Cover is well distributed,

being present in each quadrant of the analysis area. Cover is adequate and elk habi-

tat potential is not reduced due to insufficient hiding or thermal cover.

c. size and distribution of forage areas

Forage is present in all four quadrants and 99 percent of the forage areas are within

500 feet of cover. The value of potential elk habitat was reduced, however, because

only 26.2 percent of the analysis area provides forage (>30% is optimal), and

because there is less than 800 feet of cover between most of the openings (optimal .

conditions are >800 feet of cover between >75% of the openings). Potential elk

habitat is thus reduced by 1 percent.

d. adequacy of security area

Security areas are defined as areas more than 0.5 miles from an open road and larger

than 250 contiguous acres in size. Twenty-six percent of the analysis area provides

security, and 78 percent of the land in security areas provides cover. This is

adequate and elk habitat is not reduced due to insufficient quantity or quality of

security areas.

e. summary
! Overall elk habitat potential is 50% due to open road density and inadequate forage

areas.

C. White-Tailed Deer

The project area is used by white-tailed deer from early spring through late fall during

climatically normal years. The area serves as f^JI-trT^sy'^or: t?~.?s and a migration route to

winter range. The conifer and mixed conifer/deciduous stands provide a variety of

successional stages and forest types that are used for thermal cover, ''-i-T.^ "OV'i~ . resting,

and foraging.

1. Analysis area ^

\ The analysis area used for v/hite-tailed deer is the same as the analysis area for elk

]
(Figure 3.5).

2. Analysis methods

Analysis methods used for white-tailed deer consist of comparing the affected

environment to desired conditions that have been recommended by MFWP biologists.
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3. Affected environment

The analysis area provides high-quality summer and fall habitat for white-tailed deer.

White-tailed deer summer range habitat recommendations are as follows (Cross 1983):

at least 50 percent of upland habitat should provide thermal cover, at least 75 percent

should provide hiding cover, and about 25 percent should provide foraging areas. These

recommendations are all being met: thermal cover is provided on 61.2 percent of the

area, hiding cover is provided on 90.9 percent of the area, and forage is provided on 26.2

percent of the area.

Riparian areas are important components of white-tailed deer summer range and the

following additional recommendations pertain to these areas (Cross 1983): multispecies,

multistoried stands should be maintained adjacent to riparian areas, and these stands

should be at least 1.5 sight distances or 100 feet wide, whichever is greater, if

unmanaged, and at least 300 feet wide if managed.

D. Gray Wolves

1. Analysis area and methods

The analysis area and method of estimating open road density for wolves are the same as

the analysis area and methods for elk and white-tailed deer (project area plus a 0.5-mile

buffer) (Figure 3.5).

2. Environmental characteristics

The project area is within the Northwest Montana Wolf Recovery Area (US Fish and

Wildlife Service 1987) where wolves are federally listed as an endangered species.

Wolves are not known to currently inhabit the Swan Valley.

The primary factors in managing habitat for wolves include (1) maintaining an adequate

prey base, and (2) preventing illegal, human-caused mortality.

The most abundant prey species in the project area are white-tailed deer and elk,

preferred prey species of wolves in northwest Montana (Boyd et all 994). Moose also

use the area. The area is primarily spring - fall range, although ungulates may remain in

the area during winters with below-average snow accumulation. Ungulate

calving/fawning sites may be scattered throughout the project area, but no specific sites

have been identified. White-tailed deer and elk are addressed separately in this docu-

ment.

Persistence of disjunct wolf populations have been related to open road densities,

proximity to larger populations of wolves (a source of dispersers to offset wolf

mortality), and human attitudes.
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In Wisconsin (Theil 1985) and Minnesota (Mech 1988), disjunct wolf populations

distant from a larger source population did not persist in areas with more than 0.9 miles

per square mile. This threshold road density may vary with topography, road use,

human attitudes, and other factors. Using the same analysis area for white-tailed deer

and elk (the project area plus a 0.5-miIe buffer), the open road density is 1 .2 miles per

square mile.

E. Sensitive Species

Several approaches can be taken to assess impacts to wildlife species that are dependent on

old growth and/or that are particularly sensitive or vulnerable to human disturbance; each

approach has its strengths and weaknesses. Two broad categories of approach to analysis .

are the coarse filter and fine filter. Fine filter refers to addressing individual elements in an

ecosystem—in this case impacts to individual species of wildlife. Coarse filter refers to ad-

dressing the integrity of the ecosystem as a whole. The interdisciplinary team has chosen to

analyze impacts to wildlife using primarily the coarse-filter approach. The coarse-filter ap-

proach is based on the premise that by maintaining the integrity of ecological systems,

habitat for wildlife species that have evolved in these systems will be maintained. This ap-

proach can be more effective than the fine-filter approach given the reality of limited re-

sources available for analysis. Analyzing for ecological integrity requires a multifaceted ap-

proach. For the analysis of effects of the project on wildlife, these analysis components in-

clude the total amount of forest in different successional stages, forest patch size and shape,

juxtaposition of forest patches of different successional stages, and connectivity between

patches or fragmentation.

The coarse-filter approach was also chosen because it avoids some of the problems inherent

in the fine-filter approach. The individual species approach is limited by the lack of infor-

mation available on the many processes and interactions that must occur to assure viability

of a species. For many species, knowledge is limited or lacking on distribution, abundance,

and essential abiotic habitat components. Almost nothing may be known about habitat

components needed to support essential prey species, community dynamics, or how human

alteration of the habitat may affect species and communities. Compounding these

limitations is the sheer number of wildlife species existing in a general area and the different

habitat requirements of each one.

A recognized limitation of the coarse-filter approach is that some elements will fall outside

its purview. In the case of the Middle Soup Creek Project analysis for effects to wildlife,

these include wildlife species that occur at low densities and are under threat of over

exploitation or are negatively affected by factors in addition to the manipulation of vegeta-

tion (We assume that the analysis for ecosystem sustainability will address impacts

associated with the manipulation of vegetation). For these reasons, we decided to

supplement the coarse-filter analysis with a fine-filter analysis for species that have been
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identified as sensitive by the adjacent Flathead National Forest (FNF). Sensitive species are

species for which there is concern for long-term population viability, that are vulnerable to

human actions, and that may become listed under the federal Endangered Species Act with-

out proactive management. Impacts to all nine FNF sensitive species were assessed; four of

these species were dismissed in Chapter I, and the remaining five species are discussed

below.

Impacts to the following five sensitive species are referenced to other sections of the EIS,

when appropriate, to avoid redundancy. Analysis area boundaries thus correspond with

the boundaries used for the analysis referenced. Impacts to the western big-eared bat and

black-backed woodpecker related to snag availability are referenced to the section on

cavity dependent species. Impacts to the fisher and lynx related to forest successional

stages, total amount and connectivity of old-growth forest, and forest fragmentation are

referenced to the section on ecosystem sustainability.

1. Western big eared bat

Roosting, feeding, and breeding occur in caves, mine shafts, rock outcrops, lava tubes,

and occasionally buildings. Tree cavities are occasionally used for daytime roosting.

This species is probably limited by the number of suitable roosting sites surrounded by

adequate foraging habitat. Although not confirmed, the presence of western big-eared

bats is suspected in the Swan Valley (Reichel 1995).

There are no caves within the project area. Rock cliffs, located one or two miles from

the project area (see "American Peregrine Falcon," Chapter I), may provide roost sites.

Some of the larger hollow trees may also provide roost sites.

2. Fisher

Fishers primarily use riparian areas and mature to old-growlh grand fir, subalpine fir,

cedar, and hemlock forests, at elevations below 6300 feet. Older forests likely have

higher densities of accessible prey as well as resting and natal den sites. High densities

of downed logs, large overstory trees, and a relatively closed canopy are important

habitat components.

Fishers were extirpated from the Northern Rockies by about 1930. Some fishers now
exist in northern Idaho and the west slopes of the Rockies due to reintroduction efforts.

Population numbers remain low (Heinemeyer 1994), although fisher have been legally

trapped in Missoula and Lincoln counties. The largest concentration of fisher in

Montana may now exist in the Swan Valley (Forseman 1 996).
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3. Lynx
Lynx are associated with ?ots~.! and rr.':r':~:'s fb-^T'^ . They require early successional

forest that contains high numbers of prey for hunting, mature forest for denning and

cover for kittens, and densely forested cover for travel and security. Predicted denning

habitat in the Swan Valley is at higher elevations corresponding with the range of spruce

and fir-dominated cover types (USDA Forest Service 1994b). In the vicinity of the

project area this would be at an elevation of about 5,000 feet and above. This is higher

than the highest elevation within the project area, about 3700 feet, and lyn.x are conse-

quently not expected to den within the project area.

Lynx are highly dependent on snowshoe hares for prey. Good snowshoe hare habitat is

coniferous forest with over 4500 stems per acre. Predicted potential feeding habitat ex-

tends across the Swan Valley floor (USDA Forest Service 1994b). About 30 sets of

adult lynx tracks have been observed by one individual in the Soup Creek Watershed in

the past 30 years, confirming that this area is used by lynx for feeding and travel (Gray

1995).

4. Black-backed woodpecker

The black-backed woodpecker requires areas with high concentrations of recently dead

trees and logs for feeding. Feeding trees have usually been dead less than two to three

years and harbor high concentrations of wood-boring insects, particularly larvae and

pupae of bark beetles. Recently burned areas are heavily used, but patches ofunbumed
insect-infested trees are also used. Nesting is usually in dense patches of green trees,

and nest trees are at least 1 7 inches dbh and have heartrot.

Suitable nest trees exist within the project area. Although no fires have occurred in or

near the project area in the recent past, scattered throughout the project area are many
pockets of Douglas-fir that are heavily infected with bark beetles that should provide

adequate, though not optimal, feeding habitat.

5. Northern bog lemming

Bog lemmings are associated with sphagnum bogs or hummocky meadows dominated

by sedges, often containing standing water. Bog lemmings have been seen on the

Kootenai and Flathead National Forests, and in Glacier National Park. Suitable bog

lemming habitat may exist within the project area.

F. Cavity-Dependent Wildlife

Many species of birds and mammals are totally or largely dependant on dead trees (snags)

and defective trees (partially dead, spike top, broken top) for nesting, denning, roosting, fee-

ding, and cover. Snags and defective live trees may be the most valuable individual compo-

nents of Northern Rocky Mountain Forests for wildlife species (Heijl 1991). The quantity,
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quality, and distribution of snags affect presence and population size of many cavity-

dependent species. Twenty-one species of birds and two species of mammals are recog-

nized as totally or largely dependent on cavity habitat on the adjacent Flathead National For-

est. The following tree species are highly to moderately preferred by canity nesters: western

larch, paper birch {Betiila papyri/era), ponderosa pine, cottonwood, aspen, and subalpine fir

McClelland 1977, Thomas 1979). Most of the Middle Soup Creek Project Area is low-

elevation with gentle terrain, and western larch is a dominant tree species in many of the

stands. These conditions are of very high value to many species of cavity-dependent

wildlife.

Previous salvage harvest in the Soup Creek and Cilly Creek watersheds removed about

0.125 dead and dying trees per acre annually during the 70's and 80's. Using the maximum
harvest estimates, a total of about 2.5 dead trees per acre were harvested, although large spa-

tial variation e.xists. Salvage harvest has not been conducted in the past five years.

Analysis areas for wildlife ideally have biologically meaningful boundaries, such as the area

needed to support a certain number of breeding pairs, or an average territor>' size, the

analysis for cavity dependent species covers general habitat availability for a group of

diverse species and as such it was not meaningful to delineate an analysis area based on the

spatial needs of one or two species. For this reason, and because changes in snag

availability due to the project are limited in this case to timber harvest, the project area was

chosen as the analysis area.

To obtain a rough estimate of the existing density of snags and snag recruits in the project

area, and to address concerns that previous salvage harvests may have reduced snag densi-

ties to low levels, eight transects were run throughout the project area. Larger contiguous

polygons of forest were chosen for transect locations. It was noted that salvage harvesting

had been done to various degrees at all locations sampled. All snags at least 10 inches in

dbh and overstory trees at least 21 inches dbh were counted along transects that were 660

feet long (3 220-foot segments) and 66 feet wide, for a total coverage of one acre on each

transect.
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Table 3.13 Snass and Overstory Trees on Sample Transects
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counted by size class, and tons of downed woody material per acre were estimated by size

class. Only whole, relatively sound logs (corresponding to log decay classes 1 to 3) (Maser

1979) at least six inches dbh were counted. This gives a conservative estimate of the total

amount of downed wood available. Data from these transects yield an estimate of 10.48

tons per acre of sound wood at least six inches in dbh (range 6.5-13.2 tons/acre), and 8. II

tons per acre of sound downed wood at least eleven inches dbh (range 5.2-12.3 tons/acre).

The amount of woody debris naturally present in mature forests varies greatly, depending on

the occurrence of natural and catastrophic events, decomposition rates, and forest type, and

precludes predicting the amount that is "normal" for a forest (Hayward 1994, Montana Dept.

of Natural Resources and Conservation 1978a). The minimum amount of coarse woody -
.

debris necessar>' to meet habitat requirements of all old-growth associated species is not

known. Some estimates have been made on downed wood requirements for some species:

at least 40 logs per acre greater than 15 inches dbh for pileated woodpeckers and associated

species (Bull 1994); and 15 tons per acre should be adequate for marten habitat (Buskirk

1995). The Middle Soup Creek Project Area has substantially less than the recommendation

for pileated woodpeckers, and appears to be marginal for marten, although these species do

inhabit the project area.

III. WATER QUALITY

A. Hydrology

Soup and Cilly creeks are perennial streams that flow westerly from the Swan Range to the

Swan River. The Soup Creek watershed contains 15.9 square miles of area. The Cilly

Creek watershed contains 8.6 square miles. E''~:s?.-r. rr^i.'.^"";''-^ in the upper portions of both

watersheds are steep, but stream gradients in the lower portion of the watersheds, within the

project area, are more gentle.

Cilly Creek has less seasonal fluctuation in streamflow than Soup Creek; the high-elevation

headwaters of Soup Creek receive more snowmelt than Cilly Creek. Soup Creek has high

streamflow during snowmelt and relatively lov/ base flow. The average annual precipitation

in the project area is 30 inches. Along the crest of the Swan Range, near the headv/aters of .

both creeks, the average axmual precipitation is 70 inches.

B. Water Quality Standard

The Swan River Drainage, including Soup and Cilly creeks, is classified as a B-1 drainage

(Administrative Rules of Montana, Title 16). The following restrictions apply to B-1

waters: the maximum allowable increase above naturally occurring turbidity is five NTU's

(nephelometric turbidity units), and only a one degree maximum increase above naturally

occurring water temperature is allowed.
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None of the streams within the project area are identified as "threatened" or "impaired"

under the Federal Clean Water Act and are therefore not listed under section 303(d).

C. Runoff and Sediment Monitoring Data

The water quality of Soup Creek was monitored near the Soup Creek Campground for five

years between 1976 and 1983. Streamflow ranged from 2 to 88 cubic feet per second (cfs).

The average flow was five cfs. The highest total suspended solids (TSS) concentration on

the forest was 102 milligrams per liter. The average TSS concentration was eight

milligrams per liter; eighty-five percent of the measurements were less than 10 milligrams

per liter. Average annual TSS yield was 22 tons of sediment per square mile.

The water quality of Cilly Creek was monitored near the creek's crossing of Highway 83 in

1 976. Cilly Creek's discharge per unit area was low relative to other monitored SRSF

streams at high flow. At low flow, it was similar to the discharge at other low-elevation

creeks (Goat, Soup, and Squeezer creeks) on the east side of the valley. TSS concentration

ranged from 0.3 to 25.4 milligrams per liter. In 1991 , Cilly Creek was monitored in three

locations. Thirty-eight samples were taken. TSS concentration ranged from 0.1 milligram

per liter to 6.8 milligrams per liter. Discharge ranged from 0.2 cfs to 62 cfs.

D. WATSED Analysis

The WATSED model measures changes in water and sg£::mg~t v:g'£s due to timber

harvesting (USDA Forest Service 1991). Water yield and sediment yield values should not

be considered as absolute quantities; rather, they should be used to compare the relative

differences between the effects of activities. WATSED summaries are located in project file

603.

1. Water yield

Water yield is a term used to describe the amount of average annual runoff for a

particular watershed and is measured in acre-feet, '"'h/s;- vie'd r."''^"^'^ is an estimate

of the percent increase in average annual runoff over "natural," modeled conditions

due to forest canopy removal. The following factors help determine or measure water

yield increases: percent of forest canopy removed, timber harvesting methods,

number of acres harvested, rate of ground saturation, and amount of snowpack.

"3-:"/?>--." •n'-j-rc-r: ?"e?," or ECA, is the total area within a watershed that exists in a

clearcut condition, including clearcuts, partial cuts, roads, and bums. ECA is a

fijnction of the amount of canopy removed and the size of the area harvested.

Existing ECA is used to describe the number of acres that have been previously

harvested and the degree of hydrologic recovery that has occurred due to revegetation.

Remaining ECA is the calculated amount of harvest that may occur without
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substantially Increasing the risk of causing detrimental effects to stream channel

stability.

A water yield analysis was completed for Soup and Cilly creeks using the WATSED
model. Table 3.14 gives the number of acres that have been harvested and the miles

of road that have been built in the Soup Creek and Cilly Creek watersheds since the

1960's. The allowable increase in water yield, based on channel stability, is ten

percent for both drainages (Haupt 1976). Table 3.15 shows the results. Neither Soup

Creek nor Cilly Creek has a water yield that exceeds the allowable increase over

natural, modeled conditions. Up to 726 equivalent clearcut acres could be harvested

in Cilly Creek Watershed before the allowable water yield increase is exceeded, and

up to 2,133 equivalent clearcut acres could be harvested in Soup Creek Watershed

before Soup Creek would exceed its allowable increase (Table 3.15).

Table 3.14 Past Timber Harvesting in Soup Creek and Cilly

Creek Watersheds

Acres or Miles
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2. Sediment yield

Sediment yield is the amount of sediment that is carried to streams. The following

factors help determine or measure sediment yield: area of cutting units, area of roads,

slope steepness, erosivity, and logging methods. Sediment yield analysis is best

suited to evaluating alternatives that include different amounts and locations of

cutting units, roads, and varying levels of sediment mitigation to roads and structures.

The WATSED analysis shows that Soup Creek Watershed is currently at 1 8 percent

over "natural," modeled sediment yield, and Cilly Creek is 44 percent over natural

conditions; however, results indicate that neither Soup Creek nor Cilly Creek are

accumulating or storing generated sediment. The WATSED model can estimate the

amount of sediment that is stored in deposition and not routed through the creek. The

model does not account for point sources of sediment, so they are not reflected in the

modeled sediment results.

E. Sediment Source Sites

Several human-made structures in the Soup Creek and Cilly Creek watersheds are

existing sediment sources. Two large culverts on perennial tributary streams are not

functioning properly and three lo? b^H bT:d?5s have failing abutments and are currently

producing sediment. The upper Tg?c '.s.-j of Soup Creek Canyon Road have inadequate

surface drainage and erosion control. Two log sill bridges on secondar>- roads crossing

Soup Creek have collapsed and are contributing sediment to the channel.

With the exception of the situations mentioned above, the drainage conditions on DNRC-
held portions of Soup Creek and Cilly Creek roads is adequate and meet BMP guidelines

(Logan 1991).

IV. FISHERIES
Westslope cutthroat trout and bull trout are species of special concern in Montana; they are found

in limited numbers and habitats in Montana. The MFWT manages the Swan Drainage for the

native westslope cutthroat trout and bull trout. To restore westslope cutthroat trout to Soup

Creek, MFWP removed competing eastern brook trout and restocked the creek with westslope

cutthroat trout in 1988. The success of this recovery project is under evaluation. Preliminary

evidence suggests that eastern brook trout have reestablished themselves in Soup Creek. A
summary of the westslope cutthroat recovery project can be found in Project File 603.

In order to meet the recommendations from the Flathead Basin Forest Practices, Water Quality

and Fisheries Cooperative Program (the cooperative study report) (Flathead Basin Commission

1991), DNRC has contracted MFWP to collect data and develop index values of existing

fisheries habitat quality. The DNRC/MFWP strategy is to first develop the index ofjuvenile bull

trout rearing habitat quality using substrate scoring as described in the cooperative study report.
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A. CillyCreek

Eastern brook trout was the only game species found in Cilly Creek (Weaver 1 992). Bull

trout were not detected; the combination of extremely low summer- fall discharge and
warm water temperature probably prevent bull trout from spawning and rearing in the

creek. Westslope cutthroat trout may reside in the higher glacial headwaters area; no
survey data are available to confirm the presence or absence of westslope cutthroat trout

in the upper reaches. In 1983, only the normative eastern brook trout were collected

during electrofishing surveys. The numbers of eastern brook trout in Cilly Creek were

high compared to other Swan River tributaries: there were 252 eastern brook trout that

were greater than three inches long per 300 meters of stream (Leathe 1995, US Fish and

Wildlife Service 1995d).

B. Soup Creek

Soup Creek contains nonnative eastern brook trout, westslope cutthroat trout, and bull

trout. The abundance and distribution of these species varies within the drainage. In

1983 and 1984, numbers offish greater than three inches long per 300 meters of stream

were measured in the lower reach (Reach 1) of Soup Creek (Leathe 1995). The number
of eastern brook trout and cutthroat trout compared to the numbers of these species in

other Swan River tributaries were high: 241 and 177, respectively (Table 3.16). The
number of bull trout was low at 3 fish per 300 meters of stream. In the upper reaches of

Soup Creek, only westslope cutthroat trout were found in high numbers.

In cooperation with DNRC, MFWP conducted a habitat survey for the upper reach of

Soup Creek in June, 1992. The substrate score indicated that juvenile bull trout rearing

habitat was barely above the threshold for "threatened" status. Good in-stream cover

provided by large woody debris and overhanging vegetation and a moderate number of

high quality pools make the upper reach good to excellent habitat for westslope cutthroat

trout. Although bull trout rearing habitat is marginal at best, the greatest threat to both

bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout in the upper reach of Soup Creek is probably the

presence of eastern brook trout (Weaver 1992).

The substrate score for the middle reach of Soup Creek indicated good rearing conditions

for juvenile bull trout. During a survey of Soup Creek in October, 1992, two probable

bull trout spawning nests were identified in the middle reach of Soup Creek (Weaver

1992).

C. Swan River

Bull trout and cutthroat trout are known to occur in the Swan River. They are thought to

occupy the river as adults and use it as a migratory course to spawning tributary drainages

above Swan Lake (Leathe and Enk 1985). Long-term population trends for both species

are unavailable.
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In July 1 994, Tom Weaver, a fisheries biologist from MFWT, completed the substrate scoring for

Soup Creek, and spawning surveys and !/--,y°-. "p-^.r.p were conducted for bull trout in

September, 1994 (Project File 603). Each of these activities were again completed in 1995 for

Soup Creek, but results of the 1995 data are yet to be summarized and reported. Results of the

1994 spawning surveys showed no bull trout r'siin . Although bull trout were occasionally

observed throughout the course of the survey, all spawning activity was limited to brook trout

redds (Project File 603).

On-going fisheries habitat monitoring for the 1994, 1995, 1996 field seasons included (or will

include) substrate scoring, spawning surveys (Table 3.17), and McNeil coring for both migratory

westslope cutthroat trout and bull trout. The Flathead Basin Forest Practices, Water Quality, and

Fisheries Cooperative Program Study (the cooperative study) showed a direct link between on-

the-ground activity ''5';c"o:?. ^r-is?^ and habitat quality (McNeil coring) (Flathead Basin

Commission 1991). The cooperative study showed an even stronger tie between spawning

habitat quality (percent fines) and embryo survival to emergence. The cooperative study

recommended caution when the amount of fine material (percent <6.35 mm) as indicated by

McNeil coring exceeded 35 percent. Recommendations call for a red flag at levels above 40

percent. The 1 994 McNeil coring sample for Soup Creek showed the fine material (percent

<6.35mm) at 34.9 percent (Project file 603). Spawning surveys from other years did not indicate

the need for McNeil coring.

Table 3.16 Fish Population Estimatesfor Reach 1 ofSoup Creek: Number ofFish > 3 Inches

per JUU Meters oj iitream
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V. AIR QUALITY
The project area is within Montana M'^'^'^. #2 (Kalispell) and is not in a sensitive impact zone

(USDA Forest Service 1992). Air quality within this airshed is considered good. Temporary

reductions in air quality primarily occur during residue-burning activities and wildfires. The

airshed is managed by the Montana Airshed Group which monitors weather conditions and

imposes burning restrictions when poor dispersion and poor ventilation occur.

VI. SOILS
The Middle Soup Project Area is located within the Swan Valley glacial trough on the east side

of the valley floor. Grinell red and green argillite bedrock occurs on the foot slopes and ridges,

and the bedrock is overlain by deep glacial till, outwash and alluvial deposits throughout most of

the area (Johns 1970). Alluvial soils of somewhat poorly drained silts and gravel occur as

riparian stringers adjacent to creeks. Soils are particularly sensitive on wet sites (Table 3.18,

Figure 3.6). There are no unique or unstable geologic formations noted on the project area.
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Table 3.18 Soils Types in the Project Area: a legend for Figure 3.6

Affected Environment

Figure

Units
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VII. NOXIOUS WEEDS
Spotted knapweed (Centaiirea maculosa) and common St. Johnswort (Hypericum perforatum)

occur on dry sites within the project area. Both noxious weeds mainly occur along road edges

exposed to sunlight-not in adjacent forest stands-probably due to competition and shading.

VIII. AESTHETICS
Because the visual characteristics are the most perceptible components of "aesthetics," the visual

effects on the project area are considered.

The project area cannot be viewed from Highway 83, neighboring residences, Point Pleasant

Campground, or Swan Lake because of its low topographic setting along the eastern Swan
Valley floor.

The project can be viewed.from Soup Creek Campground and local forest roads. Foreground

vistas are dominated by stands of timber, past harvest areas, creeks, and rock outcrops along the

western flank of the Swan Range.
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CHAPTER IV
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

INTRODUCTION
Chapter IV describes the primary, secondary and cumulative environmental effects of each

alternative on each resource concern.

The cumulative effects of past activities were previously discussed in Chapter III. The only

related project under concurrent consideration in the SRSF is the South Fork Lost Creek Timber

Sale EIS. Cumulative effects of the South Fork Lost Creek Timber Sale will be discussed in this

document for resources that have overlapping analysis areas with the proposed project. These

resources include grizzly bears, elk, white-tailed deer, gray wolves and air quality.

Chapter IV provides the basis for the summary of effects in Table 2.1. Chapter IV also contains

an economic analysis. The economic analysis projects the net monetary retum from harvesting

timber for each alternative and provides a baseline for comparing the net monetary retum from

timber harvesting with monetary retum from a conservation lease.

I. VEGETATION

A. Ecosystem Sustainability

Forest ecosystems are important for more than the timber they produce. Forests provide

habitat for many species of plant and animal which have economic or aesthetic value.

Many species now recognized as threatened or endangered depend on forests for

particular habitat requirements. Other less celebrated species fulfill important functional

roles in energy transfer and nutrient cycling that are critical to forest health. If key

functional components are not conserved, forest ecosystems will not persist.

Consequently, as a management concept, ecosystem sustainability recognizes that all the

parts of forest ecosystems are important, and that continued utility of forests for both

resource production and non-consumptive purposes depends on continuation of
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functional ecosystems. The challenge of ecosystem sustainability is to identify the

factors that are critical to ecosystem function, and then develop practical guidelines for

management that conform to our understanding.

With all that is now known about ecosystem function, development of management plans

from a detailed small scale perspective (individual interactions and relationships) quickly

overwhelms our ability to reduce the information to a clearly defined set of procedures.

Instead some simplifying concepts may be applied that deal with larger scale issues and

allow formulation of general guidelines. The first concept we applied is that ecosystems

are the smallest ecological unit that can persist independently on a self-sustaining basis.

It follows from this that if the ecosystem is intact, then all the parts of the ecosystem must

be functioning within their ecologically defined limits. Next is the concept that forest

ecosystems within the Rocky Mountains are dynamic systems. They have developed in

the presence of repeated disturbance and are adapted to tolerate disturbance within limits

of spatial scale, duration, and frequency that are characteristic for particular forest types

in different regions. The threat to ecosystem sustainability has been that the scale and

frequency of disturbance may have exceeded the limits to which forests have adapted.

These concepts led to three criteria by which the effects of the proposed alternatives on

ecosystem sustainability were evaluated:

1) Conservation of mature forest acreage. Total acreage of mature forest has been

declining through much of the region. The first step in ecosystem sustainability is

to conserve the forest that remains.

2) Reduction of fragmentation. Historically, disturbances were infrequent and

influenced large continuous patches of forest. This is much different from recent

management practices that have affected small patches of forest at intervals from

50 to 80 years, creating a patch work of small units of increasingly younger

successional stage. This fragmentation must be reduced if continuity among

forested patches is to be retained.

3) Maintenance of structural complexity and diversity within forest habitats.

Another consequence of intensive management has been the simplification of

forest habitats. Species diversity and structural diversity have been progressively

reduced and must be actively promoted in order to benefit ecosystem

sustainability.
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1. Methods

a. analysis area

We used the same analysis area (the "Ecosystem Sustainability Analysis Area,

ESAA) as described in Chapter III to assess both the quantity of specified forest

attributes and their spatial juxtaposition. Again, had we used only the Project

Area (MSSA), many forest patches would be both inside and outside the area, and

problems of interpreting edges and boundaries would have been considerable.

Using the ESAA reduces (but does not entirely eliminate) distortions caused by

inevitable "edges" within the chosen analysis area. Unfortunately, using the

ESAA also has the effect of "diluting" effects of possible timber harvests, which .

necessarily occur only within a subset of those stands assessed, i.e., the Project

Area. Thus, differences among alternatives often appear small. It should be kept

in mind, however, that these small differences would appear larger were we to

restrict our focus only to those stands within the Project Area.

b. stand projection

To assess effects of each alternative on the 3 identified components of ecosystem

sustainability, a projection was made of successional changes that would occur

within stands through time. The projections move stands along a successional

gradient depending on their current age, size class, vigor and projected time

interval. Projections are based on professional judgement, experienced growth

rates, and past modeling using Stand Prognosis and Stand Projection System

(SPS). Stand projections are detailed in Appendix F. In addition to the 8 tree-size

classes considered as characterizing the S7:'3'^:r ~ c-'-diit^c". (and used in Chapter

III), this projection includes a "post-old-growth" category, which stands enter

after the largely-seral overstory begins dying, overhead canopy declines, and the

climax dominants begin to take over the stand. "Post-old-grov\ih" stands maintain

some of the characteristics of old-growth (e.g., abundance of snags and down-

woody material) but lack others (high canopy coverage of large-diametered

overstory dominants).

We stress that this projection is not a prediction, much less a commitment to

future conditions. Rather, it represents our best understanding of the trajectory of

these stands in the absence of disturbance (fire, windthrow, insect or disease

epidemic, logging). It is useful for depicting the dynamics underlying these

stands, but individual stands will not conform if (or, more accurately, when)
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disturbance occurs. Nonetheless, natural disturbances are unpredictable, and man-
made disturbances (i.e., timber harvest), although predictable, cannot be made
stand-specific at this time. Further, we stress that projections might well appear

quite differently had we applied repeated harvests, similar to each of the

alternatives, at some selected time intervals, rather than applying only a 1-time

treatment, followed by growth in the absence of disturbance.

2. Conserving mature forests

Under Alternative A, mature forest would remain unchanged during the period

immediately after harvest because no timber harvesting would occur. All old-growth

stands and surrounding mature forest areas would be preserved. Initially, at least, this

alternative would conserve the mature forest areas within the sale boundary, and thus

increase the total area of mature forest in the sale area. In the following 50 years, mature

forest is projected to increase to roughly 6,347 acres, the most of any of the Alternatives

(Figure 4.1), as younger aged stands mature sufficiently to progress into sawtimber status.

Alternative B proposes structural enhancement timber harvests over a large portion of the

existing old-growth stands within the project area. Where structural enhancement cuts

are applied, no road building will occur and 90 percent canopy closure will remain after

harvest. As a result, where structural enhancement cuts (Figure 2.2) are applied within

old growth, none of the stands will be converted to younger stand types. Where moderate

reserve regeneration cuts are applied (units B 1 and B2) mature stands will be converted to

younger stand types. Where heavy reserve regeneration cuts are applied (units B3-B7) a

major portion (80 square feet of basal area) of the mature overstory component is

maintained. Heavy reserve harvesting is designed to maintain the mature component of a

stand while increasing structural diversity through establishment of a younger understory

class. Thus, under Alternative B, mature forest declines slightly immediately post-

harvest, but by 50 years later is projected to increase to 6,203 acres. Structural

enhancement harvests within existing old-growth stands are intended to prolong the

longevity of existing old-growth. More than sixty years of fire suppression has allowed

stocking rates to increase markedly in old-growth stands as shade tolerant species

established beneath the existing canopy. Selective removal of some trees should reduce

moisture and nutrient competition and prolong the vigor of the established canopy.

Creation of small gaps will also restore spatial and structural heterogeneity within old-

growth stands
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Under Alternative C, only 2 units (Figure 2.3) would be affected. Unit CI, a 12.9 acre

parcel, is currently classified as multi-storied and would be treated by a regeneration

harvest with moderate reserve. Unit C2, with 44.6 acres, is currently classified as

sawlimber and would be treated by a regeneration harvest with hea\y reser\e. In the

short term, harvesting within these units would not alter existing old growth stands as

neither is classified as such. The pattern of mature forest under Altemative C is thus a

hybrid of the preceding two: mature forest acreage remains unchanged immediately post-

harvest, as in Altemative A, but achieves the same level as that of Alternative B in 50

years.

Under Altemative D, several units (Figure 2.4) would be treated in a similar fashion as

that proposed in Altemative B. Units D8 and D9 would be treated by regeneration

harvesting with hea\y reserve in keeping with the three ecosystem sustainability criteria

mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. Units D6 and D7 would receive regeneration

harvesting with moderate reserve also meeting the ecosystem sustainability criteria. The

biggest effect which this altemative would have on the conservation of mature forest as

envisioned for ecosystem sustainability would be in units Dl and D2 where regeneration

harvest with light reserve would be applied. Both of these stands are currently classified

as old growth. Although the acreages involved here are relatively small they would be

lost as old growth acreage under this altemative. Units D3, D4, and D5 (saw timber and

old-growth stands) would also receive more heavy harvesting in Altemative D than in

Altemative B. This would also decrease the amount of acreage conser\-ed as mature

forest and would significantly reduce crown density in these units compared to that

proposed under Altemative B. In the same manner Altemative D would more greatly

impact units DIO and Dl 1 than would be the case under Altemative B. The significant

old growth acreage here lies within the second largest block of mature forest in the

ESAA. The silvicultural treatment suggested for these units would set this acreage back

from their existing old growth classification most likely more than 50 years. In summary

then, acreage of mature harvest would be reduced slightly post-harvest under Altemative

D, but increase to 6,129 acres by 50 years post-harvest, slightly less than the levels under

Altematives B and C.

The pattems for all 4 alternatives are largely replicated when the "mature" class is

considered to include the "post-old-growth" category (Figure 4.2), although raw acreages

are higher, and differences among the alternatives are smaller.
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FIGURE 4.1
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FIGURE 4.2
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Considering only stands classified as "old growlh", the pattern changes dramatically, however

(Figure 4.3). Old growth remains constant immediately post-harvest under both Alternatives A
and C, dropping by approximately 4% under Alternative B and by approximately 9% under

Alternative D. However, by 50 years post-harvest, stands classified as "old growth" are

projected to decline dramatically under all alternatives, because of the break-up and succession

of serai species to their climax successors.

Considering the broader category of "mature" forests, the reduction in "old-growth" due to it's

transformation into "post-old-growth" is projected to be more than compensated by maturation of

younger stands into the "sawtimber" category. However, sawtimber and old-growth are not

equivalent forest types with respect to structure and composition among other attributes. Much
longer intervals are required, on the order of 100 to 150 years, for sawtimber stands to achieve

old-growth status. During that interval much more of the old-growth can be expected to break up

(becoming post-old growth), creating a long period of time when net old-growth acreage on the

ESAA would decrease. By 150 years, the amount of old-growth under any Alternative is

projected to exceed current levels (see Project File 602 for results of these longer projections).

3. Spatial characteristics of forested patches

Alternative A, no action, does nothing either to exacerbate or alleviate currently existing

problems in spatial characteristics of forested patches. Alternative B takes as a major focus the

treatment of spatial considerations. Thus, location and type of treatments were designed to

minimize increasing existing fragmentation, and ultimately, to reduce it. Treatments proposed

for several units would decrease fragmentation by placing acreage into age/size class categories

more consistent with surrounding stands. Alternative C was designed primarily to avoid entering

existing old-growth stands; it thus optimizes one element of ecosystem sustainability, but does

not explicitly treat the others. Alternative D in general does not address existing habitat

fragmentation in the ESAA. For example, treatments proposed on units Dl, D2, DIO and Dll

(Figure 2.4) would all increase fragmentation by breaking up existing blocks of old growth. In

the case of units Dl and D2 there would be additional sharp fragmentation created setting this

acreage back to the sapling category. However, treatments proposed for units D3, D4, and D5
would decrease fragmentation by placing this acreage into the sapling category' more consistent

with surrounding young-pole stands. These units currently exist as highly fragmented, narrow

and isolated strips of old growth.
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Patch Size . The pattern of patch sizes remains largely similar among the 4 alternatives

immediately post-harvest (Figure 4.4). Most patches are small, and relatively few are >

100 acres in size. At 50 years post-harvest, a few changes in the distribution of patch

sizes become evident (Figure 4.5). While most patches remain relatively small (< 50

acres), all alternatives at 50 years post-harvest show a secondar>' peak at appro.ximately

200 acres. The numberof ver>' small (< 10 acres) patches is most reduced under

Alternative D, but the number of moderately small patches (40-70 acres) is also smaller

than under the other alternatives. As a result, mean patch size, while increasing in 50

years under all alternatives, is projected to remain smallest (87.8 acres) under Alternative

D (Figure 4.6). Mean patch size is projected to be largest (96.4 acres) under Alternative

A, while Alternatives B and C are projected to have similar (95.2 acre) mean patch sizes

50 years post-harvest.

Patches are considerably larger when classified by the merged types "mature",

"immature", and "nonforested", and, with the exception of Alternative D at 50 years,

mean sizes are more similar among alternatives than when considered by tree-size classes

(Figure 4.7). At 50 years post-harvest. Alternative D is projected to have substantially

smaller mean patch size (304 acres) than the three other altematives (376.4 acres).

Patch Juxtaposition . The analysis of existing condition suggested that older types tend to

be disproportionately located adjacent to younger types, and that adjacency among

similar types is under-represented (Table 3.5b). Projection of the stands through time

suggests that these sharp contrasts would be softened post-harvest under any of the

altematives, although at different rates of speed.

Regeneration harvests planned as part of Alternative B are intended to reduce

fragmentation by creating larger areas of similar aged forest in several highly fragmented

regions of the project area. The regeneration/heavy reserve harvests would reduce five

small fragments of old-growth to multi-storied stands that in 50 years would be more

similar to surrounding old-pole stands. Regeneration/ light reserve harvests would be

applied to two narrow strips of old-growth that are bounded by old-pole stands.

Except for Alternative A (no action), the sharp edges between "old-growth" and the

"sapling" and "grass/shrub/seedling" classes are softened post-harvest, most dramatically
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FIGURE 4.4
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by Alternative B, and least so by Alternative C (Figure 4.8). (Positive values in Figure

4.8 indicate over-representation of this type of adjacency relative to that expected if

adjacency was proportional to type abundance). Similarly, immediately post-harvest,

Alternative B moves the realized adjacency between "old-grouth" and "sawtimber"

stands closest back to the expected level (see Methods under Spacial Characteristics of

Forest Patches, pg III-9 in chapter III), while Alternative A makes no change (Figure 4.9).

However, by 50 years post-harvest, the amount of adjacency between "old-growth" and

"sawtimber" stands under Alternative D is projected to exceed that expected based on the

abundance of these types, while under Alternative B the adjacency rises to nearly the

expected level. The slowest rise toward expected levels of adjacency is projected to

occur under Altemative C. •
•

Patch Shape . Analysis of the existing condition suggested that old-growth patches are of

more complex shape (mean index: 2.37), and serai type patches of simpler shape (mean

indices about 1.2 - 1.6) than the historical average of 1.90 calculated by Hart (1994; Table

3.3). Shape indices of mature types decline (i.e., shapes become simpler) under all

Alternatives, but most dramatically under Altemative B and C (Figure 4.10). Shape

indices of mature patches become somewhat smaller (i.e., have a greater amount of area

per distance of edge) under Altemative D, but at 50 years, match the shape complexity of

those under Altemative A. Essentially the reverse pattern is seen among shapes of serai

types (Figure 4.1 1), where patches become more complex with time, particularly as

projected through 50 years without additional harvest.

Interior Core Habitat . The amount and location of mature interior core ( areas > 100

meters from non-mature types no less than 123.5 acres in size) remains essentially

constant immediately post-harvest under all alternatives considered (Figure 4.12). At 50

years post-harvest, maturation of existing stands into the sawtimber class is projected to

create considerably expanded acreage of mature interior core, to no less than 5,662 acres

(under Altemative D) and as much as 5,847 acres (under Altematives A,B and C; Figure

4.12). While still predominately located outside of the Project Area per se, mature

interior core areas become more abundant in the northern and southern ends of the ESAA
by 50 years post-harvest (Figure 4.13).

Considering only those interior core habitats classified as "old-growth", the projected

pattern appears somewhat different (Figure 4.14). Acreage and location of these habitats

remain unchanged through time under both Altematives A and C. Under Altemative B,

"old growth" interior core is projected to decline by roughly 3% immediately
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FIGURE 4.10
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post-harvest, but to return to essentially its present level by year 50. Under Alternative D,

"old growth" interior core is projected to decline by roughly 22% immediately post-

harvest, but to again return to existing levels at year 50.

4. Structural and compositional diversity

The effects of Alternative A (no action) on structural and compositional diversity are

difficult to anticipate, and were not modeled explicitly. Certainly, as pole timber classes

mature, shade tolerant tree species will begin to establish, increasing diversity in those

stands. The same will continue to occur in mature forest stands, however, increasing the

dominance of Douglas-fir and firs in those stands, decreasing diversity. Structural

complexity may increase over the short term as stands a;ge and develop a multi-storied

canopy, and as self-thinning and other mortality increase the numbers of snags and

downed trees in the mature forest stands. These developments must be seen as part of the

normal process of ecosystem succession in the forests of the ESAA. In fully natural

forests, however, periodic disturbance, most often fire, limited the duration and areal

extent of the forests that ensue from succession, and created the mosaic and diversity of

habitats that were historically present in the area. It seems certain that fire will not be

allowed to assume its historical role in ecosystem processes within the ESAA or any of

the SRSF, so no action would eventually lead to establishment of a forest with much

reduced diversity, spatial variety, and structural complexity than in the past.

Structural enhancement harvests planned under Alternative B should improve structural

complexity in the existing old-growth. The addition of small gaps and reduction in

numbers of shade tolerant tree species should allow for some regeneration of canopy

species that will increase tree diversity and spatial heterogeneity within the stands. With

care taken to retain existing snags and downed logs, structural complexity would also be

preserved. This should contribute to prolonged structural diversity in the affected stands.

Under Alternative C, stand diversity within the largest mature block would decrease

specifically by setting unit C2 (Figure 2.3) back to a multistoried age stand more

consistent with the stand lying directly adjacent to its northern boundar\-.

Alternative D would serve to increase the structural diversity of many stands, in particular

those of units Dl, D2, D8, D9, DIO, and Dl 1 (Figure 2.4) with respect to areas bordering

each unit. This however would have an overall negative affect since this diversity would

come at the expense of increased fragmentation immediately post-har\est. Furthermore,
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the treatment proposed for unit DIO would adversely affect its role as a component of a

core area for this relatively large existing old growth stand.

5. Summary
In the short term for Alternative A, fragmentation would decrease, and total area of

mature forest would increase. In the long term, however, fragmentation would increase

again, important old-growth attributes would change as it successionally shifts to post-old

growth, and the mixed conifer forest that now exists would be replaced by a less diverse

and structurally less complex Douglas-fir dominated ecosystem.

Under Alternative B, lengthening the persistence of existing old-growth attributes,

increasing the total acreage of mature forest, improving structure and diversity within

existing forest habitats, and reducing fragmentation would all promote the existence of

the forest ecosystem within the ESAA for the long term (>50 years). Indeed the net

expansion of mature forest acreage should be viewed as a step toward restoration of the

ecosystem. Repeated application of harvesting plans similar to the one proposed under

Alternative B could, over the long term, reverse the conversion of old-growth to post-old

growth that have been occurring in SRSF and ultimately re-establish ratios of disturbed to

stable intact forest to near historical levels.

Alternative C does not address the basic tenets of ecosystem sustainability in the long

term. Under this alternative the ESAA v»-ould still retain the high degree of fragmentation

which currently exists immediately post-harvest. Additionally, one of the most

important, larger mature stands within it (unit C2) would be significantly altered. The

treatment to be applied to unit C2 (Figure 2.3) under Alternative C would remove any

usefulness that it would have as a core area for the largest, unfragmented mature stand in

the ESAA. In fact application of regeneration har\'esting with heavy reserve would set

this existing core area back 50 to 100 years and alter the heart of this larger mature stand

for the foreseeable future. The treatment proposed for unit CI would place this acreage

back to the sapling stage and greatly increase fragmentation in this area. At 50 years post

harvest, many of the elements of ecosystem sustainability would have improved, however

juxtaposition of contrasting patch types would recover much more slowly than under the

other alternatives. Thus, though the existing mature forest would be largely retained in

its current state under Alternative C, such benefits to ecosystem sustainability would be

counter-balanced by the much slower movement toward historical conditions of patch

shape and juxtaposition than the other alternatives.
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Though many of the units slated for harvest in Alternative D are similar to those effected

in Alternative B, the degree to which they would be harvested is significantly greater.

Over the short term significant affects would be observed both in loss of mature stands as

well as in overall increased fragmentation. These would be specifically manifested as the

entire loss of small pieces of existing old growth (units Dl and D2) (Figure 2.4), the

increased fragmentation that would occur within one of the largest existing blocks of old

growth (units DIO and Dll), and the additional loss of a primary core area within this

same old-growth block. Over the longer term (50 years) some of these affects would still

be felt. For example, mean patch size, although much larger than currently, would be

smaller than the under the other alternatives, and shapes of immature stands would

remain excessively regular. Given 50 years free of disturbance, however, other elements

of ecosystem sustainability (e.g., amount of old growth, existence of interior core) are

projected to become similar to those under the other alternatives.

B. Old Growth
The analysis of old growth is based on the 2591 -acre project area; however, changes in the

amounts of existing old growth are also given for the Soup and Cilly Creek watersheds. The

methods used to analyze the old-growth preservation major resource concern were described in

Chapter III. The environmental effects of the four alternatives on old-growth preservation are

described below and summarized in Figure 4.15.

1. Alternative A
Old growth exists on 1,309.2 acres, representing 50.5 percent of the project area. Old-growth

vigor classes and corresponding acreage are as follows; good-to-fair vigor, 357.9 acres; fair-

to-poor vigor, 576.7 acres; and very poor vigor, 374.7 acres (Table 3.9) (Montana Dept. of

State Lands 1991-1994). s,

Old-growth stands having good-to-fair or fair-to-poor vigor would probably remain relatively

stable for a number of decades. Scattered trees would periodically die, maintaining the pres-

ence of snags and large down logs-important ecological attributes of old growth. A diversity

of large, shade-intolerant species would continue to codominate old-growth stands. Shade-

tolerant species, however, would continue to encroach upon shade-intolerant species,

increasing stand densities and decreasing species diversity.

Old-growth stands having very poor vigor would decline due to natural processes over the

next several decades. Large, shade-intolerant trees such as western larch, ponderosa pine,

lodgepole pine {Pinus contortd), western white pine, and Douglas-fir would be weakened or
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killed by mountain pine beetle, Douglas-fir beetle, dwarf mistletoe, root diseases, white pine

blister rust, or other insects and diseases that currently exist in project area stands. Shade-

tolerant species such as Engelmann spruce, subalpine fir, and grand fir would begin to

dominate stands as they encroached on shade-intolerant species. The diminished species

diversity and reduced abundance of large trees would successionally push these stands toward

post-old growth.

Slow rates of natural decomposition due to the cool, moist climate in the project area-would

maintain an abundance of large snags and down logs in stands for many decades. Large

accumulations of dead, woody material combined with urmaturally high stand densities and

increasing ladder fuels from shade-tolerant species would increase the risk of severe, stand-

replacing fire. Stand replacing fire would place e.xisting old-growth stands at risk.

Although the no-action alternative would preserve existing old growth for the short term, it

would not promote long-term old-growth preservation (Figure 4.15). Old-growth stands

would begin to break up (shifting successionally to post-old growth) as shade-intolerant trees

in them died off The surrounding, even-aged stands would be too small and too young to

effectively replace old growth. Mortality of large, shade-intolerant species in old-growth

stands would hasten the dominance of shade-tolerant species having ladder fuels. Increased

fuel loads may contribute to stand-replacing fire and subsequent destruction of old growth.

2. Alternative B

a. discussion of effects

Under Alternative B, three different silvicultural treatments would be applied to stands

containing old growth and each would have different effects on old-growth preservation.

Effects of the three treatments are discussed below.

1) moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to cutting units B 1 and

B2 (Figure 2.2) which contain a total of 44.3 acres. Thirty-six of those 44.3 acres are

currently classified as old growth. The 36 acres represent 2.7 percent of the existing

old grovrth in the project area.

Moderate-reserve treatment would retain some important structural and

compositional characteristics of old growth in treated stands by leaving eight, large,

overstory trees per acre; scattered clumps of healthy understor}- trees; and fifteen to
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twenty tons of large, woody debris. Although some old-growth characteristics

within stands would be retained, the 36 acres would no longer meet the requirements

for old-growth classification. It would probably take 200 years-barring further

major disturbance—before the treated stands would once again possess old-grow1h

characteristics.

2) hea\y-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to cutting units B3 through

B7 which contain a combined acreage of 129.2 (Figure 2.2). These units contain

1 17.3 acres of old growth representing 9.0 percent of the existing old growth in the

project area.

Heavy-reserve treatment would reduce basal area to 80 square feet per acre, retaining

approximately. 30 large trees per acre along with scattered clumps of healthy

understory and 15 to 20 tons of large, down woody material. The 1 17.3 acres would

not meet the requirements for old growth classification. Without further major

disturbance, the treated stands would probably attain old-growth status within 50

years'.

3) structural enhancement

Structural enhancement would be applied to cutting units B8 through B 1 8 which

contain a total of 832.7 acres (Figure 2.2). These units contain 775.1 acres of old

growth representing 59.2 percent of the old grov\th in the project area.

The structural enhancement treatment would employ commercial thinning

techniques to reduce competition from encroaching shade-tolerant species and

prolong the presence of large, shade-intolerant trees. Stand densities would be

reduced by 10 percent. Structural enhancement would not reduce the existing

acreage of old growth. Old-growth stands with very poor vigor would be improved

^within 50 years, trees that were released by the treatment would have

grown, creating multistoried stands and effectively closing the stand
canopies. The numbers of large trees per acre, the numbers of large down
logs, and the canopy covers in the stands would all meet the criteria for old-

growth classification.
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to the fair-to-poor vigor class which would also improve the relative stability of

these stands.

b. summary of effects

1) effects immediately post-harvest

Alternative B, reduces old growth within the project area by 153.3 acres or 1 1.7

percent. About 38.8 percent of the project area would be retained as old growrth.

In Soup Creek and Cilly Creek watersheds Alternative B reduces old growth by

2.6 percent leaving 36.8 percent of the watersheds as old growth.

2) short- and long-term effects

Under Alternative B, 81.9 percent of existing old growth in the project area would

remain relatively stable for several decades; 6.4 percent would remain very

unstable and at risk of losing some of its important old-growth attributes (moving

successionally towards post-old growth) within several decades; 8.9 percent

would lose old-growth status for 50 years; and 2.8 percent would lose old-growth

status for 200 years (Figure 4.15). Alternative B would reduce the total amount of

old growth on the project area from 1,309.3 acres to 1,155.9 acres. The

treatments, however, would increase the amount of old growth that would remain

relatively stable from 934.6 acres (71.4 percent) to 1,072.6 acres (81.9 percent)

and reduce the amount of old growth that is likely to become post-old growth

within several decades from 374.7 acres (28.6 percent) to 83.4 acres (6.4 percent).

3. Alternative C
a. discussion of effects

Under Alternative C, no old-growth stands would be treated; all existing old growth

would be preserved. As with Alternative A, 28.6 percent of the existing old growth

would remain in very poor vigor. Old growth having very poor vigor would be

threatened by natural processes and preserved from becoming post-old growth for the

short term only.

Although no old growth would be harvested, some edge effects may degrade the quality

of existing old growth in stands adjacent to cutting units. In cutting unit CI (Figure 2.3),

moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to a stand in the multistoried

stand class. Approximately three MBF per acre, or three to six trees per acre, would be

removed; therefore, effects on existing edge would be minimal. In cutting unit C2,
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heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting would retain approximately 80 square feet

of basal area per acre and 70 percent crown cover. Edge effects of this treatment

would also be minimal.

b. summarj' of effects

The short- and long-term effects of Alternative C on old-growth preser\'ation

would be nearly the same as Alternative A, the no-action alternative (Figure 4.15).

4. Alternative D
a. Discussion of effects

Under Alternative D, three different silvicultural treatments would be applied to

stands containing old growth and each would have different effects on old-

growth preservation. The effects of these treatments on old growth are discussed

below.

1) light-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Light-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to cutting units Dl

and D2 which contain 11.2 acres (Figure 2.4). All 1 1.2 acres are classified as

old growth; they represent 0.9 percent of the old growth in the project area.

Light-reserve treatment would change the stand class of the 1 1 .2 acres to

grass/seedling/shrub. It would likely take 200 years without further major

disturbance before the area would achieve old-growth status again.

2) moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to cutting units

D3 through D7 which contain a total of 88.3 acres (Figure 2.4). Of those

88.3 acres, 68.1 are classified as old growth; they represent 5.2 percent of the

old growth in the project area.

For the same reasons given under Alternative B, moderate-reserve treatment

would change the stand class of the 68.1 acres of old growth to

grass/seedling/shrub. The amount of old-growth in the project area would be

reduced by 5.2 percent. Without further major disturbance, old-growth

conditions would likely be restored within 200 years.
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3) heavj-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to cutting units D8
through Dl 1 which contain a total of 224.2 acres (Figure 2.4). This acreage

includes 212.5 acres of old growth representing 16.2 percent of the existing

old growth in the project area.

For the same reasons given under Alternative B, heavy-reserve treatment

would change the stand class of the 212.5 acres of old growth to saw timber.

The amount of old growth in the project area would be reduced by 16.2

percent. Without further major disturbance, old-growth conditions would

likely be restored within 50 years '.

b. summary of effects

1) effects immediately post-harvest

Alternative D reduces old growth within the project area by 291.8 acres or

22.3 percent. About 28.2 percent of the project area would be retained as old

growth. In Soup Creek and Cilly Creek watersheds Alternative D reduces

old growth by 5.0 percent leaving 34.4 percent of the watersheds as old

growth.c

2) short- and long-term effects

Under Alternative D within the project area, 55.3 percent of existing old

growth would remain relatively stable for the next several decades; 22.3

percent would remain at risk of losing some important old-growth attributes

(moving successionally towards post-old growth) within several decades;

16.3 percent would lose old-growth status for 50 years; and 6.1 percent

would lose old-growth status for 200 years (Figure 4.15). The total amount

of old-growth in the project area would be reduced from 1,309.3 acres to

1,016.3 acres, a reduction of 22.4 percent.

^ within 50 years, trees that were released by the treatment would have

grown, creating multistoried stands and effectively closing the stand
canopies. The numbers of large trees per acre, the numbers of large down

logs, and the canopy covers in the stands would all meet the criteria for old-

growth classification.
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B. Timber Productivity

The methods used to analyze the timber productivity major resource concern are

described in Chapter III. The effects of the alternatives on timber productivity are

described below.

Alternative A reflects the existing timber productivity for the project area. Under
Alternative A, stands in the project area would remain at an average vigor value of 2.50.

Under Alternative B, the average vigor would improve to 2.36. Under Alternative C,

vigor in the project area would improve only slightly to 2.49. The average vigor under

Alternative D would improve to 2.39. Although Alternative D would generate the greatest

increase in timber productivity on the treated acres, it does not treat as many acres as

Alternative B. Alternative B, while not increasing productivity as efficiently as

Alternative D, does achieve the best overall improvement in timber productivity.

1. Alternative A

a. discussion of effects

Under the Alternative A no timber would be harvested. Natural processes would
proceed uninterrupted by timber harvesting.

1) negative productivity

Stands with very poor vigor occur on 18.2 percent (471.3 acres) of the project

area. Stands having very poor vigor probably have negative productivity;

that is, tree mortality in the stands probably exceeds growth.

Negative productivity would probably continue for several decades until

shade-tolerant species replaced shade-intolerant species. After several

decades, growth and mortality would begin to balance, but average timber

volumes per acre would remain relatively low.

2) zero productivity

Stands with fair-to-poor vigor occur on 28.1 percent (728.5 acres) of the

project area. Growth and mortality nearly balance in these stands, and timber

productivity is close to zero.

Relatively high rates of mortality are occurring within stands having fair-to-

poor vigor due to old age and natural processes such as insect infestation,
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disease, blowdown, or fire. If no action were taken, these stands would

probably begin to exhibit very poor vigor and negative growth within the

next several decades.

3) positive productivity'

Stands with good-to-fair vigor occur on 39.5 percent (1,024.1 acres) of the

project. Stands having good-to-fair vigor probably have positive growth; that

is, tree growth probably exceeds tree mortality but falls far short ofv^^

If no action were taken, stands having good-to-fair vigor would probably

continue to exhibit positive growth for the next several decades or longer.

4) full productivity

Stands with full vigor occur on 14.2 percent (367.1 acres) of the project area.

These stands are relatively young and include the young pole, sapling, and

grass/seedling/shrub stand classes. Growth is occurring at near optimal rates.

The continued health and productivity of these stands are jeopardized by

exposure to insects and disease from adjacent older stands

b. summary of effects

If the no-action alternative were selected, no timber would be harvested from the

project area, and natural processes would not be interrupted. Timber

productivity would likely continue to decline on 46.3 percent (1,199.8) of the

project area having very poor or fair-to-poor vigor. Moderate increases in yield

would continue within 39.5 percent (1,024.1 acres) of the project area having

good-to-fair vigor. Only fourteen percent (367.1 acres) of the project area would

approach optimal timber productivity. Most trees that died would become too

decayed to be merchantable through future salvage harvesting. Future timber

productivity would be further compromised by adjacent insect-infested and

diseased stands.
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2. Alternative B

a. discussion of effects

1) moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Moderate-reserve, regeneration har\'esting would be applied to cutting units

BI and B2 containing 44.3 acres that are currently in either good-to-fair or

fair-to-poor vigor. Within five years, regeneration would have established

and all of the 44.3 acres would convert to fiill vigor v/ith growth near flill

potential. Treated old-growth and saw-timber stands would no longer expose

adjacent young stands to risk of infection by dwarf mistletoe.

2) heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to cutting units B3

through B7 containing 129.2 acres (Figure 2.2). This treatment would

convert 14.2 acres from fair-to-poor vigor to good-to-fair vigor. It would

also convert 103 acres having very poor vigor to a vigor class of fair to poor.

Timber productivity on these 1 03 acres would increase from negative

productivity to zero productivity. The risk of adjacent, young stands

becoming infected by dwarf mistletoe would be somewhat reduced on the

129.2 treated acres. Within 20 years, the residual overstory would begin to

suppress growth of regeneration, reducing future timber productivity.

3) structural enhancement

Structural enhancement would be applied to 832.7 acres within cutting units

B8 through BIB (Figure 2.2) This treatment would have little effect on stand

vigor within most treated stands. The vigor on 1 88.2 acres of old growth

having very poor vigor would be improved to the fair-to-poor vigor class.

The vigor and timber productivity on the remaining 644.5 treated acres

would not change. The risk of adjacent, young stands becoming infected by

dwarf mistletoe would not change.

b. summary of effects

Alternative B would increase timber productivity (Figure 4.16). Under

Alternative B, stands having full vigor would increase from 367.1 acres to 41 1.5

acres, or 15.9 percent of the project area. Very little change would occur in areas

with good-to-fair vigor. Stands having good-to-fair vigor would decrease from
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Figure 4.16 Effects ofAlternatives on Timber Productivity

Alternative A

Very Poor { 471 .3 aaes)

Fair to Poor (728.5 acres)

Good to Fair (1,024.1 acres)

Full Vigor (367.1 acres)

Average vigor value for the project area: 2.50

i

2

Alternative B

T 37 8% ^ :±.

Very Poor (180.1 acres)

Fair to Poor (980.0 acres)

Good to Fair (1 ,01 9.4 acres)

Full Vigor (41 1 .5 acres)

Average vigor value for the project area: 2.36

Alternative C

Very Poor (471.3 acres)

Fair to Poor ( 683.0 acres)

Good to Fair (1 ,056.7 acres)

Full Vigor (380.0 acres)

Average vigor value for the project area: 2.49
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1,024.1 acres to 1,019.4 acres, or 39.3 percent of the project area. Stands

having fair-to-poor vigor would increase from 728.5 acres to 980.0 acres, or

37.8 percent of the project area. The reduction of stands with negative

productivity would represent the most substantial change in timber

productivity. Stands having ver>- poor vigor and negative productivity would

decrease from 471.3 acres to 180.1 acres. The average vigor for the project

area would improve from 2.50 to 2.36. The overall risk of young stands

" ,, becoming infected bv dwarf mistletoe would be somewhat reduced on 129.2

acres and substantially reduced on 44.3 acres.

3. Alternative C •

a. Discussion of effects

1) moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to a 12.9-

acre stand in the multistoried stand class (cutting unit CI) having fair-to-

poor vigor (Figure 2.3). Removing the existing overstory would release

the established sapling understor>' and increase the vigor of the stands to

full vigor. The risk of the sapling understory and adjacent, young stands

becoming infected by dwarf mistletoe would be substantially reduced.

2) heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to a 49.6-acre

saw-timber stand (cutting unit C2). This treatment would not change the

timber productivity on 17.0 acres that are currently in the good-to-fair

vigor class. On 32.6 acres, timber productivity would be improved from

a vigor class of fair to poor to a vigor class of good to fair. Heavy-reserve

treatment would not reduce the risk of young stands becoming infected

with dwarf mistletoe because there are no young stands adjacent to

cutting unit C2 (Figures 2.3, 3.1).

b. summary of effects

Under Alternative C only 62.5 acres would be treated. The vigor of 45.5 acres

would be increased. The vigor of 17.0 acres would be unchanged. The number

of acres in the project area having full vigor would increase from 367.1 acres to
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380.0 acres (Figure 4.16), a slight increase of 0.8 percent. The area having good-

to-fair vigor would increase to 1,056.7 acres, or 40.8 percent of the project area.

The area having fair-to-poor vigor would decrease to 683.0 acres, or 26.4

percent. The area having very poor vigor would remain unchanged by this

alternative. The risk of young stands becoming infected with dwarf mistletoe

would be substantially reduced on only 12.9 acres.

4. Alternative D

a. discussion of effects

1) light-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Light-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to cutting units Dl

and D2 which contain 1 1 .2 acres (Figure 2.4). The treatment would be

applied to 6.4 acres currently having very poor vigor and 4.8 acres having

fair-to-poor vigor. Within five years, regeneration would establish and all

11.2 acres would have full vigor. The risk of adjacent young stands

becoming infected with dwarf mistletoe would be substantially reduced.

2) moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to cutting units

D3 through D7 which contain 88.3 acres (Figure 2.4). The treatment would

be applied to 30.8 acres with good-to-fair vigor, 37.7 acres with fair-to-poor

vigor, and 1 1 .9 acres with very poor vigor. Within five years after treatment,

all 88.3 acres would have full vigor. The risk of adjacent young stands

becoming infected with dwarf mistletoe would be substantially reduced.

3) heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting would be applied to cutting units D8
through Dl 1 which contain 225.4 acres (Figure 2.4). The treatment would

convert 56.5 acres from very poor vigor to fair-to-poor vigor and 48.0 acres

from fair-to-poor vigor to good-to-fair vigor. This treatment would not

change 120.9 acres that already have good-to-fair vigor. The risk of adjacent

young stands becoming infected with dwarf mistletoe would be somewhat

reduced.
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b. summary of effects

Under Alternative D, 325.0 acres would be treated. The combination of

treatments in this alternative would generate the largest number of acres having

full vigor. Eighteen percent of the project area, or 466.7 acres, would be

converted to the full vigor class (Figure 4.16). The portion of the project area

having good-to-fair vigor would increase from 39.5 percent (1024.1 acres) to

40.2 percent (1041.3 acres). The number of acres having fair-to-poor vigor would

be reduced to 694.5, or 26.8 percent. The area having very poor vigor would be

reduced to 388.5, or 15 percent. The average vigor for the project area would be

2.39- just slightly lower timber productivity than Alternative B. The risk of

adjacent, young stands becoming infected by dwarf mistletoe would be

substantially reduced on 99.5 acres and somewhat reduced on 224.3 acres.

II. WILDLIFE

A. Grizzly Bear

As described in Chapter III, the effects of each alternative were assessed by their

effects on motorized access, the amount and distribution of security habitat, hiding

cover, and seasonal habitats. The analysis area was the South Fork Lost Soup

Subunit in the Bunker Creek Bear Management Unit.*o^

Data on motorized access and hiding cover were provided by the DNRC Inventory

Division, Missoula. Habitat value maps were provided by the Flathead National

Forest, Kalispell. Open Road Densities (ORD), Total Road Densities (TRD), amount

and distribution of security habitat, and seasonal habitats v^-ere calculated with the

EPPL7 Geographic Information System.

1. Motorized access

None of the alternatives involve new road construction. For all alternatives the

TRD would remain at 43 percent for the entire subunit and 52 percent for DNRC
land within the subunit. Open Road Densities would be affected differently by

the various alternatives.
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a. Alternative A
Under alternative A, the status of roads in the subunit would remain the same

as the existing condition. The open road density would remain 34 percent for

the entire subunit and 43 percent for DNRC land within the subunit.

b. Alternatives B, C, and D
Under the action altematives, approximately 1.8 miles of the upper Soup

Creek Canyon Road and 1 .6 miles of the upper Cilly Ridge Road would be

gated. This would change their status from open to restricted. The ORD
would be reduced to 28 percent for the subunit and 34 percent for DNRC land

within the subunit.

2. Security habitat

Reclaimed roads and restricted roads that effectively preclude motorized access

are allowed in security areas (Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee 1994). None

of the altematives reclaim any existing roads or make currently restricted roads

less passable to motorized vehicles. For all altematives, security habitat would

remain at 38 percent of the subunit.

3. Hiding cover

Hiding cover for grizzly bears would be affected differently by each alternative.

Areas receiving light- or moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting would lose

their hiding cover for approximately 1 5 years. Areas treated with heavy-reserve,

regeneration harvesting or structural enhancement would retain hiding cover for

grizzly bears.

a. Alternative A
Under Alternative A, hiding cover would not be diminished.

b. Alternatives B, C, and D
The area by which each action alternative would reduce hiding cover in

the subunit immediately post-harvest is as follows: Alternative B - 44.3

acres, Alternative C - 12.9 acres, and Alternative D - 99.5 acres. None of

these reductions would numerically reduce the hiding cover of the subunit

below the existing 79 percent. Neither would they numerically reduce the

hiding cover ofDNRC land within the subunit below the existing 91

percent. DNRC guidelines (Montana Dept. of Natural Resources and
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Conservation 1995) recommend retaining a minimum of forty percent of a

subunit in hiding cover.

4. Seasonal habitats

Habitats in the NCDE have been classified into three categories based on their

probability of use by grizzly bears: use less than expected, use equals expected,

and use greater than expected (Manley 1992); habitats used "greater than

expected" are presumed to be preferred by grizzly bears. Habitat values have

been described for five seasons (Chapter III).

Areas receiving light- and moderate-reserve treatment are assumed to convert to •

the "use less than expected" category. Areas receiving heav>'-reserve treatment

and structural enhancement retain their existing values. There is no assumption

that harvest-related activities improve grizzly bear habitat.

Currently, there is no provision for projecting habitat values into the future to

account for plant succession. Therefore, habitat values reflect conditions

immediately post-harvest.

a. Alternatives A, B, and C
For all five seasons, the percentages of the subunit in any of the three "proba-

bility of use" categories is the same as those listed in Table 3.12. Since none

of the project area meets security habitat criteria, habitat values within security

areas would not be affected.

b. Alternative D
For Alternative D, habitat classified as "use greater than expected" would

decline from 19 percent to 18 percent for the early spring season. For the re-

maining four seasons, habitat values would remain the same as described in

Chapter III. Habitat values within security areas would not be affected.

Riparian areas are used extensively by grizzly bears (Interagency Gri2:zly Bear

Committee 1987). Under alternatives B and D, two stands adjacent to

wetlands would receive moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting: stands Bl

(=D6) and B2 (=D7). Yiy:?.! b"~^'^~::.z.7 would be retained along all interfaces

between wetlands and cutting units.
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c. mitigation common to all alternatives

To avoid displacement of bears, all action alternatives would limit timber

harvesting activities to the denning season, November 16 through March 15.

5. Cumulative effects

Management activities would be guided by the Swan Valley Grizzly Bear

Conservation Agreement (SCA). The threshold for cumulative effects established

by the SCA would not be exceeded. Guidelines and thresholds established by the

SCA would likely preclude cumulative effects for proposed projects on the SRSF
from jeopardizing survival and recovery of the grizzly bear population within the

Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem Grizzly Bear Recover)- Area (US Fish

and Wildlife Service 1 995c, US Fish and Wildlife Service 1 995d, US Fish and '

Wildlife Service 1995e, Montana Dept. of Natural Resources and Conservation

1995b).

B. Elk

Impacts to elk habitat were analyzed for each alternative using the method described

in Chapter III. Post-harvest habitat values of stands treated with each of the silvic-

ultural treatments would be as follows: Stands treated with light- and moderate-

reserve, regeneration harvesting would no longer provide hiding or thermal cover, but

would provide forage. Stands treated with heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting

would be patchy and numbers of trees per acre post-harvest will var>'. An average

crown cover of about 70% would be retained, which would provide elk summer ther-

mal cover and hiding cover. Areas so treated would provide some scattered forage

post-harvest, but for analysis it was assumed they would not provide forage. Stands

treated with structural enhancement would not change substantially with regard to elk

habitat value. Hiding and thermal cover would be provided, but forage would not.

1. open roads

No roads would be constructed under any alternative, and all action alternatives

would utilize existing roads to access timber. Open road density in the analysis

area would remain at 1 .2 miles of open road per square mile. The analysis

assumes that elk avoid areas near roads that are heavily used by humans, and it

considers these areas unavailable as potential elk habitat. Due to road effects, 55

percent of the area v/ould remain available as potential elk habitat under all alter-

natives.
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2. hiding and thermal cover

Areas receiving light- and moderate-reserve treatments would no longer provide

hiding or thermal cover. The number of acres in treatments 1 and 2 and the per-

centages of the analysis area that would provide hiding and thermal cover post-

harvest are listed below by alternative.

TABLE 4.1 Elk Hiding and Thermal Cover in the Analysis Area

Alternatives
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percent of all forage areas would be within 500 feet of cover for all

alternatives. Adequate cover between forage areas is also important, and rec-

ommendations are that cover between at least 75 percent of the openings

should be at least 800 feet in width. Because conditions do not currently meet
cover-between-opening recommendations, and would not under any of the

alternatives, potential elk habitat is reduced 1 0% below optimal conditions

under all alternatives. The percentage of the openings that would have ^ 800

feet of cover between them would be 22% under Alternati\e A; 30% under

Alternative B; 29% under Alternative C; and 28% under Alternative D. The

action alternatives are closer to the recommendation than the no-action al-

ternative because some of the cutting units are strips between existing open-

ings. Alternative B comes closest to meeting this recommendation.

Table 4.2 Elk Forage in the Analysis Area

Alternative
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5. summary of effects

Existing elk habitat potential is 50% below optimal due to open road density,

inadequate forage areas, and inadequate cover between openings. Under all

alternatives, existing conditions are not changed enough to alter elk habitat

potential (remains at 50%).

6. cumulative effects

Five percent, or 290 acres, of the Middle Soup Creek Project analysis area for

elk overlaps with the South Fork Lost Creek Timber Sale's analysis area for

elk. Since no treatments would be applied by either project within the area of

overlap, and the area of overlap represents only five percent of the Middle

Soup Creek Project analysis area, cumulative effects would be minimal.

C. White-Tailed Deer

Recommendations from MFWP for managing summer habitat (Cross 1 983) are

that about 50 percent of the upland habitat be maintained as summer thermal

cover, about 25 percent be maintained as hiding cover, about 25 percent be main-

tained as foraging areas.

Hiding cover, forage, and thermal cover values would be the same as those given

in the elk analysis (Tables 4. 1 , 4.2). Hiding cover is currently provided on at least

90.9 percent of the analysis area and would be reduced to no less than 89.2 per-

cent by any action alternative. Foraging areas are currently available on 26.2

percent of the analysis area. Forage areas would not change under Alternative A,

and would increase to 26.9 percent under Alternative B, to 26.4 percent under

Alternative C, and to 27.9 percent under Alternative D. Summer thermal cover is

currently provided on at least 61 percent of the analysis area, and would be

reduced to 60.4 percent under Alternative B; 61.2 under Alternative C; and 59.5

percent under Alternative D. All alternatives would maintain hiding cover,

thermal cover, and forage areas well within the MFWP recommended thresholds.

Additional MFWP recommendations for management of vegetation around

riparian areas would be followed under all alternatives (Appendix D). Timing of

activities could affect white-tailed deer. Logging in the fall and early winter

would result in an abundance of lichen on the ground. Lichen is a preferred

forage, and deer using the area as fall-transition range and as a migration route to

winter range may stay in the area longer than usual to feed on the lichens. In the
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event of a heavy snowfall, deer may be essentially trapped in the area, which may
"

result in high mortality. To avoid retaining deer in the project area past the time

when they should migrate to winter range, logging would be deferred until

December 15 or until snow depth exceeds 18 inches.

Five percent, or 290 acres, of the Middle Soup Creek Project analysis area for

white-tailed deer overlaps with the South Fork Lost Creek Timber Sale's analysis

area for white-tailed deer. Since no treatments would be applied by either project

within the area of overlap, and the area of overlap represents only five percent of

the Middle Soup Creek Project analysis area, cumulative effects would be

minimal.

D. Gray Wolves

Wolves are not.known to currently inhabit the Swan Valley. Managing habitat for

wolves primarily entails maintaining an adequate prey base (in northwest Montana,

white-tailed deer and elk) and preventing illegal, human-caused wolf mortality.

White-tailed deer and elk habitat (foraging area and hiding/thermal cover) will be

retained above MFWP recommended minimums for all alternatives.

No new roads are proposed by any alternative; road densities will remain at 1.2 miles

per square mile in the analysis area.

All action alternatives would limit logging activity to the winter season. By this time,

pups of the year would be traveling with adults in the pack so there would be no

disturbance to den or rendezvous sites.

Five percent, or 290 acres, of the Middle Soup Creek Project analysis area for gray

wolves overlaps with the South Fork Lost Creek Timber Sale's analysis area for gray

wolves. Since no treatments would be applied by either project within the area of

overlap, and the area of overlap represents only five percent of the Middle Soup

Creek Project analysis area, cumulative effects would be minimal.
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E. Sensitive Animal Species

1. western big-eared bat

Impacts from the proposed project on western-big eared bats are limited to the

harvest of potential daytime roost sites: snags and live mature tree snag recruits.

The analysis for cavity-nesting species addresses snags and snag recruits and the

assessment of likely effects generally applies to big-eared bats.

2. fisher

Timber harvesting can affect fishers by reducing the total amount of old growth

forest, by selectively harvesting individual large mature trees, and by fragmenting

old growth forest by creating more open areas which fishers are reluctant to cross.

The analysis for ecosystem sustainability addresses total amount and connectivity

of old growth forest, and the analysis for cavity nesters addresses availability of

large overstor)' trees and snags.

Fishers are also very vulnerable to trapping pressure and are easily caught in sets

for bobcats, coyotes, and other furbearers. Reductions in the amount of old-

growth forest could lead to increases in fisher home range which may increase

vulnerability. Alternatives A and C do not reduce existing old growth amounts

(50.5 percent of the project area) and should not increase vulnerability.

Alternative B reduces old growth to 38.8 percent of the project area and

Alternative D reduces old growth to 28.2 percent. The reductions in old growth

amounts may increase trapping vulnerability in Alternatives B and D. Despite

some anticipated successional changes to old growth, value of post-harvest old-

growth habitat to fisher should not change for the next fifty years. Density of

roads that can be traveled by snowmobile, and trapping pressure should not

change due to the project (see Lynx).

3. lynx

Timber harvesting can affect lynx through habitat fragmentation and alteration of

forest successional stages. Proportions of forest in different successional stages

and forest fragmentation are addressed under the analysis for ecosystem sus-

tainability.

Timber harvesting can also affect lynx through road building and consequent in-

creased human access and trapping pressure. Lynx with large home ranges are
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particularly vulnerable. No new roads would be constructed in the project area

" and about 3.4 miles of road would be closed with gates in the Grizzly Bear BMU
(see grizzly bear analysis). However, because most trappers travel by snowmobile

and can go around gates, trapping pressure should not increase or decrease.

4. black-backed woodpeckers

Humans impact black-backed woodpeckers primarily through fire suppression,

and harvesting trees that are heavily infested with insects. Fire suppression is

outside the scope of the proposed project and none of the alternatives proposes to

harvest partially burned trees. The analysis for ecosystem sustainability addresses

forest processes, of which insect infestations are a natural part. The analysis for

cavity nesters addresses availability of snags and decaying trees suitable for

nesting and the assessment of likely effects generally applies to black-backed

woodpeckers.

5. Northern bog lemmings

Bog lemmings may not inhabit the swan valley: No bog lemmings were detected

during surveys in the swan valley in good bog lemming habitat (Reichel 1995).

Potential bog lemming habitat would not be affected because: (1) None of the

alternatives would measurably alter the water level in bogs (Tony Nelson , DNRC
hydrologist, personal communication) and water quality in bogs would not change

because mo mew roads would be constructed near bogs.

F. Cavity-Dependent Species

1. Effects of silvicultural treatments

a. light and moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Areas treated with light-reserve, regeneration harvesting would provide very

minimal habitat for cavity-dependent wildlife post-harvest. Efforts would be

made to retain all existing snags, broken boles not capable of spreading dis-

ease, and two large trees per acre. This would provide habitat for species that

prefer very open habitat, such as bluebirds and American kestrels. Habitat for

these species, however, is not generally limiting. Areas treated with

moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting would also only provide habitat for

species preferring open areas, though more trees would be retained and habitat

would be of somewhat greater value. Both treatments would open up areas
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enough so that snags would be easily visible. Snags in cutting units that are

near open roads could thus be harvested by firewood cutters, and some snags

retained for wildlife probably would not persist far into the future. All the

existing nonmerchantable large downed wood would remain post-harvest, and

some additional downed wood would be left if necessar\' so that a total of 15

to 20 tons per acre would remain post-harvest. Much of this downed wood,

however, would not be the large intact trees and logs which are of greatest

value to wildlife and which would exist after a natural disturbance, but would

be unmerchantable long butts and cull logs. This downed wood would pro-

vide some feeding opportunities for some bird species, but areas would be too

open immediately post-harvest to receive more than minimal use by most

small mammals. As shrubs and small trees grow and provide additional over-

head cover, areas so treated should receive increased use by small mammals.

b. heavy reserve, regeneration harvesting

Areas treated with hea\7-reserve, regeneration harvesting would remove 20 to

60 percent of the trees. Efforts would be made to retain all existing snags,

broken boles not capable of spreading disease, and dead trees not infested with

bark beetles. This treatment would open up areas enough so that some snags

would be easily visible. Snags in cutting units that are near open roads could

thus be harvested by firewood cutters, and some snags retained for wildlife

probably would not persist far into the future. Because snags would be less

visible in this treatment than in the previous two treatments, snags would be

less vulnerable to firewood cutters. All the existing nonmerchantable downed

wood would remain post-harvest, and some additional downed wood would be

left if necessary so that a total of 15 to 20 tons per acre would remain post-har-

vest. Much of this downed wood, however, would not be the large, intact

trees and logs which are of greatest value and which would exist after a

natural disturbance, but would be unmerchantable long butts and cull logs.

Downed wood density should increase immediately post-har\'est, although

there will be fewer large, high-quality, downed-wood recruits with removal of

20 to 60 percent of the mature trees. Areas so treated should provide nesting

and feeding habitat for most species of cavity-dependent wildlife that naturally

occur in this forest type. Habitat quality, however, would be lower because

fewer nesting and feeding sites would be available and areas so treated would

probably support fewer individuals. Impacts would var>- with the age of the

trees: in younger stands that are of presently low value to cavity nesters, this
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treatment would allow some trees to attain larger sizes and the overall effect

may be neutral or even positive in the long run. In older stands where the

trees are already of high value, impacts would be negative. Some species that

prefer denser canopy cover may find more heavily harvested patches within

such cutting units suboptimal or not usable. Predation by corvids and owls on

songbirds and woodpeckers would probably increase in these areas. Adequate

canopy cover and downed wood should remain to provide at least minimal

habitat for most species of small mammals.

c. structural enhancement

Habitat quality in areas treated with structural enhancement should not

diminish due to the treatment immediately post-harvest, and post-harvest

habitat quality may improve in the long mn. Many of the trees that would be

harvested with this treatment are the shade-tolerant true firs and Douglas-fir

which are not highly preferred by cavity-nesting species. Thinning the stand

should reduce competition and stress in the shade-intolerant species, larch and

ponderosa pine in particular, and promote increased vigor and growth in these

species that are preferred by cavity-nesting species. Some trees would

probably attain larger sizes at maturity, which would create larger snags and

eventually larger downed logs. Because size is an important attribute of snags

and mature trees to cavity-nesting species, these trees would be of potentially

greater value. All existing downed wood would remain in place. Timber har-

vesting would not target large mature trees and should not affect high quality

downed woody recruits.

d. effects of silvicultural treatments fifty years post harvest

Most of the snags existing immediately post-harvest would probably have

fallen naturally (Morrison et al. 1993). Recruitment of snags fifty years post-

harvest would be from mature trees retained after harvesting. The number of

snag recruits, and habitat quality of these snags for wildlife, depends on many

unpredictable factors including wind events, insects and disease, presence and

characteristics of decay, and loss to firewood cutters. WTiile the proportion of

mature trees that would become high-quality snags is impossible to predict,

potential future snag habitat is related to the number, species, decadence, size

and morphology of mature trees, and site conditions. Because tree size is

often inversely correlated with tree density, thinning a stand will often result

in larger trees which can become higher quality snags than smaller trees.
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Considering all these factors, fifty year post-harvest habitat for cavity nesters

would probably be: (1) Non-existent on most areas treated with light-reserve

regeneration harvesting; (2) Available but very marginal (one to three snags

per acre) on areas treated with moderate-reserve regeneration harvesting; (3)

Adequate to support low to moderate-level populations of most species on

areas treated with heavy-reser\'e regeneration harvesting; and (4) Good to

excellent on areas treated with structural enhancement.

2. Effects of alternatives

a. alternative a •

Habitat quality for cavity-nesting species should remain high. Natural succes-

sional and disturbance processes would continue to take place, creating snags

as trees die and downed wood as trees fall. Some snags near open roads may
be cut by firewood cutters.

b. alternative b

Habitat quality would be reduced substantially for most species of cavity nest-

ers over about 44.3 acres; only the few species of cavity nesters that prefer

open habitat would be able to use these areas. Trees in these 44.3 acres are of

moderate value to cavity nesters, based on size and age of the trees. Because

these 44.3 acres are not adjacent to open roads, snags in the units should not

be vulnerable to removal by firewood cutters. Habitat quality v/ould also be

reduced, but to a much lesser degree, over about 129.2 acres. Most species

would still be able to nest and feed in these 129.2 acres, but probably fewer

individuals of each species, and predation would probably increase. Over

832.7 acres, habitat quality should not change immediately post-harvest, and

should improve in the long run.

c. alternative c

Over about 12.9 acres, most of the existing trees would be harvested. This

area, however, was harvested in the past and at present only provides habitat

for those species preferring open habitat. Because these 12.9 acres are not

adjacent to open roads, snags in the units should not be vulnerable to removal

by firewood cutters. Habitat quality may be reduced in the short term, and

possibly improved in the long term, over an additional 49.6 acres. Trees in

this stand are fairly young and small, and a partial harvest may benefit the
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remaining trees. Many species would still be able to nest and feed in these

49.6 acres, but probably fewer individuals of each species, and predation

would probably increase.

d. alternative d

Habitat quality would be reduced substantially for most species of cavity nest-

ers over about 99.5 acres. Only the few species of cavity nesters that prefer

open habitat would be able to use these areas. About 25 of these acres are

presently of very high value to cavity nesters, based on the large size of the

trees, stand age, and species composition. The other 74.5 acres are of

moderate to high value to cavity nesters. About 20 of these acres have open

roads going through them and many of the snags retained for wildlife would

be vulnerable to removal by firewood cutters. Habitat quality would also be

reduced, but to a much lesser degree, over about 224.2 acres. Most species

would still be able to nest and feed in these 224.2 acres, but probably fewer

individuals of each species, and predation would probably increase. Open

roads are adjacent or go through some of these areas and snags within about

200 feet of the road would be more vulnerable to removal by firewood cutters.

e. summary
Alternative A should retain high habitat quality for cavity-nesting species in

the short and long-term. Alternative B would have minimal to negligible

negative impacts to cavity-nesting species, and may in the long run have a net

positive impact. Alternative C would have moderate negative impacts in

some areas and probably some positive impact over a large area in the long

run. Alternative D would have substantial negative impacts in some areas and

moderate negative impacts in other areas.

III. WATER QUALITY

A. Sedimentation

Sediment deliver)- to streams (sedimentation) is a key factor affecting water quality. The

main sources of introduced sedimentation are road construction and road use. Timber

harvesting activities-especially in riparian areas—may also increase sedimentation by

reducing the filtering capability of vegetation.
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For ever>' action alternative, timber harvesting would comply with BMP's. Timber

would not be harvested from SMZ's. The recommendations of a hydrologist and a soil

scientist would be incorporated into all timber harvesting activities. No new roads

would be constructed.

1. Effects of Alternative A on sedimentation

Alternative A would not directly affect sedimentation in the Soup Creek and Cilly

Creek watersheds. Under Alternative A, no new roads would be constructed and no

timber would be harvested in the Soup Creek or Cilly Creek watersheds as a result of

the Middle Soup Creek Project.

Alternative A may indirectly affect sedimentation in the Soup Creek and Cilly Creek

watersheds. Under Alternative A, no stream crossing replacements or TO?i.

xr^rmv^-^/^-^s would be made. These sediment source sites would depend upon

natural processes for recovery unless funding for improvements became available.

2. Effects of Alternative B on sedimentation

Under Altemative B, risk of sedimentation would increase mainly from timber

harvesting activities. Risk would be minimized due to operation on frozen and/or

snow-covered conditions. These impacts would be short-term, decreasing as vegeta-

tion established on bare soil and BMP's took effect.

Implementing Altemative B would result in a net reduction of sedimentation in the

Soup Creek and Cilly Creek watersheds. Improperly designed stream crossings

would be replaced to eliminate existing sediment sources. Additional drainage

features and a gate restricting motorized traffic would be installed on approximately

1.8 miles of Soup Creek Canyon Road. Approximately 1.7 miles of Upper Cilly

Ridge Road would be closed to motorized traffic with a permanent gate (southwest

quarter of section 10). These activities may create short-term increases in sediment

and turbidity by exposing bare soil during operation, but they would lead to a net,

long-term benefit to water quality by stabilizing current erosion sources and

revegetating bare soil.

3. Effects of Alternative C on sedimentation

Altemative C would increase the risk of sedimentation in Cilly Creek Watershed

mainly through timber harvesting activities. No new roads would be constructed in

Soup Creek or Cilly Creek, and no timber harvesting would occur in Soup Creek
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Watershed. The risk of sedimentation would be minimized due to operation on

frozen and/or snow-covered conditions. These impacts would be short-term,

decreasing as vegetation established on bare soil and BMP's took effect.

Implementing Alternative C would also result in a net reduction of sedimentation in

the Soup Creek and Cilly Creek watersheds. Improperly designed stream crossings

would be replaced to eliminate existing sediment sources. Additional drainage

features and a gate restricting motorized traffic would be installed on approximately

1.8 miles of Soup Creek Canyon Road. Approximately 1.7 miles of Upper Cilly

Ridge Road would be closed to motorized traffic with a permanent gate (southwest

quarter of section 10). These activities may create short-term increases in sediment

and turbidity by exposing bare soil during operation, but they would lead to a net,

long-term benefit to water quality by stabilizing current erosion sources and

reve^etatin? bare soil.'o

4. Effect of Alternative D on sedimentation

Under Alternative D, risk of sedimentation would increase mainly from timber

harvesting activities. The risk would be minimized due to operation on frozen and/or

snow-covered conditions. These impacts would be short-term, decreasing as vegeta-

tion established on bare soil and BMP's took effect.

Like Alternatives B and C, Alternative D would result in a net reduction of

sedimentation in the Soup Creek and Cilly Creek watersheds. Improperly designed

stream crossings would be replaced to eliminate existing sediment sources.

Additional drainage features and a gate restricting motorized traffic would be

installed on approximately 1.8 miles of Soup Creek Canyon Road. Approximately

1.7 miles of Upper Cilly Ridge Road would be closed to motorized traffic with a

permanent gate (southwest quarter of section 10). These activities may create short-

term increases in sediment and turbidity by exposing bare soil during operation, but

they v/'ould lead to a net, long-term benefit to water quality by stabilizing current

erosion sources and revegetating bare soil.

B. Water Yield

The WATSED model uses the equivalent clearcut area (ECA) method to estimate the

increase in water yield caused by removing live trees. Modeled results are best used to

evaluate alternatives that include different amounts and locations of cutting units and

roads, and various mitigation measures. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 summarize the effects of each
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alternative on equivalent clearcut area and water yield in Soup Creek and Cilly Creek

watersheds.

Table 4.3 Comparison ofModeled Watershed Effects By Alternativefor Soup Creek

Alternatives
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Table 4.4 Comparison ofModeled Watershed Effects by Alternativefor Cilly Creek

Effects

Alternatives
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C. Modeled Sediment Yield

The WATSED model allows relative comparisons of sediment yields resulting from

different amounts and locations of road construction and timber har\est. The results of

sediment modeling are best used to compare alternatives rather than using the estimates

as absolute values.

1. Effects of Alternative A on sediment yield

None of the proposed stream crossing rehabilitations, road improvements or road

closures would be completed with this sale. Modeled sediment yields would remain

at or near present levels (Tables 4.3 and 4.4), relying on natural or preexisting

conditions for recovery until other sources of funding become available to repair

them.

2. Effects of alternative b on sediment yield

Alternative B would generate some increase in modeled sediment yield following

residue treatment in 1998 in Soup Creek Watershed. These increases would last for

approximately one year before returning to pre-harvest levels. In the Cilly Creek

watershed, modeled sediment yield would also increase following harvest and residue

disposal, but would return to pre-harvest levels in about six years. Much of the

sediment increases in Alternative B would be offset by the closure of Cilly Ridge

Road and Soup Creek Canyon Road. There would also be decreases in sediment

yield due to the repair and stabilization of numerous point sources of sediment. These

decreases are not accounted for or reflected in WATSED results.

3. Effects of alternative c on sediment yield

Modeled results of Alternative C show no measurable change in sediment yield in the

Soup Creek watershed, and a net decrease for the Cilly Creek watershed. Sediment

yield in Soup Creek Watershed would decrease from the existing condition due to the

closure of Soup Creek Canyon Road, rehabilitation of existing point sources of

sediment, and no proposed timber harvest, but the change is too small to be reflected

in model results. Cilly Creek would have a net decrease in modeled sediment yield

because of the closure of Cilly Ridge Road, low levels of harvest, and helicopter

yarding.

4. Effects of alternative d on sediment yield

Alternative D would produce a net decrease in modeled sediment yield in the Cilly

Creek watershed. Closure of Cilly Ridge Road would lead to a decrease in sediment
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yield. Following residue treatment, model results would return to pre-activity levels

for about five years and would then drop back to levels lower than existing ones. In

the Soup Creek watershed, modeled sediment yields would increase over existing

levels for approximately two years, then return to pre-har\-est le\els. There would
also be decreases in sediment yield not reflected in model results due to the repair and
stabilization of numerous point sources of sediment. These decreases cannot be

accounted for in WATSED.

D. Summar>' of Effects
".nfe

There is little risk of adverse cumulative effects to water quality resulting from any of the

proposed action alternatives provided BMP's, the SMZ law, and the recommendations of-

DNRC hydrologists and soil scientists are followed. No harvesting would occur within

the SMZ and no new roads would be constructed. All action altematives are well within

water yield thresholds. All action altematives would result in a net reduction in

sedimentation in Cilly and Soup Creek watersheds.

IV. FISHERIES
SMZ's containing bull trout streams would not receive treatment under any alternative. Fisheries

monitoring would continue annually through the duration of the project and for one year after

project completion under all three action altematives but not under the no-action alternative.

Under the action altematives, stream rehabilitations and road improvements as described under

"Sedimentation" would be completed. Eliminating sources of sedimentation may lead to

improved fisheries.

A. Effects of Alternative A on Fish Habitat

The fisheries habitat condition would remain essentially unchanged under Alternative A.

Erosion sources would not be remedied under the No Action Altemative. Monitoring of

fisheries habitat by DNRC would be discontinued for Soup Creek until future projects

presented the need for additional data.

B. Effects of Action Alternatives on Fish Habitat

In keeping with "Immediate Actions for Bull Trout" recommended by the Govemor's bull

trout restoration team, none of the action altematives propose harvesting timber in an SMZ
(Montana Dept. of Natural Resources and Conservation 1994). Cutting unit boundaries have

been proposed well away from SMZ boundaries in all action altematives. All action

altematives would close Soup Creek Canyon Road and install erosion control and drainage

features over approximately 1.8 miles. Cilly Ridge Road v.-ould also be closed to motorized
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traffic with each action alternative. In addition, several existing sediment sources and

improperly installed stream crossing structures would be replaced. These activities would

lead to a short-term increase in sedimentation during construction. As the sites revegetate

and stabilize there would likely be a long-term benefit to fish habitat by the elimination of

long-term and chronic sources of sediment.

C. Summary of Effects

Fisheries monitoring would continue annually through the duration of the project and for at

least one year after project completion under all action alternatives.

All proposed harvest activities would present a low risk of impact to fisheries habitat or

populations because BMP's; the SMZ law; Immediate Actions for Bull Trout Restoration;

and Flathead Basin Forest Practices, Water Quality and Fisheries Program recommendations

would be followed. No harvesting would occur in the SMZ and no new roads would be

constructed. The project may benefit fish habitat because the recommendations of a fisheries

biologist and hydrologist would be followed under all action alternatives. All action

alternatives would result in a net reduction of sedimentation in Soup and Cilly Creeks when

rehabilitation measures (outlined in the Water Quality section, pages IV 5 1 , 52) are

implemented.

V. AIR QUALITY
After timber harvesting, cutting units are burned to reduce logging residue such as

nonmerchantable treetops and limbs. Burning logging residue decreases the risk of wildfire by

reducing fuel loading. It also prepares sites for tree regeneration. Burning is usually conducted

during late summer or early fall when weather conditions and fuel moisture levels are optimal to

meet burning objectives. During burning periods, smoke may temporarily reduce air quality in

the vicinity of the project area..

A. Effects of Silvicultural Treatments on Air Quality

Light- and moderate-reserve treatments would generate the most fiiel loading and have the

greatest potential impact to air quality.

Structural enhancement would not affect air quality because no buming would be required.

The small amount of logging residue created by structural enhancement treatment would not

substantially increase fuel loadings. For this treatment, logging residue would be hand-

lopped and scattered.
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B. Effects of the Alternatives on Air Quality

1. Alternative a I

Alternative A would not directly affect air quality. No timber har\'esting and no

burning would occur.'o

2. Alternatives b, c, and d

Alternative C would have the smallest effect on air quality. Under Alternative C,

excavator piling and burning would occur on 62.5 acres. Alternative B would treat

more total acres than Alternative D, but only 173.5 acres, 17 percent of the total

acreage, would require excavator piling and burning. Alternative D would treat 323.7

acres and 100 percent of those would require excavator piling. Alternative D would

have the greatest effect on air quality. Impacts on air quality would be short-term;

smoke would linger for a few days.

C. Cumulative Effects

Air quality cumulative effects would not exceed the limits defined by the Montana

Cooperative Smoke Management Plan (State of Montana Cooperative Smoke Management

Plan 1988).

VI. Soil

Timber harvesting activities may rut, compact, or displace soil. Such soil impacts may contribute

to poor regeneration, reduced site productivity, and erosion. Soil susceptibility to impact varies

with soil types, harvest methods, equipment, and season of activity (Figure 3.6, Table 3.18). The

effects of each alternative on soil are described here and summarized in Table 4.5.
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on more than 20 percent of each cutting unit. Woody debris would be retained to promote

long term soil stability and productivity.

C. Effects of Alternative C on Soil

Alternative C would have little effect on soil in the project area because it employs helicopter

logging. Ground skidding would occur on about 12.9 acres and excavator piling would occur

on about 62.5 acres. All of the same precautions that would be taken under alternatives B
and D would be taken under Alternative C.

D. Cumulative Effects to Soil Productivit>'

Cumulative effects would occur from repeated entries into the harvest area with additional

trail construction associated with each entry. Past logging has left numerous skid trails

through most proposed harvest sites that can be used again to reduce area of impacts.

Alternatives B & D involve ground skidding that could result in cumulative effects, and to a

very lessor extent ALT C (12.5 ac). Cumulative effects would be controlled by limiting the

area of trails to less than 20% of ground skidded units, by using existing trails (on suitable

locations) and skidding during winter conditions. Skidding and slash disposal mitigation

measures would (see soils Appendix D, pg. D-4) limit the area impacted and therefore pres-

ents low risk of cumulative effects. Future stand entries would likely use existing trails and

landings.

Planned skid trail systems and winter harvest operations would likely further reduce the area

and degree of direct and cumulative soil impacts and associated effect on productivity

(Bradsiiaw 1979).

VII. NOXIOUS WEEDS
Noxious weeds are less likely to invade forested sites than nonforested sites; they typically spread

along open roads and on barren slopes. The effects of each alternative on the encroachment and

establishment of noxious weeds are discussed.

A. Effects of Alternative A on Noxious Weeds
The no-action alternative would not directly affect the encroachment and establishment of

noxious weeds. Altemative A would do nothing to reduce the existing noxious weeds in the

project area; spotted knapweed (Centaurea maculosa) and common St. Johnswort

{Hypericum perforatum) would continue to spread along open roads and disturbed areas

where vegetation has not established.
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B. Effects of the Action Alternatives on Noxious Weeds
All action alternatives strive to prevent the encroachment of noxious weeds and to control

established populations along open roads by using an integrated weed management approach

that includes prevention, control, and prompt revegetation.

To prevent further encroachment of noxious weeds, all equipment would be cleaned of weeds

and mud prior to entering the site. Disturbed roadsides and landings would be revegetated

with site-adapted grasses. To provide for rapid grass establishment, a special "quick cover

mix" of slender wheatgrass {Agropyron trachycaulum) or annual ryegrass {Loliiim

temulentiim) would be sown concurrently v^'ith disturbance. To provide a more permanent

cover, a mixture of hard fescue (Festiico ovinadiiriasciild), tall fescue {Festuca arundinacea),

slender wheatgrass, and redtop (Agrostis alba) would be sown concurrent with road

construction.

Where noxious weeds occur along Goat Creek Loop Road, Soup Creek Road, Soup Creek

Campground, and Cilly Creek Loop Road, a one-time application of herbicide followed by

grass seeding would attempt to control established populations. Approximately 2.9 acres per

mile of road would be treated, totaling 42.5 acres along 14.6 miles of road.

Bioccr;''rol ?.~g?'.':5 and physical treatments would not be used. Biocontrol agents do not work

well in the strip-shaped weed populations that exist in the project area along roads. Physical

treatments such as surface blading reduce the dispersal of seed, but they do not control

weeds on road cuts or fill slopes.

For this project, herbicide treatment is considered the most effective means to control

existing noxious weeds, promote grass and native vegetation and reduce the spread of

noxious weeds. Herbicide application would be site specific to locations where weeds occur.

The herbicide treatment would use a combination of picloram, commonly known by the

tradename Tordon ®, and 2,4-D (Amine 4 ®). The herbicides would be applied at the doses

recommended on their labels. Picloram would be applied at about two quarts per acre (0.12

gallons per acre of active ingredient); 2,4-D would be applied at three pints per acre (0.18

gallons per acre of active ingredient).

C. About the Herbicides

Picloram is a restricted herbicide (It can only be used by certified applicators) that acts on

broadleaf plants as a growth regulator. Picloram persists in soil due to its slow degradation
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by soil microorganisms and ultraviolet light. Because of its persistence, picloram would

provide an effective two- to three-year control of spotted knapweed and common St.

Johnswort, allowing native vegetation to re-establish.

2,4,-D is not a restricted herbicide and is used in products marketed for home use. It acts on

broadleaf plants as a growth regulator. 2,4,-D does not persist; soil microorganisms break it

down in a matter of weeks. Because it breaks down, 2,4-D is safer to use near surface water,

but it is less effective than picloram.

D. Effects of the Herbicides on Humans and Wildlife

Human health risks associated with herbicides used for noxious weed control have been

documented by the U.S. Forest Service (Monning 1986). The Forest Service report

concluded that, even considering mixing errors and a variety of accident scenarios (i.e. spills,

leaks), the
"
.'.o-c";?;e':-v?":'°:-g-r^-: ;-

'r-
/^':" for human health are not exceeded.

Picloram and 2,4,-D are specifically analyzed for human toxicology in a USDA Forest

Service EIS (1989) (USDA Forest Service 1989). The EIS summarized studies that show

these herbicides do not bioaccumulate. Animals high on the food chain (humans, eagles,

wolves) are not expected to acquire concentrated doses of these chemicals by feeding on

contaminated plants or animals.

Using picloram and 2,4,-D may reduce forage availability. Knapweed and St. Johnswort are

considered unpalatable to wildlife, but they may provide some forage. Seeding following

herbicide application is designed to replace weeds with more palatable grasses and control

erosion, allowing native plants to establish over the long term. Established grasses would not

be affected because the herbicides act on broadleaf plants only.

Wildlife could receive doses of herbicide by eating contaminated food either through direct

consumption of herbicide-treated vegetation or indirect consumption, such as a mountain lion

feeding on elk that has consumed herbicide-treated grass. Wildlife, especially birds, may be

sprayed by herbicide during application. The Forest Service EIS (USDA Forest Service

1989) discusses in-depth toxicology for wildlife species that would typically frequent treated

areas. The EIS concludes that both herbicides are nontoxic if applied at recommended label

doses.

Herbicide spills could put wildlife at risk. A spill could result in concentrations hundreds of

times greater than concentrations occurring in treated areas. Certified applicators would be
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required to treat these areas as toxic waste spills. Human activity would likely preclude

wildlife from entering the spill area until it is cleaned up. Impacted areas would be small and
short-term.

Herbicides could impact aquatic and fisheries resources. Impacts could occur from

herbicides entering streams, lakes, or wetlands via aerial drift, runoff after storms, or

accidental spills. Picloram and 2,4,-D can be highly toxic to some fish and invertebrates,

depending on species sensitivity and herbicide formulation. These herbicides can be toxic to

some aquatic flora, and if they enter surface water, they may be detrimental to some listed

sensitive plant species that occur in the project area.

E. Precautions

To reduce risk to aquatic and terrestrial resources, herbicide application would adhere to

Montana BMP's and the herbicide's specific label guidelines. Herbicide application would

not be general; it would be specific to areas along roads where noxious weeds occur. No
herbicide would be mixed on site to reduce the risk of accidental spills. Application would

occur on calm, dry days to limit aerial drift and possible surface movement off road prisms.

Because of its persistence, picloram would not be applied within 50 feet of surface water.

Because of its ability to break down quickly in the environment, 2,4-D would be used in

areas 25 to 50 feet from surface water (Logan 1991). No herbicides would be applied within

25 feet of surface water. Neither would herbicide be applied to areas where relief may
contribute runoff directly into surface water. All no-spray areas would be designated on the

ground before application began. Herbicides would be applied when they are most effective:

in the spring (May-June), when plants are actively growing, or in late summer (late August-

September).

VIII. AESTHETICS
None of the alternatives would affect background vistas along the western flanks of the Swan
Range. The color, texture, form, and line fcbrr.ir'.eii'Ge e'.g:.-r^.g--';':.^^ of the foreground vistas would be

affected by the action alternatives. How each action alternative would affect foreground vistas

depends on which silvicultural treatments the alternatives employ.
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A. Visual Impacts of Silvicultural Treatments

1. Light- and moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Removing trees and vegetation would create 7- to 30-acre openings in the foreground.

Logging residue, cured vegetation, and exposed soil would affect the texture, color,

form, and line within openings, on landings, and on skid trails.

Reserving large, mature trees (2-6 per acre) and clumps of healthy understory may
feather edges and partially screen openings. Openings may appear more harsh in the

winter because of the color contrast between snow and forest canopy; however, new

openings may blend with the existing mosaic of openings (from past harvestitag) and

forest canopy.

2. Heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting

Removing trees and vegetation would create small, discontinuous openings in the

foreground. The small openings made by heavy-reserve treatment would not be

readily apparent, but because overstory trees would be removed in groups, skyline

vistas in the foreground would become irregular. Logging residue, cured vegetation,

and exposed soil would affect color, texture, form, and line within openings, on

landings, and on skidtrails. Reserving some overstory and understory trees would

screen most skidtrails from view.

3. Structural enhancement

Structural enhancement would not substantially alter the color, texture, form, or line

of foreground vistas. Logging residue, cured vegetation, and exposed soil would

affect the color, texture, form, and line on log landings and skid trails. Reserving

overstory and understory trees would screen most skidtrails from \iew.

B. Effects of Each Alternative

Table 4.6 gives the number of acres of each silvicultural treatment by alternative and

identifies the silvicultural treatment used in each cutting unit.'o

1. Alternative A
If the no-action alternative were selected, the visual characteristics of the project area

would not be altered by timber harvesting activities. However, the visual character of

the project area would gradually be altered by time, natural disturbances, and natural

processes.
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2. Alternative B
Moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting would visually affect cutting units B 1 and

B2 (Figure 2.2). Because these cutting units are adjacent to restricted road, the visual

effects of this treatment would not be seen by the motorized public, but they would be

visible to •ce-dss'ur:?.?.^ and Hke's .

Heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting would visually affect cutting units B3 through

B7 (Figure 2.2). Because these cutting units are adjacent to restricted road, the visual

effects of heavy-reserve treatment would not be seen by the motorized public, but

they would be visible to pedestrians and hikers.

Structural enhancement would visually affect cutting units B8 through B 18. Those

cutting units border open and restricted roads (Figure 2.2). The effects of structural

enhancement would be visible to motorized traffic, pedestrians, and hikers.

A no-harvest buffer would be placed around the Soup Creek Campground to screen

timber harvesting activities.

3. Alternative C
Moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting would visually affect cutting unit CI.

Cutting unit CI borders restricted road (Figure 2.3). The visual effects of this

treatment would not be seen by motorized traffic, but they would be visible to

pedestrians and hikers.

Heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting would visually affect cutting unit C2 (Figure

2.3). Cutting unit C2 does not border any road. The visual effects of heavy-reserve

treatment would not be seen by motorized traffic or pedestrians, but they would be

seen by hikers. Skidtrails would not visually affect this cutting unit because

helicopters would be used for yarding.

Alternative C cutting units are located well away from the Soup Creek Campground

and harvest activities are unlikely to be seen from the campground.

4. Alternative D
Light-reserve, regeneration harvesting would visually affect cutting units Dl and D2

(=B1 and B2) (Figure 2.4). These cutting units are adjacent to restricted road. The
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visual effects of light-reserve treatment would not be seen by motorized traffic, but

they would be seen by pedestrians and hikers.

Moderate-reserve, regeneration harvesting would \'isually affect cutting units D3
through D7 (Figure 2.4). Cutting units D4 and D5 are adjacent to open road. Cutting

units D3, D6, and D7 are adjacent to restricted road. The effects of moderate-reserve

treatment would be seen by motorized traffic, pedestrians, and hikers.

Heavy-reserve, regeneration harvesting would visually affect cutting units D8 through

Dl 1 (Figure 2.4). With the exception of Dl 1, these cutting units are adjacent to open

and restricted road; the visual effects of heavy-reserve treatment would be seen by "

motorized traffic, pedestrians, and hikers. Cutting unit D 1 1 borders restricted road

only, so the relatively small visual effects of treatment would not be seen by

motorized traffic, but they would be visible to pedestrians and hikers.

A no-harvest buffer would be placed around the Soup Creek Campground to screen

timber harvesting activities.
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1. Treatment costs of the alternatives

Table 4.7 estimates the treatment costs of each alternative. Disposing of brush by hand-

lopping and scattering would cost $12.51 per acre. Brush disposal by excavator piling

and site preparation would cost $92.00 per acre. Planting white pine would cost

$102.35 per acre. All of these values include 15 percent for administration. ««j«^«e«i

2. Gross revenue generated by the alternatives =7

Table 4.8 estimates the gross revenue that each alternative would generate. The volume

of timber that would be harvested under each alternative was based on the SRSF Stand

Level Inventory (Montana Dept. of State Lands 1991-1 994). The value of timber per |1

thousand board feet for each alternative was estimated using the current transaction I'

evidence model. The model uses information and economic data from previous timber

sales to predict the market value of timber with the roads in place. Because the model

does not account for the higher costs of helicopter logging, the value per million board

feet for Alternative C was reduced by $100.00.

i
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TABLE 4.7 Estimated Treatment Costs by Alternative

Effects

Alternative
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TABLE 4.8 Estimated Total Gross Revenue by Alternative

Effects

Alternative
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TABLE 4.9 Estimated Costsfor MEPA Process and Documentation, Sale Preparation and
Administration by Alternative
-^

Alternative
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TABLE 4.11 Estimated Net Dollar Revenue ofthe Alternatives

Effects

Alternative
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TABLE 4.12 Estimated Total Gross Revenue by Alternative in 20 Years, Assuming a

Real Increase of2.8 percent in the Value of Timber

Alternative
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Table 4.14 Estimated Future Net Dollar Revenue ofAlternatives in 20 Years

Effects

Alternative
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X. CONSISTENCY OF ALTERNATIVES WITH THE STATE FOREST LAND
MANAGEMENT PLAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT STANDARDS.
The Middle Soup Creek Project was initiated prior to DNRC's adoption of the State Forest Land

Management Plan (SFLMP). The SFLMP provides for partial compliance of Resource Man-

agement Standards (RMS) for projects which were already in a developmental stage. An
analysis has been made of the degree to which each alternative complies with requirements of

RMS in the SFLMP. The completed analysis is included in the Project File (SFLMP Implemen-

tation Checklist). Some altematives do not comply as effectively to RMS as others. RMS that

have not been fully met by all altematives are discussed below.

A. Biodiversity RMS 2

1. General requirement

Employ a fine filter approach for T&E and sensitive species focusing on species

habitat requirements.

2. Level of Compliance

A fine filter approach focusing on species habitat requirements was used for T&E
species that are likely to be affected by proposed activities (grizzly bear and gray

wolves). An in depth analysis was not provided for species that are not likely to

be affected by proposed activities (bald eagles and, American peregrine falcons).

A course filter approach focusing on restoration of historical ecosystem

characteristics was used for some impacts on affected sensitive species in

combination with a fine filter approach for other impacts (western big-eared bat,

fisher, lynx, black-backed woodpecker and bog lemming). An in depth analysis

was not provided for species that are not likely to be affected by proposed

activities (common loons, harlequin ducks, boreal owls and flammulated owls).

B. Biodiversity RMS 3(a)

1. General Requirement

In areas of large, blocked ownership, ie. the Swan River State Forest, manage for

the proportion and distribution of forest t>-pes and structures historically present

on the landscape.
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2. Level of Compliance

Alternative B focuses on restoring historic forest conditions for the long term.

Alternatives A, C and D do not focus on long-term restoration of historic

conditions.

C. Silviculture RMS 7

1. General Requirement

All recommended silvicultural treatments must produce a net return, for the

combined value of current and future stands, higher than the no action alternative.

2. Level of Compliance

Net revenue was estimated for each alternative. The analysis included the

combined value of each silvicultural treatment within each alternative.

Alternative C generates lower net revenue than the No Action Alternative.

Alternatives B and D generate a higher net revenue than the No Action

Altemative. A separate analysis was not completed for each silvicultural

treatment or for the value of future stands.

XI. IRRETRIEVABLE AND IRREVERSIBLE COMMITMENTS OF NATURAL
RESOURCES

A. lyj'^'':y'.'S'^/^M'^

Many stands in the project area are mature; many individual trees are more than 200 years

old. If any of the action altematives were selected, timber harvesting would occur, and some

of these large, old, live trees would be irretrievably lost; they would no longer contribute to

future snag recruitment, stand structural and compositional diversity, aesthetics, wildlife

habitat, nutrient recycling processes or any other important ecosystem component.

B. T-r^^r^y3h

The initial loss of trees due to timber harvesting would not be irreversible. Natural

regeneration combined with site preparation and artificial regeneration would promote the

establishment ofnew trees. Providing future management decisions allowed for the

continued growth of established trees, the trees would ultimately become equivalent in size

and age to the irretrievable, harvested trees.
_ J
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XII. LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND LONG TERM
PRODUCTIVITY
Many of the stands considered for treatment by the three action alternatives are currently

declining in wood fiber value due to insect and disease, blowdovvn, and slow growth due to

high stocking rates. For some of these stands, timber productivity has slowed to negative

growth. The short-term use of harvesting timber would generate immediate income for the

school trust, contribute to the local economy, and provide forest products to the marketplace.

Establishing new stands of trees at or near their potential growth rates would promote long-

term timber productivity.
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Middle Soup EIS Abbreviations and Glossary

ABBREVIATIONS

BMP Best Management Practices

CEA cumulative effects analysis areas

DBH diameter at breast height

DNRC Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation

EA Environmental Assessment

EIS Environmental Impact Statement

ESA Endangered Species Act

ESAA Ecosystem Sustainability Analysis Area

FNF Flathead National Forest

ID team interdisciplinary team

MBF thousand board feet

MFVVP Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks Service

MMBF million board feet

MSPA Middle Soup Creek Project Area

NCDE Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem Grizzly Bear Recovery Area

OSHA Office of Safety and Health Administration

ORD open road density

RMS Resource Management Standard

SCA Swan Valley Grizzly Bear Conservation Agreement

SFLMP State Forest Land Management Plan

SRSF Swan River State Forest

TRD total road density

USFS United States Forest Service

USFWS United States Fish and Wildlife Service

GLOSSARY

ACRE-FOOT
A measure of water or sediment volume, equal to an amount of material which would cover one

acre to a depth of one foot.

ACTION ALTERNATIVE
One of several ways of moving toward the project objectives.
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AESTHETIC
Pertaining to beauty.

AIRSHED
A geographical area that, because of topography, meteorology, and climate, shares the same air.

BASAL AREA
A measure of the number of square feet of space occupied by the stem of a tree taken at breast

height.'o'

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
A practice or combination of practices that is determined by a state or designated area-wide

plarming agency to be the most effective, practicable (including technological, economic, and

institutional considerations) means of preventing or reducing the amount of pollution generated

by nonpoint sources to a level compatible with water quality goals.

BIOACCUMULATE
The process of a plant or animal selectively taking in or storing a persistent substance. Over
time, a higher concentration of the substance is found in the organism than in its environment.

BIOCONTROL AGENTS
Noxious weed control without the use of chemicals, machines, fire, or hand tools. Parasites,

grazing, predators, and diseases are some of the agents used for biocontrol.

BOARD FOOT
A piece of lumber one inch thick by one foot wide by one foot long.

BOREAL FOREST
Forested areas of the Northern Temperate Zones and Arctic region.

CANOPY
The more-or-less continuous cover of branches and foliage formed collectively by the crown of

adjacent trees and other woody growth.

CAVITY
The hollow excavated in trees by birds or other animals. They are used for roosting and

reproduction by many birds and mammals.

COMPACTION
The packing together of soil particles by forces exerted at the soil surface, resulting in increased

soil density.
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CONNECTIVITY
1. The quality, extent, or state of being joined. 2. The opposite of fragmentation.

CORE AREA
Mature forest interior core ^ ,5^^!

Core areas are defined as contiguous stands of mature forest that maintain a core of

50 hectares (123.5 acres) or greater after being buffered from adjacent immature

stands by a 100 meter strip of mature forest.

Grizzly bear security habitat

Areas free of motorized access during the non-denning period.
'^^

CORRIDOR 4
Mature forest corridor

A contiguous area of mature forest at least 100 meters wide, having at least 40 percent

canopy cover, and connecting two or more larger areas of mature forest.
^^^

'

Movement corridor

A narrow but contiguous area of habitat connecting larger areas of habitat that animals

use for travel. Often referred to as "dispersal " or "wildlife" corridor.

COVER
See HIDING COVER and/or THERMAL COVER.

CUTTING UNITS
Areas proposed for harvest that are composed of one or more stands of trees.

DBH CLASS
Grouping of diameters at breast height that are close to the same measurement. DBH's of 5-10

inches may constitute a dbh class.

DIAMETER PLUS SIX SPACING RULE
A tree spacing guide measured in feet that is determined by adding six to the diameter at breast

height. Example: The spacing for a 10-inch diameter tree would be 16 feet. After thinning, the

tree would have a 16-foot radius of treeless space around it.

DISCOUNTING
An adjustment for the value ofmoney over time so that costs and benefits occurring in the future

are reduced to a common point in time, usually the present, for comparison.

DITCH RELIEF
A method of draining water from roads using ditches and a corrugated metal pipe. The pipe is

placed just under the road surface....
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DOMINANCE ELEMENTS
Color, texture, form, and line are the primary elements that dominate a landscape. WTien changes

occur within that landscape, changes also occur to these elements. The elements are defined as

follows:

Color

Color (or degree of a certain color) on the landscape.

Texture

The surface characteristics, or coarseness, of objects within the landscape or overall

patterns of surface characteristics on the landscape.

Form
The overall shape and structure of an object such as a tree or mountain.

Line

The direction of a major pattern within the landscape such as tree trunks in a forest.

DRAINAGE AREA
Another word for "watershed."

ECOSYSTEM
An independent, self-sustaining community of biota.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
Those resources (both biological and social) or components of the environment that are likely to

be affected by the project.

EQUIVALENT CLEARCUT AREA (ECA)

The total area within a watershed that exists in a clearcut condition, including clearcuts, partial

cuts, roads, and bums. ECA is a function of the amount of canopy removed and the size of the

area harvested.

Allowable ECA
The estimated number of acres that could have canopy removed (clearcut) before stream

charmel stability is impacted.

Existing ECA
The number of acres that have been previously harvested taking into account the degree

of hydrologic recovery that has occurred due to revegetation.

Remaining ECA
The calculated amount of harvest that may occur without substantially increasing the risk

of causing detrimental effects to stream channel stability.

EXISTING CONDITION
Representation of a resource condition, level of resource output, or environmental effect that

exists within a defined area.
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FALL-TRANSITION RANGE
Forage areas used by deer as they move from the higher elevations they occupy in the summer to

the lower elevations they occupy in the winter.

FORAGE
All browse and nonwoody plants available to wildlife for grazing. *

FORAGE AREAS (elk)

Areas that do not qualify as cover and may or may not have shrub or tree vegetation present.

FRAGMENTATION (forest)
'

.,, *A..av*?o^, •..•...•*; ,,

,

When large contiguous areas of forest with similar age and structural character are interrupted

through disturbance (e.g., stand.replacement fire, timber harvesting) reducing connectivity and

increasing sharp stand edges.

GRASS/SHRUB/SEEDLING SIZE CLASS
A ground cover predominantly of grass, shrub or seedlings (live trees less than 1.0 inch dbh)

HABITAT
The place where a plant or animal naturally or normally lives and grows.

HECTARE
Ten thousand square meters or 2.47 acres.

HIDING COVER
Elk & White-tailed deer

Vegetation capable of hiding 90 percent of a standing elk from view of a human at 200 feet

during that period when elk normally use the area.

Grizzly Bear

A patch of vegetation having a minimum diameter of at least three sight distances ( distance

at which 90 percent of a bear is hidden from view) or 300 feet—whichever is greater.

HIKER
For this project, an individual who traverses cross-country.

HISTORIC
Patterns and process that occurred within the forest ecosystem before human influence.

Typically described as "presettlement conditions."
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INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM
A team of specialists, each with a particular area(s) of expertise, brought together to analyze the

effects of a project on the environment.

IRRETRIEVABLE CONSEQUENCES
Consequences such as loss of timber productivity, harvesting, or use of natural resources. A
stand of trees that are cut have been irretrievably lost (as opposed to irreversibly lost) because the

stand can regenerate.

IRREVERSIBLE CONSEQUENCES
The extractive use of nonrenewable resources such as minerals, cultural resources, vegetation,

and habitat lost to permanent roads, or in-place soil development that are renev/able only over

long time periods. Irreversible also includes the loss of future options.

LOG SILL BRIDGES
A bridge with abutments (sills) constructed with logs.

MATURE FOREST TYPES
Forested stands that are categorized within the old-growth or saw-timber size class.

McNEIL CORING
A method of measuring a sample of stream bed substrate for the percentage of fine material. The

higher the percentage of fine material within the stream bed the lower the quality of spawning

habitat for trout.

MERCHANTABLE
Describes trees that can be profitably converted into a salable product such as lumber.

MITIGATION MEASURE
Measure designed to make the effect of an action less severe or to compensate for negative

effects.

MONTANE FOREST
Forests growing in or inhabiting mountain areas.

MOTORIZED TRAFFIC
Automobiles and snowmobiles.

MULTI-STORIED STANDS
Poorly stocked saw-timber stands with a crov,-n density less than 40 % and usually with a

seedling/sapling understory.
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NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE
The option of maintaining the status quo and continuing present management activities, deferring

or not doing the proposed project.

NO-OBSERVABLE-EFFECT LEVEL
In a series of tests, the highest dose level at which no effect is observed in the animal species

tested.

NON-FORESTED AREA
A naturally occurring area where trees do not establish over the long-term such as a bog or snow
chute. -.SSI:

OLD GROWTH
1 . Old growth represents the later stages of natural development of forest stands. Old-growth

stands are generally understood as being dominated by relatively large old trees, containing wide

variation in tree sizes, exhibiting some degree of multistoried structure, having signs of

decadence such as rot and spike-topped structure, and containing standing large snags and large

down logs.^o-

2. The SRSF Stand Level Inventory identifies stands as old growth if they have a saw-timber

stand class code, if the crown density of saw-timber trees in the stand is greater than 39 percent,

if they contribute to a contiguous area of old grov^h at least 50 acres in size, and if they meet one

of the following criteria:*o

1

.

The stand contains trees that average at least 200 years old.

2. The stand contains trees that average 150 to 199 years old, and it has an uneven-aged

stand structure.

3. The stand contains trees that average 100 to 149 years old, and it has an uneven-aged

stand structure and fair-to-poor or very poor vigor.

OLDER POLE
Pole-timber stands greater than forty years of age.

OVERSTORY REMOVAL
SRSF Stand Level Inventory code that includes any stand which contains commercial-size trees

in excess of 1,000 board feet per acre, and which also meets one of the following conditions (1)

The trees in question are relicts (i.e. not part of the manageable stand components); (2) The trees
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in question represent the upper story of a two-storied stand, but they are inadequately stocked to

be treated as a separate management component.

PEDESTRIAN
For this project, an individual who uses roads for walking.

POLE TIMBER
Pole-timber stands

Stands at least 16.7 percent stocked with growing stock trees of which 50 percent or more

^ of this stocking is in pole timber and/or saw-timber trees, and with pole-timber stocking

exceeding that of saw timber.

Pole-timber trees

Trees at least 5.0 inches dbh but smaller than 9.0 inches for softwoods and 11. inches for

hardwoods.

POLYGON
1. A discrete area of mature forest within the project area that is disjunct from, but connected to,

other mature forest polygons by relatively narrow corridors. 2. An ecosystem element (such as

vegetation) that is relatively homogeneous internally and that differs from what surrounds it.

Also called "patch."

POST-OLD GROWTH
Old-growth stands where the serai overstory begins dying, overhead canopy declines, and the

climax dominants begin to take over the stand. This occurs as a result of natural forest

succession in stands without major disturbance over a long period of time. Although the stands

maintain some of the characteristics of old growth (e.g., abundance of snags and down-woody
material) they lack others (high canopy coverage of large-diametered overstor>' dominants, large

snags composed of serai species) that are important to many wildlife species.

PROJECT FILE
A public record of the analysis process, including all documents that form the basis for the

project analysis. The project fde for the Middle Soup EIS is located at the Swan River State

Forest office in Swan Lake, Montana.

REACH
A portion of a body of flowing water.

REDDS
The spawning nests of trout.
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REGENERATION
The actual seedlings and saplings existing in a stand; or the act of establishing young trees 4.^

naturally or artificially.

RESIDUE
Unused logs, uprooted stumps, broken or uprooted stems, branches, twigs, leaves, bark, and

ships left on the ground after timber harvesting, storms, fire, or other disturbance.

ROAD IMPROVEMENTS
Specific construction projects along an existing road designed to improve ease of travel, safety,

drainage, and water quality.

ROADS
The following kinds of roads were considered in road density estimates for grizzly bear habitat.

Administrative roads

Administrative roads provide access to administrative structures, such as the Napa Fire

Lookout, or to noncorporate private property. Administrative roads are excluded from

calculations of open road density and total road density.

County roads

County roads and Highway #83 are excluded from open road density and total road

density calculations.

Open roads

1 . Open roads pertaining to the grizzly bear analysis are roads without use restrictions.

They are seasonally opened to the public during the non-denning period (3/16 - 1 1/15).

They are administered by DNRC, Plum Creek, or the U.S. Forest Service (USPS). 2.

Open roads pertaining to elk and white-tailed deer analyses are roads receiving greater

than 20 vehicle trips per week.

Private roads

Roads on nonindustrial private lands. Private roads are excluded from open and total

road density estimates.

Reclaimed roads ti^^O
-''

Reclaimed roads are generally impassable to motorized vehicles for most of their length.

Drainage features on the road are not maintained because future use of the roads is not

likely. Reclaimed roads are not included in linear mileage or road density calculations.

Restricted roads ; r/ .

A road administered by DNRC, USPS, or Plum Creek on which motorized use is

restricted during the entire nondenning period (3/16-1 1/15) by a physical obstruction.

Restricted roads are included in calculations of total road density.
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RISK
High risk

A SRSF Stand Level Inventory code which includes the following: (1) All

commercial, nonvigorous, overmature stands, as well as any merchantable stand

which exhibits an unmanageable insect or disease problem; or (2) Lodgepole saw-
timber stands which are over 1 00 years old.

Low risk

A SRSF Stand Level Inventory code which includes the following types of stands (1)

All commercial stands older than 100 years which do not qualify as high risk (They

are of relatively better vigor than high risk stands); (2) All commercial stands which
do not qualify as high risk that are dominated by shade-tolerant species (regardless of

age); (3) All commercial lodgepole stands which are 50-100 years old and

nonvigorous, and which have not qualified as high risk; (4) Various other stands

containing commercial material which are not manageable because of poor tree

quality and vigor.

ROLL DIPS
Rolling drainage dips. A depression built into the road prism designed to prevent soil erosion

by collecting and diverting water from the surface of the road.

SAPLINGS
Trees 1 .0 inches to 4.0 inches in diameter at breast height.

SAW-TIMBER TREES
Softwood trees which are 9.0 inches and larger dbh.

SCARIFICATION
The mechanized manipulation of surface vegetation and litter to expose various amounts of

mineral soil to enhance the establishment of natural regeneration.

SCOPE
The range of reasonable alternatives, mitigation, issues, and potential impacts to be

considered in an environmental assessment or environmental impact statement.

SCOPING
The process of determining the extent of the environmental assessment task. Scoping

includes public involvement to learn which issues and concerns should be addressed, and the

depth of assessment that will be required. It also includes a review of other factors such as

laws, policies, actions by other landowners, and jurisdictions of other agencies that may
affect the extent of assessment needed.
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SECURITY
The freedom from the likelihood of displacement or mortality due to human disturbance or

confrontation.

SECURITY AREA (elk)

An area of at least 250 contiguous acres that is more than one-half mile from all roads having

use levels of more than one vehicle per week.

SECURITY HABITAT (grizzly bears)

An area at least 2500 acres in size that is free of motorized and high-intensity, nonmotorized '

use of roads and trails during the nondenning period. The area is at least 0.3 miles from

motorized or high-intensity, nonmotorized use roads and trails.

SEEDLINGS
Live trees less than 1 .0 inch dbh.

SEDIMENT
Solid material, mineral or organic, that is in suspension and is being transported or deposited

by air, water, gravity, or ice.

SEDIMENT YIELD
The amount of sediment that is carried to streams.

SEQUOIA INDEX
A value for runoff increases within a watershed caused by forest management activities.

SERAL
A biotic community that is a developmental, transitory stage in an ecological succession.

SHADE-INTOLERANT
1 . Describes tree species that reproduce and grow in the open or where the overstory is

broken and allows sufficient sunlight to penetrate. 2. Serai species that get replaced by

more shade-tolerant species during succession. In the Swan Valley, shade-intolerant species

generally include ponderosa pine, westem larch, Douglas-fir, western white pine, and

lodgepole pine.

SHADE-TOLERANT
1 . Describes tree species that reproduce and grow under the canopy in poor sunlight

conditions. 2. Species that replace less shade-tolerant species during succession. In the

Swan Valley, shade-tolerant species generally include subalpine fir, grand fir, Douglas-fir,

Engelmann spruce, and westem red cedar.
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SIGHT DISTANCE
The distance at which 90 percent of a bear is hidden from view.

SILVICULTURE
The art and science of controlling the establishment, composition, and growth of forests.

SITE PREPARATION
A hand or mechanized manipulation of a site designed to enhance the success of

regeneration. Treatments are intended to modify the soil, litter, and vegetation and to create

microclimate conditions conducive to the establishment and growth of desired species.

SNAG
A standing dead tree. .

SNOW INTERCEPT
Snow that is prevented from reaching the ground because it is caught in the forest canopy.

SPUR ROADS
Temporary roads that are constructed to meet minimum requirements for motorized traffic.

STAND
An aggregation of trees occupying a specific area and sufficiently uniform in composition,

age arrangement, and condition as to be distinguishable from the forest in adjoining areas.

STAND DENSITY
Number of trees per acre.

STOCKING
The degree of occupancy of land by trees as measured by basal area or number of trees and as

compared to a stocking standard; that is, the basal area or number of trees required to fiilly

use the growth potential of the land.

STREAM GRADIENTS
The slope of a stream along its course, usually expressed in percentage.

SUBNIVEAN SPACES
Air pockets or open areas beneath the surface of the snow.

SUCCESSION
The process of progressive changes in plant communities.
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THERMAL COVER (elk)

A stand of conifers at least 40 feet tall with an average canopy closure exceeding 70 percent.

TIMBER HARVESTING ACTIVITIES
In general, "timber harvesting activities" refers to all the activities conducted to facilitate

timber removal before, during, and after the timber is removed. These activities may include

any or all of the following:

felling and bucking standing trees

skidding logs to a landing

processing, sorting, and loading logs at the landing

hauling logs to a mill

road construction

right-of-way clearing

excavation of cut/fill material

installation of road surface and ditch drainage features

installation of culverts at stream crossings

burning right-of-way slash

hauling and installation of borrow material

blading and shaping road surfaces

slashing and sanitizing residual vegetation damaged during logging

machine piling logging slash

burning logging slash

scarification

planting trees

UNDERSTORY
The trees and other woody species growing under a more-or-less continuous cover of

branches and foliage formed collectively by the upper portion of adjacent trees and other

woody growth.

VIGOR
The degree of health and growth of a tree or stand.

VIGOR CLASS
The following vigor classes are based on the SRSF Stand Level Inventory.

a. full vigor

The full vigor class is represented by open-grown trees. Crown closure has not occurred,

and growth is optimal.
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b. good-to-fair vigor

Crowns are closed at least in clumps; crovvn lengths are greater than 50 percent in young

stands and greater than 33 percent in older stands. Growlh has not yet slowed greatly.

c. fair-to-poor vigor

Crown ratios are poor. Growth and mortality are nearly balanced.

d. very poor vigor

Stands having very poor vigor are generally in a decadent condition due to insects,

disease, stagnation, suppression or old age. Mortality likely exceeds growth.

VISUAL SCREENING
The distance at which at least 90 percent of an animal is hidden from view.

WATER YIELD
The average annual runoff for a particular watershed expressed in acre-feet.

WATER YIELD INCREASE
An estimate of the percent increase in average annual runoff over natural conditions due to

forest canopy removal.

YIELD CAPABILITY
The maximum mean annual increment attainable in a fully stocked natural stand expressed in

cubic feet per acre per year.

YOUNG POLE
Pole-timber stands that are less than thirty years of age.
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MIDDLE SOUP EIS APPENDIX A

MAILING LIST FOR PROJECT PROPOSAL
MAILED 9/19/94

Jane Adams
Jeff Collins
Pat Flowers
Ted Giesey
Steve Kohler
Brian Long
Tony Nelson
Dave Remington
Bill Schultz
Allen Wolf
Alan Wood
William Wood

Department of State Lands

Bader, Ron, Soup Creek Ranch, Swan Lake 59911

Buentemeier, Ron, Stoltze Lumber Company, Box 1429, Columbia
Falls 59912

Cluck, Al, President, Scenic Highway 83, Condon 59826

Coates, Kevin, Wildlife Biologist, Department of Fish, Wildlife &

Parks, 490 N. Meridian Rd, Kalispell 59901-3854

Fairchild, Mike, 120 Derns Road, Kalispell 59901

Foresman, Kerry, Division of Biological Sciences, Health Sciences
104, University of Montana, Missoula 59812-1002

Harris, Chuck, Swan Lake Ranger District, USFS, Bigfork 59911

Henderson, Colin, Division of Biological Sciences, Health Scienc-
es 104, University of Montana, Missoula 59812-1002

Kaufman, Nathan, President, C.A.R.E., Box 1210, Condon 59826
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Martin, Mrs. Howard, Swan Lake, MT 5 9 911

Martin, Ron, Swan Lake Rte, Bigfork, MT 59911

Montana Wilderness Association, Northwest Field Office, 216

Hemler Creek Dr., Kalispell 59901

Montgomery, Arlene, Friends of the Wild Swan, Box 103, Swan Lake
59911

Mood, Doug, Pyramid Lumber Company, Drawer J, Seeley Lake 59868

Nelson, Kathy, P.O. Box 301, Bigfork, MT 59911

Netherton, Frank, Plum Creek Timberlands, Clearwater Unit, Seeley
Lake 59868

Passman, Dori, Archaeologist, Resource Development Bureau,
Department of State Lands, 1625 11th Avenue, Helena 59620

Rumsey, Scott, Fisheries Biologist, Department of Fish, Wildlife
& Parks, 490 N Meridian Rd, Kalispell 59901-3854

Shirey, Wayne, Box 131, Swan Lake 59911

Thweatt, Dick, Attorney, Department of State Lands, 1625 11th
Avenue, Helena 59620

Wagner, Peggy, Montanans for Multiple Use, Box 68, Hungry Horse
59919

NEWS RELEASES SENT FOR PUBLICATION (9/19/94)

Bigfork Eagle, 8299 Montana Hwy 35, Bigfork 59911 837-5131
(week of Sept. 25th)

Daily Interlake, Box 8, Kalispell 59901 755-7000 (week of Sept.

18th)

Pathfinder, Box 702, Seeley Lake 59868 677-2022 (week of Sept.

29th)
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MIDDLE SOUP EIS APPENDIX B

ID TEAM MEMBERS

DAN ROBERSON . Forest Management Supervisor, Department of Natural
Resources and Conservation (DNRC) , Swan River State Forest, Swan
Lake, MT 59911 (PROJECT LEADER after January 1996)

DANIEL C. HALL . Lead Management Forester, Swan River State
Forest, Swan Lake, MT 59911 (PROJECT LEADER xintil October 1995)

DAVID L. REMINGTON , Forest Improvement Supervisor, Department of

State Lands, Forestry Division, 2705 Spurgin Road, Missoula, MT
59801 (SILVICULTURIST vmtil spring 1995)

ii

DR. KERRY R. FORESMAN , Professor, Division of Biological *

Sciences, Health Sciences 104, University of Montana, Missoula,
MT 59812-1002 (ECOSYSTEM SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES) ;^

DR. COLIN B. HENDERSON , Professor, Division of Biological
Sciences, Health Sciences 104, University of Montana, Missoula,
Montana 59812-1002 (ECOSYSTEM SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES)

GLEN N. GRAY . Swan Unit Manager, Swan River State Forest, DNRC,

Swan Lake, Montana 59911. (DECISION MAKER, SILVICULTURIST after
spring 1995)

JANE S. ADAMS . Wildlife Biologist, DNRC, Northwest Land Office,

Box 7098, Kalispell, Montana 59904-0098 (WILDLIFE ISSUES)

MIKE FAIRCHILD . Wildlife Biologist, DNRC, Northwest Land Office,

Box 7098, Kalispell, Montana 59904-0098 (GRIZZLY BEAR, GRAY WOLF
ISSUES)
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August 24, 1995

LEASE OF CONSERVATION

SWAN STATE FOREST

THIS LEASE OF TIMBER CONSERVATION is made this day of

, 1996, State of Montana (lessor) , to

(lessee) , whose address- is

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, Lessors are the sole owners in fee simple of certain

real estate property in Lake County, Montana, more specifically

described in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated by this

reference (the "Property"); and

WHEREAS, the property possesses natural and scenic values of

great importance to the Lessee; and

WHEREAS, the specific conservation values of the Property are

documented in the Middle Soup Creek Project EIS dated

19 , attached hereto as Exhibit B and incorporated by this

reference ("Baseline Documentation"), which consists of reports,

maps, and other documentation that the parties agree provide,

collectively, an accurate representation of the Property during the

time of this lease and which is intended to serve as an objective

information baseline for monitoring compliance with the terms of

this lease; and

WHEREAS, Lessors intend, as owners of the Property, to convey

to the Lessee for a period of 20 years, the right to preserve and

protect ^MMB of timber and other vegetation within the

Middle Soup Creek Project Area from harvest proposed in Exhibit B.

The Lessor reserves control and rights other then timber harvest



described in Exhibit B.

(the language below is optional and should only be used if the

high bidder is a tax exempt nonprofit organization)

WHEREAS, Lessee is publicly supported, tax-exempt nonprofit

organization, qualified under Section 501 (C) (3) and 170 (h) of the

Internal Revenue Code, whose primary purpose is the preservation

protection, or enhancement of land in its natural, scenic

historical, agricultural, forested, and/or open space conditions;

and

WHEREAS, Lessee agrees by accepting this grant to honor the

intentions of Lessors stated herein and to preserve and protect for

2 years the timber conservation values of the Property as

described in Exhibit B;

NOW, THEREFORE,' in consideration of the above and the mutual

covenants, terms, conditions, and restrictions contained herein,

and pursuant to the laws of the State of Montana and in particular

MCA 77-1-202, Lessors hereby lease to the Lessee a timber

conservation lease for 20 years over the Property of the nature and

character and to the extent hereinafter set forth ("Lease").

1. Purpose. It is the purpose of this Lease to assure that

existing forest conditions be protected from fire and unnatural

disturbances including timber harvesting on the Property for a

period of 20 years from the date of signature and expire February

28, 2017.

Use if bid lump sum

2. Lease Rate. Lump sum

The Lessee shall pay to the Lessor a lump sum specified above

upon issuance of this lease

Use if bid annual payment

2. Lease Rate. annual payment for 2 years

The Lessee shall pay to the Lessor an annual payment specified

above. The initial payment is due upon issuance of the lease.

Payment 2 through 20 will be due March 1, of each year beginning

with year ^ Failure to pay by April 1 of year year



automatically cancels this lease. A notice of rental due will be

sent to the address noted in paragraph 14 only, unless a change of

address is requested in writing, signed by the Lessee and recorded

by the Lessor.

3 . Rights of Lessee . To accomplish the purpose of this

Lease the following rights are conveyed to Lessee by this Lease:

(a) To preserve and protect the timber

conservation values of the Property;

(b) To enter upon the Property at reasonable

times in order to monitor Lessors compliance

with and otherwise enforce the terms of the

Lease; provided that such entry shall be upon

prior reasonable notice to Lessors, and Lessee

shall not unreasonably interfere with Lessors'

use and enjoyment of the Property; and

4. Prohibited Uses. Any activity on or use by the Lessee of

the Property inconsistent with the purpose of this Lease is

prohibited.

5. Reserved Rights. Lessor reserve to themselves, and to

their personal representative, heirs, successors, and assigns, all

rights accruing from their ownership of the Property, including the

right to engage in or permit or invite others to engage in all uses

of the Property that are not expressly prohibited herein and are

not inconsistent with the purpose of this Lease.
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Notice of Intention to Undertake Certain Permitted

Actions. Lessors shall notify Lessee in writing not less than

sixty (60) days prior to the date Lessors intend to exercise

reserved rights that might have an adverse impact on the

conservation values the Lease intended to protect.

7. Remedies for Unauthorized Uses and Practices. If Lessee

determines that Lessors are in violation of the terms of this Lease

or that a violation is threatened. Lessee shall give written notice

to Lessors of such violation and demand corrective action

sufficient to cure the violation and, where the violation involves



injury to this Lease, to restore the portion of the Property so

injured. If Lessors fail to cure the violation within thirty (30)

days after receipt of notice thereof from Lessee, or under

circumstances where the violation cannot reasonably be cured within

a thirty (30) day period, fail to begin curing such violation

within the thirty (30) day period, or fail to continue diligently

to cure such violation until finally cured. Lessee may bring an

action at law or in equity in a court of competent jurisdiction to

enforce the terms of this Lease, to enjoin the violation, by

temporary or permanent injunction, to recover any damages to which

it may be entitled for violation of the terms of the Lease or

injury to any conservation values protected by this Lease and to

require the restoration of the Property to the condition that

existed prior to any such injury. Without limiting Lessors'

liability therefor. Lessee, in its sole discretion, determines that

circumstances require immediate action to prevent or mitigate

significant damage to the conservation values of the Property,

Lessee may pursue its remedies under this paragraph without prior

notice to Lessors or without waiting for the period provided for

cure to expire. Lessee's rights under this paragraph apply equally

in the event of either actual or threatened violations of the terms

of this Lease, and Lessors agree that Lessees remedies at law for

any violation of the terms of this Lease are inadequate and that

Lessee shall be entitled to the injunctive relief described in this

paragraph, both prohibitive and mandatory, in addition to such

other terms of this Lease, without the necessity of proving either

actual damages or the inadequacy of otherwise available legal

remedies. Lessee's remedies described in this paragraph shall be

cumulative and shall be in addition to all remedies now or

hereafter existing at law of in equity.

8. Acts Beyond Lessors' Control. Nothing contained in this

Lease shall be construed to entitle Lessee to bring any action

against Lessors for any injury to or change in the Property

resulting from causes beyond Lessors' control, including, without



limitation, fire, flood, storm, and earth movement, removal of

timber through treaspass, or from any prudent action taken by-

Lessors under emergency conditions to prevent, abate, or mitigate

significant injury to the Property resulting from such causes.

9. Access. No right of access by the general public to any

portion of the Property is conveyed by this Lease.

10. Hold Harmless and Indemnification. The Lessor shall hold

harmless, indemnify, and defend the Lessee and its employees,

agents and contractors from and against all liabilities, penalties,

costs, losses, damages, expenses, causes of action claims, demands

of judgements, including without limitation, reasonable attorneys'

fees, arising from or in any way connected with injury to or the

death of any person, or physical damage to any property, resulting

from any act, omission, condition or other matter related to or

occurring on or about the Land, regardless of cause, unless due to

the negligence or willful misconduct of the Lessee or its agents,

employees or contractors.

The lessee similarly agrees to hold harmless, indemnify, and

defend the Lessor and its employees, agents and contractors from

and against all liabilities, penalties, costs, losses, damages,

expenses, causes of action claims, demands of judgements, including

without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees, arising from or in

any way connected with injury to or the death of any person, or

physical damage to any property, resulting from any act, omission,

condition or other matter related to or occurring on or about the

Land, regardless of cause, unless due to the negligence or willful

misconduct of the Lessor or its agents, employees or contractors.

11. Termination, Extinguishment. It is the intention of the

parties that the conservation purposes of this lease shall be

carried out over the term of the lease. If circumstances arise

during the term of the lease that render the conservation purposes

of this Lease impossible to accomplish, this Lease can only be

terminated or extinguished, whether in whole or in part, by mutual



agreement or judicial proceedings in a court of competent

jurisdiction.

12. Amendment. If circumstances arise under which an

amendment to or modification of the Lease would be appropriate, the

Lessor and the Lessee are free to jointly amend this Lease;

provided that no amendment shall be allowed that will affect the

qualifications of this lease under any applicable laws and any

amendment shall be consistent with the purpose of this Lease.

13. Assignment. This Lease is assignable, after proper

application has been made to and the written approval secured from

the Lessor. Any attempt to transfer this lease without the

Lessor's written approval will result in the automatic termination

of this agreement. Any assignment under this Paragraph must be

only to an organization that is a qualified organization at the

time of transfer under Section 170(h) of the Internal Revenue Code,

as amended (or any successor provision then applicable) , and the

applicable regulations promulgated thereunder, and authorized to

hold conservation leases under the laws of the state of Montana.

As a condition of such transfer the. Lessor and Lessee require that

the conservation purposes that this Lease is intended to advance

continue to be carried out.
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General Provisions

A. Controlling Law. The interpretation and performance

of this Lease will be governed by the laws of the State of Montana.

B. Liberal Construction. Any general rule of

construction to the contrary notwithstanding, this Lease shall be

liberally construed in favor of the grant to effect the purpose of

this Lease and the policy and purpose of Section 76-6-101, et,

seg.,MCA. If any provision in this instrument is found to be

ambiguous, an interpretation consistent with the purpose of this

Lease that would render the provision valid shall be favored over

any interpretation that would render it invalid.

C. Entire Agreement. This instrument sets forth the

entire agreement of the parties with respect to the Lease and



supersedes all prior discussions, negotiation, understandings, or

agreements relating to the Lease, all of which are merged into this

Lease

.

D. Termination of Rights and Obligations. A party's

rights and obligations under this Lease terminate upon transfer of

the party's interest in the Lease or Land, except the liability for

acts or omissions occurring prior to transfer shall survive

transfer.

E. Severability. If any provision of this Lease is

found to be invalid, the remainder of the provisions of this Lease

shall not be affected.

15. Notices. Any notice, demand, request, consent, approval,

or communication that either party desires or is required to give

to the other shall be in writing and either served personally or

sent by first class mail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows:

TO LESSOR: TO LESSEE:

16. Executory Limitation. If Lessee shall cease to exist or

to be a qualified organization under Section 170(h) of the Internal

Revenue Code of 1954, as amended, or to be authorized to acquire

and hold conservation leases under Montana Law, and a prior

assignment is not made pursuant to paragraph 13, then the lease

will be terminated immediately.



17. Expiration/Termination. The Lessee shall peaceably yield

possession of these premises upon termination of this Lease for any

cause. "

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the State of Montana and the Lessee have caused

the Lease to be executed in duplicate and the Director of the

Department of Natural Resources and Conservation, pursuant to the

authority granted him by the State Board of Land Commissioners of

the State of Montana, has hereunto set his hand and affixed the

seal of the Board of Land Commissioners the day of

, 19

Lessor

Arthur R. Clinch

Director Department of Natural Resources and Conservation

Lessee

Schedule of Exhibits

A. Legal Description of Property Subject to Lease

B. Baseline Documentation (site description/map)
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MIDDLE SOUP EIS APPENDIX D

Appendix D

MITIGATION MEASURES COMMON TO ALL ACTION
ALTERNATIVES

The following mitigation measures are common to all action alternatives. They
supplement the mitigations specific to each alternative which are described in
Chapter II. Both specific and common mitigations are based on environmental
laws, DNRC policies, DNRC standards and guidelines, consensus of scientific
literature, and professional judgement. Implementing of these mitigations is

intended to assure that each action alternative complies with pertinent
environmental laws, policies, and standards and guidelines.

Grizzly Bear

a. DNRC may immediately suspend all timber sale activities permitted in the

contract if the suspension is necessary to prevent imminent

confrontation or conflict between people and grizzly bears.

b. All action alternatives meet the intent of the Swan Valley Grizzly Bear
Conservation Agreement.

c. Maintain travel corridors between areas providing suitable habitat.

d. Consider the individual and cumulative effects of other land management
actions within the analysis area of the proposed Middle Soup Creek
Project.

e. Seed disturbed soils along the first 0.5-1.0 miles of closed roads with
unpalatable plant species to avoid attracting grizzly bears and other
wildlife to reseeded areas along to open roads.

f

.

Upon completion of harvest activities, cull logs and root- wads would be

placed on spur roads C, D, E, F and G in such a way as to make the road
generally impassable to motorized vehicles.

D-1



2. Elk and White -tailed Deer

a. The purchaser is authorized to enter project area with motorized
vehicles only for the purposes related to the performance of the
contract. Road use is restricted to non-motorized transportation for
any other purpose beyond any road closure. Motorized vehicle entry for
purposes other than contract performance, such as hunting or transport-
ing game animals will be considered in trespass and prosecuted to the
fullest extent of the law (Administrative Rules of Montana 45-6-203) .

b. Regardless of the harvest method, residue accumulation should not exceed
18 inches in depth to reduce the risk of impeding big game movement.

c. Apply brush disposal and site preparation treatments which will encour-
age production of desirable shrub species which are present.

d. To help maintain hiding cover, retain large trees either singly, in
small groups, or in stringers. Retain clumps of sapling- to pole-size
trees

.

.

'

e. Maintain about 50 -percent of upland habitat associated with riparian
features in summer thermal cover, about 25 percent in hiding cover and
about 2 5 percent as forage area.

f. Encourage development or maintenance of multispecies, multilayered
stands in mixed conifer habitats adjacent to riparian features such as

live streams, lakes, potholes, or areas where hydrophytic vegetation
indicates a water table near the surface. Such stands should be at

least 1.5 sight distances or 100 feet wide- -whichever is greater- -if the
stand remains unmanaged.

g. To avoid the risk of trapping deer in the project area during fall and
early winter, delay winter logging until December 15, or when snow depth
exceeds 18 inches in the project area- -whichever occurs first.

h. Upon completion of harvest activities, cull logs and root-wads would be

placed on spur roads C, D, E, F and G in such a way as to make the road
generally impassable to motorized vehicles.

3 . Aesthetics

a. Wherever possible, retain advanced regeneration and other natural
vegetation along roads to screen views into cutting units and landings.

b. Slash damaged vegetation along roads, skidtrails, and landings.

c. Cleanup landing concurrent with timber harvesting activities to reduce

the texture and color contrasts of curing vegetation and slash.

D-2



d. Seed grass on construction sites concurrently with harvesting to reduce
color contrasts of displaced soil.

e. Whenever possible, use existing landings and skid trails to avoid
building new ones

.

f

.

Delay harvesting until winter to reduce soil disturbance and vegeta.tion
damage on skid trails and landings.

Water Quality and Fisheries

a. Limit the amount of activity in the watersheds to a level below which
adverse cumulative impacts from water yield or sediment yield increases
are anticipated.

b. Inventory and rehabilitate existing human-caused erosion sources in the

watersheds and rehabilitate them.

c. Use the findings of the Flathead Basin Forest Practices Water Quality
and Fisheries Cooperative Program to help design the project. Implement

the recommendations of the study as agreed to in the Response of Major
Forest Landowners to the "Study of Recommendations".

d. Apply BMP's to all aspects of the sale, including the design, layout,

harvest, and post-harvest treatments. Modify BMP's as necessary for
site-specific conditions.

e. Monitor implementation of BMP's through aggressive contract administra-
tion and interdisciplinary review.

f

.

Review with the MFWP fisheries biologist to determine specific habitat
needs on a case-by-case basis.

Any additional monitoring of Soup Creek as agreed to between DNRC and MFWP

will be entered in the Calendar Recall System (CRS)at the SRSF to assure

follow-up. Additional information on the CRS can be obtained by contact-
ing the SRSF.

5. Air Quality

Burning piles with moist fuels and high contents of dirt and duff increases

smoke emissions. By piling with excavators, dirt and duff would be effec-

tively sorted from logging residue and cleaner piles would result. Piled

residue would cure at least one summer season before it is burned. Burning

would occur in the fall when fuel moistures are usually at their lowest.

The following logging residue disposal methods would be used to minimize

burning: (1) Under light-, moderate-, and heavy-reserve treatments, fifteen to

twenty tons per acre of evenly distributed, large, down, woody material would

D-3



be retained to promote site productivity; (2) In areas where fuel loads are
light, residue would be lopped and scattered or machine -trampled.

DNRC is an active member of the Montana Airshed Group. This group has a
comprehensive smoke management plan and regulates members' burning activities
to minimize impacts to air quality. All burning would be conducted in
accordance with the group's recommendations.

To minimize impacts to the Swan Lake area, no ignition would occur while winds
are from the east or southeast.

6. Soils

Potential rutting, soil compaction, and displacement can be avoided or reduced
by a combination of measures.

a. On harvest areas, limit equipment operations to periods when soils are
adequately dry, . frozen, or snow-covered.

b. Use existing skid trails where possible; locate additional skid trails
only as needed to access timber. Plan skid trail systems to reduce
traffic area. Skid trails should not exceed more than 15 percent of the
harvest area.

c. For nutrient cycling and to maintain soil productivity, retain 10-15
tons/acre downed large woody material (over 3" dia.) on all harvest
areas.

d. Existing roads would be repaired and maintained on a priority basis
established by sediment survey and road use to comply with BMP's. Roads
to be closed would have drainage features installed at critical loca-
tions to stabilize roads, prevent rutting and reduce erosion and
sedimentation

.

7 . Noxious Weeds

To further limit the possible spread of weeds, the following integrated weed
management mitigation measures of prevention and control will be implemented:

a. Clean road construction and skidding equipment of weed plant parts and
mud prior to bringing on site.

b. Revegetate disturbed roadsides and landings with site-adapted grasses.
For grass seeding to be effective it is important to complete seeding
concurrent with road construction.

c. Control weeds along access roads by herbicide methods as designated by
the forest officer in charge.
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8. Herbicides

To reduce the risk to aquatic and terrestrial resources, the following will
be required:

a. All herbicides will be applied by licensed applicators in accordance with
the laws, rules, and regulations of the State of Montana and the Lake County
Weed District.

b. All applications will adhere to Montana BMP's and the herbicide's specific
label guidelines.

c. Herbicide application would not be general but site specific to areas
along roads where noxious weeds occur. All no- spray areas will be designated
on the ground before application begins.

d. Picloram would not be applied within fifty feet of surface water. 2,4, -D

could be applied to within 25 feet of surface water. No herbicides would be
applied within 2 5 feet of surface water. ;=

e. Herbicides would not be applied to areas where relief may contribute
runoff directly into surface water. „ i„,

f

.

Application would occur on calm, dry days to limit drift and possible
surface movement off road prisms. ir, ;•;•;:'.;;,.

9 . Gray Wolves

a. If an active wolf den is located, proposed management activities within
1 mile of the den should be restricted through July 1.

b. Implement site-specific and cumulative effects considerations for big
game species to assure perpetuation of a healthy prey base.

10. Soup Creek Campground

Cutting units will be screened from view of the campground.

11. Bald Eagles

DNRC will immediately suspend all timber sale activities permitted in the

contact if the suspension is necessary to prevent disturbance to nesting,

feeding, perching, roosting, or migration areas if these sites are located

within the project area.
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12 . Cultural Resources

Should any cultural resource be encountered during any project activity, a

DNRC archaeologist will be requested for a site specific review and recommen-
dations and mitigations incorporated into the project planning process.

13 . Plant Species of Special Concern

a. If the Purchaser, their contractors, subcontractors, or any of their
employees encounter a plant community of special concern while operat-
ing in the project area, the Purchaser will immediately suspend all
operations in the vicinity of the observation or discovery and immedi-

ately notify the forest officer.

b. Activities associated with tree harvesting and roads will not be
allowed in meadows, bogs, or other required habitat associated with
plant species of special concern.

14. Other

a. Prior to the letting of a timber sale agreement, the ID Team will review
the proposed timber sale area for proper implementation of mitigation
measures and other requirements detailed in the Middle Soup Creek
Project Environmental Impact Statement.

b. Other interested groups or individuals will be given the opportiinity

for a field review of site-specific actions and implementation of

mitigation measures prior to the letting of a timber sale agreement.

D-6
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MIDDLE SOUP EIS APPENDIX E

Interactions with Concerned Citizens, Groups, and Agencies

Date Interaction

September

1994

* The project proposal was mailed to interested individuals, owners of adjacent land,

groups, private industr>-, and federal and state agencies (Appendix A) •* Paid

advertisements were sent to local papers (Appendix A) *- A 30-day comment period

began.

I -k Comments on the proposal were received from two landowners, Friends of the

I

Wild Swan, the USFWS, DNRC land managers, and the ID team • Kevin Coats

j (MFWP) contacted Dan Hall (DNRC) to discuss the elk and white-tailed deer concern

October j statement. He determined that it was sufficient. Kevin requested and received a copy

1994 j of "Affected Environment" from the Middle Soup EA, the elk and white-tailed deer

I concern statement, and draft mitigation measures for the Middle Soup EIS -k John

j Blair (Swan Valley landowner) stopped at SRSF Headquarters to request a Middle

I Soup project area map. A map was sent to him by mail.

March

1995

-k Glen Gray and Dan Hall (DNRC), met with Arlene Montgomery (Friends of the

Wild Swan) and Ron Bader (Swan Valley landowner) to discuss their comments on

the project proposal. An agreement on how their concerns would be addressed in the

EIS was reached.

May
1995

* Arlene Montgomery, Ron Bader, and DNRC project leaders conducted a field

reconnaissance to explore the definitions of old growth. Everyone agreed that the

examined stands classified as "non-old growth" were not old growth. Because of time

restrictions, only tvvo stands were examined.

June

1995

* As a result of the May field review, DNRC identified ten additional stands not

classified as old growth in the SRSF Stand Level Inventory; however, based on its

improved understanding of Friends of the Wild Swan's definition of old growth,

DNRC dismissed the stands from consideration to resolve the major resource concern

"old growth preservation." A map of stand locations and reasons why the stands were

dismissed were mailed to Arlene Montgomery and Ron Bader on July 6, 1995.

July

1995

k DNRC, Arlene Montgomery, and Ron Bader conducted a second field

reconnaissance to consider the Uvo stands still slated for timber harvesting. Arlene and

Ron suggested that a road constructed to access one of the stands would result in

cutting old growth and would further fragment the area. They recommended

helicopter logging in lieu of road construction. Arlene also suggested that treating the

two stands might impact the integrity of adjacent old-growth stands. Arlene decided

to discuss her concerns with Sara Johnson, wildlife consultant to Friends of the Wild

Swan, before agreeing to the proposed treatments for the two stands.

August

1995

•k Arlene informed DNRC that she and Sara Johnson recommended no treatment for

the two stands.

September I * Draft EIS issued for public review and comment. A public hearing will be held.

1996 i
The comment period will be 45 days long.

February
j

* Final EIS available for public review.

1997 I

February i The finding issued.

1997 1
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APPENDIX F

STAND SUCCESSIONAL PROGRESSIONS

riME ^
Current Conditions After Harvest 20 Years 50 Years 150 Years

Nonforest ->

(3) Grass/seedling/sapling

(15) Sapling

^ Sapling-

(30) Young Pole

(50) Old Pole —

> Old Pole —
^ Young Pole 4> Saw Timber

> Saw Timber

^ Saw Timber

>

-^ Old Pole
I

-^ Saw Timber

>

^ Old Growth

"y200) Multistory
klory 15)

Light Reserve -> Sapling ->; Young Pole

Moderate Reserve -> Sapling ->|Young Pole

> Saw Timber
^Saw Timber

>Saw Timber

-!> Old Growth—

>

>

(100) Saw Timber ^
->Light Reserve -

Moderate Reserve —
->{

Heavy Reserve ^

Grass/Seedling/SapUng-t-> Sapling

-

Grass/Seedling/Sapling -i-> Sapling •

> Old Pole-

> Old Pole-

Old Growth (Not Harvest!

(200) With Vigor Value = 2

(300) With Vigor Value = 3

(400) With Vigor Value = 4

Saw Timber

ed)

Old Growth

> Saw Timber
> Saw Timber

Old Growth^
->

-> Old Growth

-> Old Growth

> Old Growth

->

-^

Post Old Growth

Post Old Growth

>

Old Growth
Light Reserve

Moderate Reserve

Heavy Reserve
(aOO) With Vigor Value = 2

(300) With Vigor Value = 3

(400) With Vigor Value = 4

-> Grass/Seedling/Sapling

Grass/See dling/Sapling

Sapling

Sapling -

> Old Pole-

^Old Pole-

-^ Saw Timber
-^ Saw Timber

^ Saw Timber

^ Saw Timber

^ Saw Timber

> Old Growth

> Old Growth -^

>Post Old Grov^th

->

Post Old Growth

>

Numbers in ( ) indicate stand age at current condition
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Comments Received & DNRC Responses for Middle Soup DEIS

INTRODUCTION
In September, 1996 DNRC issued the Middle Soup Creek DEIS for public review and comment.

This appendix is divided into two parts. The first contains comments received by DNRC. Each

comment that generated a response by DNRC has been given a unique identifier

(i.e. A-1, C-2...) to the left of the area of concern. This identifier corresponds to DNRC's

response wich is located in the second part of the appendix.

SUMMARY LIST OF COMMENT SOURCES ON DEIS

-Arlene Montgomery, Friends of the Wild Swan, letter •

-Susan LeValley & Jill Duryee, Montana Wilderness Association, letter

-Tom Tintinger, F.H. Stoltze Land & Lumder Co., letter and oral comment at public hearing

-Ron Bader, Soup Creek Ranch, letter

-Don Bielenberg, oral comment at public hearing

-Dan Hall, oral comment at public hearing
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esnocu " e:3. p t-J • Vacio'ij ioc::.3:>j al ch« 113 ir«
to th« ff«jd4; ar.d Itg^Ily «nd

ta xid-.-. ;3.i. t!i« SIS »aj t<:tijiv<*y

A-13

A-U

nut S**.-! id-»<i'i :«./ iji-11*'!, tn /;3".

C.w=C
taf7

dci!-

d-»iin

•,d Joe ,:i ,r..-. ^(.,:;:^ •;?t:;::,N' ::*.::: j:-'
4iJCT...rd. «Sw do.j aor .ddc.a* ip-o ,, i. .h. J, f' :

"'^

A-15
eoittidictacv. T«C7 eo.iijat.Tq

'

•Jnri:;;;ca'. ./ l.-ijdi^ui-.* la
caj-.'.y Co pcaduct. c«ujisa It to b« ia«;iiei«at ia ttj d^ilvacy'af
l.-.;3c=»:ia.T to th* j«.tac>. pua'.ie lad lU d»'.iv,r-/ o( naaor' £a-
Kaacj.-\A jchoolj./- . . . • ^- ....-. •..

Th« ila Jiil«d ea r<apo.id diciet'./ to ;ubt;.c acopla^ ao^«aca '

c-».atia9 to iaj*^«5 thjt luv* aa". char.j^d 3C»itly jiac« thoy »«c«£;rjt caia«d ducinq th. »idd'.. Soup iaviroac.no: Aaaojia.rtt
pricijj (m:-'.?!:) Ot.T«r aijniJicaat iJJu«i •ir« e>-iet.d '

un;'ia-.i«ijaiy, out oi hj.-.d
'

Th* SIS £a^l«d to coaaid-sr i r«4aoaaa*« ca.-.g» oj «lt«cajtlv«a

'

Th. Ja::o»i.aij eo=«atj »iU 5«a.ti'.Iy «o*.lo» t^« torsi: uiid ta
'.

I~T.'""'/
""»?"-=• eoae.caa" cutUn»d at.E:S.p<9«a 1-5 through • .

Ecoayjt«9 Sua ta tiub Hi ty '
'

TX* SrS (ai'.a to diacloi* tb* iciauaaaaa o£ th« cucr«nt
'

•Ta.agiaa: eo.-ad;:;oa oj th. S«j.i 3;/«r Stat. ~oc«a't fSSS") and tbo
r».a:ioaa.np oi tb, pcojact a.-u'.yiia acia to th. bcaad.r Uadaeap.
a.id aq'iatic •ooayatva.

.
• .

E-irb jp«=i»a c«q-iir»a la •co*yjti/a o! varyiag jii»*and
crjrict«f iatica 'Foe •xaapla. »hat c*c^'..-ia oS th« aciisly b«ar
•C3aya'9a inconpiaa.a la iro ov,; SO. 000 aq:ic» ail»j, coujaly

laadsaapi pcofr

ty?--

C^'^C baa :a^:<d to <vi'.ua-.« or d^fiaa
gc=.-.j babita: .ad t.i .;i«-.. ihu, ,:„ iar t.^;'i:.;i"';r;,-'=

'

viabi-.ity of old 7ra.-.b-.aiocia:«l Tildi', acor tf ..^^
U?5..l, aj old jrU-.i, hab.tat. A. . fir :-;• tJ^lu-^V'v!"!"
«; ..l.tia, o-.d ,ra,-.a l.v,:, .ad dlat.-.b..- ;aa 171?; iL-yrj'.r.a ar. a.v.t .,.:ua-..d . T.t „iatia, a.-.d ?-.aa.,4 la'^^:^!/

A-16

A-l?

A-18

CM"C baa failed ta ae^plat* ik
iapaata aa a«aaitiv« «i'.dlii« a

a_ty;at» iai<aa=aat o! Ic^Vi.-r
., . -aaacla:»d »itb o'.d gra»tb. Tb.a.Ta.yjia dra.a eoao.ujiaaa. »nbout ..ly d.aoaatratiSn tba-

la.idaeaj. d.aa-.ti.a .r.d ^lality ai o'.d jrw.b !.-• eucr.af.y
adaq-uat* Jor t.'laaa apaeiaa.. . .... '

• CKSC baa failad to al.ac'.y datiaa »hjt o'.d jrratb la aa -a-apacifie erita.-ia.-oc bc» tbaaa critaria rill b« a'f<actad i-b'tS.barfaat aaticd eallad •.tr-jetura'. aabancaoaat. • Or?- baa
. prapoaad bapcapoaaa aarfaat aaticd eaUad -.tr-jetura'. aabancaoaat. ' Or?- baatbaca.ora Jailad to daoonatfata tbat o'.d ^caitb babitat »•" b,Bal.-ltai.lad with tba prasaaad bar'aata andar Altaroativa s"*W.
ta<t<iaat tb.at W5C e'.aatVy dafiaa tba Jo'.loaiag

^

^ . -- --. — aq*;ac» ai '.as, . cough 1^^.iva-atata aoctbaci 3oc'<iaa biofrgioa. Ia co.itcaat,
.'.la. a rjca.ltly lla'.ad tbr?a'. a.-.ad pla.lt apaclaa. ia

l-.aitad to a.i acaavataa al laaa Lhai tOOO «ecaa ia tha S'la

tha aatic

Va..ay Mo aiagla acoaystaa «ai .daquataly aupoaef tba Cull
e=33^a=ait oi ij,c:ti Sou.id on tba Sasr Ka.v/ oJ tba apaeiaa
ana.yiad in tba iIS aay ba in aacioua jaopatdy locally. »b''»
ot.-.ac popu'.atlo.ia eontiaua to tbc.va ia Utja undavalopad tcadlaaaA-IS
acaaa. vildacnaaa araaa or aatio.ial pacia outaida tha coaiiaaa oi •

achaot tfiat la.ida Tha a<riatie acoayataa ia 'aerially eooplaj
,

Thaaa inportaat Jia t inct lona «uj'. b« dlacloaad m tba Tioal £13. • .'

P»t-.i.^'.arly diaturbi.ig ia CKSC a b«'.'la; that -(Tjmbar aould ba ^"^0
barvastad uaiag tha a-.cuctura'. aa.^a.ic^saat ailvicultural mathed
Titbi.i aa'uca iorajt Cora a.id cbrridoca . . .". to oiaiaita altar. tioa
to ataad charictar arj iuactioa aithia cor'ridora. o'.d jri-atb oc
•a^ura iotaat cara. " tZS. p 11-7. logging ia ao aubatitut* 4or '

o.d graath raiugn. CW*C of

'•-•>5.« ar_iga par .era a»ar » incbaj dbi. tha .varaga auaba- o'
t.raaa av.r 9 lachaa dba aitb braaaa tops, a.id tba avaraga pa—ait
o! traaa graatar than » inehai dbb aho»;ag dacay.

'

b %1't a'.; ati.idj baan a-o'.isa-.ad ic=ordi.ig to tha abevi

critaria^ Qot. bca baa o'.d graatb baaa idaatiSiad?

II-7.
iiara aa acian.iific aripport for 'ita

A-21

abaurd ballai t.1.»t "Altaraaciva 3 aould prooota tha iatagrif/ oJ
acaayataa iuactiona aithia tba pra;act araa by acploying a
<fco3la.tloa oi tbraa atratagiaa." aona ol abicb bava baan Jiild
taatad or aupportad m tba aciaatlilc lltaratuca. /</ - ,

Old-Grovtb Pcasarva tioo ',• ^.- /* "*
._ .

* ',;-- .

Tha SIS i.ila. to pravida aa .da<^.ta dafioltiooai old-growth '•

V ,iJ ^''* -^^ avaida idaat^^/^ng. daliaaatiag or protaeti.->a • - •

Cba 200. aga olaia eooooal'/ uaad in aciaatiiic lltaratuca aa a .

• tarti.19 poiat to iata'.ltgantly dljcuaa old-jro»tb babitat. -Tho
t.a uaaa tba iolloai.ig taraa to daacriba old-gro»tb babitat: •

au:c/r» .'<7.-»jf at rv-4. tjij.i-cist. .:acn^ijams.
OY-frjfCuj-r ar.cicaey at 111-21; pcje-ala-^fl'ti :'• •

'
'

^''f "^ '"--r-'-'^sn XI 111-19, aldrr eypts ti -\- .,:
IV-12. MMT-jr* ioc^eSoc coet ja^ iatteioe eorm •

'
•
" • '

• *

i^ijrjc at IV-t7, »-vr» /j.-»j-f eyp*^ at IV-'.3, ' • . •

a/a" 7r5».-,> jacrrjar ca.-f xi rf-22. o/o'-yrj^rj .
'

' •

a: r''-24. and a/y /rrrrj, ».V-jL-a».-.» jrj.ia-j a/iy
. a/d-^r3^t.i Kyyor cUisn at R-25 ' .• •

. .
' .

'
'

Caniuai.iq at baat Hora lllaly. CITIC la elua'.asa a.id/oc la.'daap A-22.
daaia. o. tha icagaaata t ion pcoblaa cauaad by past naaagaCMac
pricticaa • , .

' •
''

Logging t.id coada bava jcaatly caducad tba aaxiuat and diatributioa
o. otd-grca;b habitat. »hich baa in turn aigniiieantly and
nagativa.y aiiactad .latucal acaayataa iunctlona. -Paat activitiaa'

c He» do yeur eritaria Soc o'.d gco-rth caspara to thosa
dafmad b-/ Radian I oi tba focaat Sar-rica tor old jcaath on tha

•F'.athaad .-ocaat? Spaciiica'.'.y. That O'.d Oca-atb t-ffm Cedaa daii.iai
.by Sagioa I occur l.i tha pcajact araa"* - ' *

. .- d Could you jaitna abat tha Jiiaa oi dbh ailV ba o! traaa t
ba har-/aatad in old jraatb ioe 'acr.iGtural iapravaaaat har/aat
ma-.hcda. ' a.id tha aatiaatad ausbar par acra that aill ba cut?

• Iha Z:z clai=a that old gra»th »ill ba pcaaarvad and
avaatually anbj.icad by tba pcj.soaad logging, ajpacially aith
'atrjstural ar.bjicaaaai. " ai-*-r'ar. tbia, •mamcaaaaca' .ad
'uspcavasant' -rxs oalr vayjaly daiiaad. ' Cculd ycu plaaaa
daacnatrata i;aciiica.ly ho* old gcTath eritaria taeludad in'.' .

abova »ill b« aaiataiaad.during' loggiag. and iacraaaad ovac'tha
long tara? )f« acald li'<a to kn^a bca acaarcua old groath. qualitia;
"ill b« aiiactad by leggiag. includi.ig aunbar oi Ucga traaa par
•era, a'tand daiacc, tnaga, ».id baaal araa. Wa ara tharaioc*
ra<yjaacing tb.at DHrC pravida « tabular auasacy (m tSa appandix)
for all old graatb ata.ida in tha pcajaet ACtx ahicb elaarly ' .

daiiaaa all ralraaat old gTa»th oharaetaciatica baiaea and «ita-
. loggi.ig -•.••.'•.•.'

. •'!...• •- •

dijca-.ac. anaga and > jcareit/ oi lacg
oa-ac'lal uaad 'ay old-graatb di

dlaaatar doan ccd-/
' jald-graatb daaandaat apaeiaa li'aa goabaa'K.'" 'barrad a»., Jiahar, pina aartan a.id lyax
"Tha ^-^±±\t Soup Traa'it pco^act Araa baa

pilaatad aaodpae!<
t'J. p- Ii:-M "T.la 3i2d'.a Soup .i.a» rt3;a<;i Araa aaa , _.,
aubstaatially laaa thai tha rac3=aida-. ion ior pilaitad A-ZJ
aoodpackara. and appaara to ba aargi.ial ior aar'.an. alt.hough tbaaa
apaeiaa inhabit tha prajae". .caa " EIS. p II[-37. Tba ifs i.ila
to ca'.ata tha highly lapaetad and icagaantad landaeapa to ica
cadi.ead capacity to aupport apaeiaa tha'. a:a aoat aanaitiva to tba A-2'l.
if-'-" '-•==' '- c'.aaccutti.lg i.id raida I- la apaaraat that
C8.1.. baa da'.ibarataly ivoidad i iull and iair diaeuaaion of cba

£. Wa Tould alao li'aa OTSC to pr'avida a tabular auasacy oi
n-iabar of traaa Titbm dbi olaaaaa (praiarabty r'tiri 2 taebaa> ior
'all ataada la tba pca^aet araa"('ia tba appaadix],. "

* '
.. ,.

'

':g 'Coul"d you daima abv tba ebangaa. ia old graatb ataod •'

.

ebaraetariatiea aa par baaal araa. nu=bar oi larja traaa. lar'ja "

anaga, and largar trrta aitb daiactj, 'abicb aill ba providad ia a
tab-ilar raapoaaa aa' par our cac^iaat ia 'a' abe-'a, corralataa ta an
iacraaaad abuadanca oi larg'a cavity traaa ior aildliia'

. h XiJt ccrrant ^bluhad afadlaa aupport tba CKSC elaia tha;
logging isprovaa old graati' •'"-.'.• . : . .

It la act elaar apaciilcally abat tba aanagaaaat prablaa ia
.axiatiac; aid grrath ataada ara. or ahy tbaaa prabiaaa aill ba '

corraetad aitb loggi.ig ' Wa tbaraiara aalc CW?C to olaciiy tho
falloai.ig- *.

.
' '

a li ataad denaity baa incraaaad abova aatural' lavala ainea
tha 1940 a. »ha-. aita .'dbb aad iga; oi traa la araating tbaaa
o.matural danaltias''

b Will tha traaa idantlilad
ara caaovad aith legg;:;g'*

abova ba tba tcaaa that

c. CW?C uaaa "alrietural eccplaxity' Xi a aaaaura 'oi good iT.i
bad Tjalltlaa oi aid jciath Cauld -/cu daima tpaeilically aha'.
eritaria ycu uaa to idaaciiy atrueturil eoop'.adcy ioe old groath.
a.id 10'* thia ia tiad la aith yeur old ^r-aTth iaiinit lona''



C'fit J fti't pnv, |«
«--. 1 9jJ ifcicr-.f I

J.Aq jci'.* >J^».Tit eonjc.ituCts ^ond A~3^
«t-Tp;**;':y Joe j'.j ici^r.-^

A-25

A-26

A-27

A-28

A-29

• Whj'. •:inil ta-i t> n-d to •••j'lC* eh. Uv,l of .tcicturj;

'.*'"« r«j««f;!\ d«ii><injccict> thjl old jra»'.!i leiivjj will
•»<ntuj.".y •«'.:-d»f'.ni<:-'<

9 »0i4t •p«i!iejUy h4ppin< th*'. c»uj.> atd aro.th icjndi tolo»» th«ic old jti»'..>i i<-.-c-.>iii>.«i7

H Ha» X>j CNSC d«'.»rii.i«d tJvit •.thin i «iy.n ti»« (cas«
t|i« nuab<r o! Ucj» aid tc»«» »-.;i fall b«'.o» e>i« »ir>s=ua '

thfuhold I.V.; t.q.iiC'»d Jot o'.d ^fa.-.h la th« pcaj.et jcm""' loiipc3vid.d ao aada'.s or oti.c InJoCMlioo in Ih. £rS to aho* ha>thij haj b«<.i d«;«ra^aad.

1 TS« dxi;-. trs iBJilio tluc auab«c oj ts« °ap«ei«i j, ( v,yec:t.tii Sac old jri^-.h la thit u «r;.ctj di».cji«y Hc».v,r Taua«»,r d»:in«d .hjt your •cjl.of •jsur^ ai di»«r>ity tts oc »!••
xt •« b4j>d oa la th;j bi]«d an ica« er-.t.rn that aacil oldgc3»ti la pc^'acjbla ta cltoj-x eld jrTr'.h? li »e, »hy'>

j. Ho» jc» jTou ba '.lacing out tha obviaua ean'lieti batVaaa
euctia? larjac a.dac tcaaj ta incraaja ca^anaciciaa. traa ipaeiaa '

and aacal ooaditiona, agjiajt eh* daaradiCiaa a! kay old orowth
qujlltlai. lacja old tcaaj aad larga aaajs - '

^ . . .
•• • ',

• k. Tha driJt IIS elaioa that aalaetiva tbiaoio^'a; isall kaliaara pat:!taa ia old TTWti ia aaadad ta eraita aanapy aaaa to
aahaaca dl»arJity Ho»«-/ac. caaopy ^apa aca a typical
•chacietacljtic of old TTTa-.i. .Wiy doa t yau axpact thaja japa'ta

at
?*f icr-« *.tiaul

taj* Jif«':r'./ va! '.•it.i-;* Ir:••^ fi.
• a;i«-i'. 7f:»*,t aoi.toria^. aa-iRit",,^

.A-35

A-36

A-37

A-30

A-31

davalop aatueally''

1. Tia draft E:S elaisa that loggiag of old gro'Cit It aaadad
.ta pra.oafl »ijar of tha iijpac caaapy Why »oa' t tha upoac eaaopy
b« raplaead aith athac traaj thcaugh aatucal praeaaaaa?

.

B. Wiy ijat aoctality ia tha uppar caaapy a aaturil pracasa
that ocaataa tha eaaopy gapj yau laat to dav.iap tbratigh loggiag'' '

*-^If natural auccaaaiaa pracaada in thaaa aid gcaath ataada
»aat »;.l tha caaapy dcniaaat ba, aad »hac ia tha axpactad Ilfa
axpactaacy of thaaa doBiaataa' Xby aoo' t th«y gradually bo
raplacad with youagac traaa ovar tlDa, »hich ia typical a( oluaz .

o. Soall canopy gaa» aiU iacraaaa tha daaaity of yauag
"

tca.j. »hi=h tha draft £.:3 iapli.j ara alraajy taa plaatifuj. Vhat
la tha ^spoa* af gapa than? . •

.
• ,

B If loqaiag af aid jr3»th aill uiorava jtaad vigar, »hy

A-38

A-39

A-hO

A-*1

.w^"'^''
*•"' '-'a.ida aad il'.a ju itja. \t/ ifa a^ld-iia Ti^ai.j

'"^*
("^Jl a-, b,,. w,ta WCCa aa,c-a.:l.ij;/a c.liaaca jn tins.-B.4rv,,r to aupcort Konta.ia ichoola. it la ajjaatial to aao. .-,..yia.J par .cc. p.c y.,r la la r»t'. T:----.c rar-;a Cnplji.a. ,i^'^na-.ag».a.nt by tha aai: af tS. paarj. uj :ag ao;t and aq-iiahv d.-.la an una::c.peab-.,. arjMa.c i.thod af i»..j.,r;ag timber

'

pcaductiVity

Criixly Boar (otbac caaaurca ooacarn).

•plan ONPC placaa grizily bairj. a thcaa'.aaad sp'aciaa. ta aaothar ca-.agiry for aaalyi.i purpaaaj. i; aayi alat

Tha Int»cag»acy Gcillly 3««c Xorthaca Caatiaaatj' di/-daSubcacaaittaa (»hicb CN?C ta a patticipaat 1 aa Xic=h »' fJHadapcad tha ratacia Matar-.zad Accaj. Xaaajasaat Oira-^oa I
*:'"*f.P"'' Total Hotarilad Accaaa acuta Oaaaif/ ahou'd b. ^^'l.thaa I9k gr.at.r than 3 a^la. p,r .,..a.-. :ula 'o|.a Rca^.?d ^I!Hjtaruad Trail Hauta O.aalty aheuld ba aa sora tLa ItX a-,^-'.'.

laai thTa'iar'^
a^iica aila aad aubuait eara araaj jheuld b, •-'

.

Tatal taad daaaitiaa ai:aad tha raccaoaKd.d ataadard fouad a
•ciaatific Utaratura aa .all aa tha ICsC ataadard Ojaa r-a--.daaaitlas alao ti;mtd thaaa thrajhalia Sao;tlty eaca hab-'a- -a •

.
ba.o» tha lose ataadard Thia aoouata ta a "taaiag" o' q-'--'-I. "

ia jioiation af tha Sadaagarad Spaciaa Act (JSa). - S-ti hi
p 11-17 and Ii:-21 thrbugh Iir-:9

.
; • .• • '

Tha tZS dcaa aat raclaia aay aiiatmg caadj ar Bala eurraatly
raatrictad raada laaa pajaabla to aotariaaad vaiiclaa No

.
diacuaaiaa. It caliaa aalaly an taa (2) aaa gataa ta raatrict
buaaa traval oa tha uppar Scjp'Ccaai Caayaa ilaad (18 ailaa) aad
•uppar Cllly Ridga Raad (1.4 ailaa) . EI5. p IV.ja. Muaariuj
tla.d atudiaj- hava aha^r. tha: gataj ara oa avaraga 57% '

iaaffactiva at caatrictiag sccarizad huaaa uaa (not iacludiag
accaaa »ith a kay). Jaa 1)35 Pajdj SaJlolir fc3jec:. <

r." J.'
JfrsuUj Cr^sdTTjti^aj St:j Tha IIS faila ta iccouat far thij
wall-docuaaatad flaa.

If *op«a road daaaity in tha inalyaia araa Teuld raoaia at 12
Bilaj af apaa raad par aq'iara aala. " a.ad "dua ta raad af facta. ;
parcaat of tha araa would raoaia availabla aa potaatia', oik
habitat u.-.dar all altaraativaa {6S* act aacura)." it ataada tofAaan th-*t coada ara aiailarly impacting baara,. EIS, p IV-4:

Tha "3 aad 7 rila'.»ai aat maatiaaad ia tha Ela. nor Taa a.ay
a.aalyaia daaa ta aatiau.:a diaplacaaaat af baara dua to paat
na.aagaaaac actlvitiaa

la addltioa, "(aliaca acna af tha prajacc araa saacj aacurity
habitat critaria, habitat valuaa withia lacucity araaa aould act

vill anag racruitsaat incraaaa?

Txabar Pcaductivity

A-32

A-33

A-3*

Dost probl«3U. Th« 0b«9j aXtacaaciv* of

.A-*1
B*r«i.a-i Ii«'« ch« crux
th« SfLat? c«li«a oa.

'xacansiv* SBi.iA9«o«nc ta ec«ac« or naint^ia «a
• appcapciat* divarjity at a'cdnd structur*J and

pa'tacaa. -Tinbwc a»an^g«3«at »ould ba iflJtniaw.TCal v
ia'achiv/ing thii div«caicy and tiaibar. hac"/«jt
wculd ba aa inpactaoK output. Thia aopfvaais, pluj '•..-
a caducad anphijij oa pcotaction at aiagla spveiaa.
(axcapt Tirtat«ned and t3daag«c»d Sp^cias) aould
fjvoc iaccajjad tinb»c har/«3t lava.j " '•

. . ZnX?. p. 3C{-12

.Th« caaflict batvaan iacca«««cl tiab«c har/aat l»v«Va and tha .
"A-^3

praais* of ."lujhac lav^'.s oi pc3C«ctioQ toe old-growth, tiahariaa,
aac«c aad cipaciaa zon* quality, and aildifa «paciaa,"-i« playiag
.out as axp«ctad «a "dc-ra-»jcd praa^r« oa harvast laval*. •••ya'.
Itioviag thia, R*?C opt«d for a pcojaot that about, doublad tha '.•-:
hac/aat l«v«l to "appcoxiaataly aix «illioo- board £«at' o2 t£mb«c * "
(=ab;)--£roa 3 axabf la tha original Soup Craalc TiabarSala ot
1993. EIS, p: 1-3. .Cofflooo. aaoaa talU us DN3C caa' t*baya it both
»ays .Tha SIS ia aacaly -« ratioaaliiation and •locbioaat eo-r'ac-qp
of tha aaoraoua aacriCicaa ot oed»r woccby objects caua«d by ;'".

• OMRC'a ai.iql.-aiadad pursuit ol ciabac. 5-ta taabling Act of 1099. -

ta OfQCa obaassioa with tiab^c,' racca*tion laaaacaaa hava baaa ''
.

forgoctaa. »« caap«etfully caaind CWHC that It eharaas a 510 par
Y<<f lie«rm f«^ to all cacr^arion hstj' Enp)uJis add«<i.
Ko»a«c« IB tha ilS is th«c» a discussion of tha trad«-ofl of
incr«as«d har/ast lav«:j aad potsaf.al r«v«nus Zossas froa
"c«craatioa f««s aa uaars ac9 drivsa fcow tha focsst aa It i«
coftvactad ihccscaatally, projsc; by pcojact, to a »oaalithj.c t'raa
fara Cancmzis ralatiag to Soup Crasic Caspgcouad. a.i obviayj
placa *hscs raccaatioaal uaacs ooagrtgaes, waca raiasd in aeopiog A—44aad suaaacily disaisssd »ith ao tagacd foe ahat cacraational .

^^
activitias aight occur. . Tha pco^act »ill advacsaly iBpaat'tha
qua.xty of a Tariaty of «x^«c».ad racraacioaal axpaeisacas that ara
patd foe by us«c Ucansa f««s .Tha "sconoaic aaalyaia' in th« EIS
failad to wancion cacraatioa-ealatad assstJ, rrvsauas oc coats, la
vioUtion of K2?A. a

•

Tha &IS providad 30 analysis of tha loss of outdoor olassrooaa aad
ot.hac dirsct adusational banafits casuUmg from tha two-fold
tiabae har/ast woluaa lAcraas* iix tha pcojsct acsa.

ri.-ully, tinbar pesductivity ca.n aasLly ba aors tfficisntly
aisucad in auoactc taras that co^«f» yisld par acra p«c yaac on
a itta by Jita basis Tha sssvoptioas oada sbcut tiabac
productivity in tha EI3 aca flawsd Joe failing to Bonitoc tha
«n:tua*, cubic faa-. (oc boacd fast) par icrs gnwt.'i ratas of all aga
olassas on var/irvq soils, agacias, assaeij. qc3«-..-u| aaaaof\ lanqth

ba afj«ctad * CIS, p n'-40 . Mitigation? A si.ngls nmArv.c*

.

Logging *ill b« dc.-i« whila baars ar« in hibarnatioa (Hov«cb«r 16
through JUrch \^) - Id _

Ilk aad IThita-Tailad Daac

Ho mla dear, asp«cially aftar tha atatavida eoacaca about! tha
audds.i crash in sost populations? No £15 discuxsloa.

-Bunting ia a aciaary activity pamittad by tha issua.nca of a
school trist lands racrvation asa licsnss. It is oaa of tha Bajor
factors cit«d by rasidants vhaa asVad vhat bsVss living in Montana

• so attractiv*. 'Kagativ* iapacca on alie aad vhita-tailad d««r
pos'alaticaa aa/ affact tha local aconooy through caductions ia
wildlifa-calatad cacrsation. " EIS. p 1-7.

Thara ia suffioiaat avidaac* to suggest that rtductions in hunting
' opcoctUaiitiaa aay aigaif icaatly af fact t) cacrsatioa Ixcaasa
racsipcs, and 2) property tax rvTanuaa based oa caal astata
Taluas. tha doai-natia^ ccva.nua scurea'in suppcct of schools, ^a^
Thoaaa H. Powwr, JfoaCJiriM 's Scsit for^sCs, Schools, sad Ojslity 0/
^Lzf*: At ScsacMic Scudy. .-1995" .'.-.•; , _

Kanagi.19 «Ijc at 50% of its potential ia unaccaptabls do school
.trust lands vhara caccsatioa pa/s its cvn way EIS, p. 111-31.
Soup CraeJe Caapgcouod ia «aad by licaasad huatsrs. yat ao ispacts
-aoaVysis was doaa. .No altamativ* avaluatad cacrsational ^am% aad

': ;thaic 'calativ* coacributioa £a support -of Moataaa schools, thara
ara ob^ieus trada-of fs whaa ti^ar adversely iaparts recraatxon,
which ca<^icaa aaalysia under tha provisions 'of KI?A.

At. EIS alternative that ccabiaas recrea^ioa and tiobec harvsst
revenue oppoctunitias should ba analyzed.

G ra y Ifo I f .
'

.
•

.

*
*

.
*

..

The opa.i road daasity of 13 ailaa par squara aila ia 'well over
the thxashold road density of 0.> ailas per squars-aila, where
research shovs that "disjunct «clf populations distant fron 1
larger scur=e population did aot persist. '. EIS, p. 111-32. .-

Seaaitiv* Spaoiaa

Logging ia tha caaaiaing old-grsvth habitat found- la tha project
araa Vill advacsaly affect westaca big-eaced hat (insufficient
'nusber of snags and snag recr-jitsj. fisher (loss of cover aad .

'fragsantatioa) , lynx ( fragaantation aad huaah access}, black-
baciced woodpecae: (snagj), and beg laaai.ngs [intteioc forest begs
and «at lands) Legging will decrease, not incr«asa. habitat
q«4ality for these sensitive %^'9Z\m9. concributi.ng to their further
daclioa

Since CM?C has faila<i ,to daaonscraie *hy logging ilaost all tha
o'.d gravth acreage la tha aso^ae: arfa will ;x2I reduce wiabilitv



M

« Whjt jptnt-^s e^i^ic-th ind j»ir-^yj hjvi* b^^n uj^d *.a

Th* is it'. SCj 3*.j .3j '.hj". thtJ jp*ci«j ictj ao: n«it »t #*.«vit lonj
Ln t^<« pri;«ce ^r^i w<f veuld lt'<c« to b<* laanrtd ttvic c«s44ceh an
cnis ip<*cv«s in t.n^j acvj ttjj b«?n vx'.vnj^v^ «n9*i;7h Co JtA* wuz\
eonc'.uaionj

b TS« irj!'. tZZ elita« ^.i«': Cvrdinq tr/ t^i* 3of'*Al 0«*. v.II
nof. b^ uip4ee<td by ch« pripijtd laqT.riq Iz «« nac Aid* el«4r,
haw«v«r. »^J• i-.ulnj h*T» b-^f^ 5cCTpl«".*d ta i«=a.ij*.f isv this
Csuld you providt i bc;«! »\isw^r/ pVu citAtionj aj t.S« sCudxvs
whish J^lr» lo^ '/ir;ouj ty?» aS l'397-'^9 «Ji«ct hanging by thi*

o WSjt mtci'/s v«r« u««d ta d«':«rain« tha& th« FUenilACv^J

d Th« dri!^ £ZJ caac*ud«9 eh^t Icgqiag vllL b«n«ftc
• ^-.jitiv, s^v-iaj 15 th« £ixS«r «.id 3'.is<-bAS"<«d Woodp«c'<«r
C^i'.d you p.vasa sujanAziz* th« c«*«<s;ch chAC «aj daa« vhich.
d^=3n«^rat«3 b«n«fitj of leqj'.nq 3a th«J^ jp^ci**"*

«. Cmitd ybu plaASt cic* Cha r«<«.irch t!u^ d«oon«trAt«a Cb^c

iac'.udmg tb« £ish«r 4nd 9lAc'(-bac'<«d Vaadp«cV«;? - *. .

t. W« could' aot d«t«rai.i« ho» arUj c«cciit3«ne 1«v«1j vvcr .

tJtiB«'«d ioc ai^.iar aii^^ing oc log?*! old jts^tJi »t,*adj ' Si.-ic*

•Ajg l«v«I« ««c« uaad to •st:jaac« pco^acc iapacts on •njitiw
•ptci9j acjocxatad »i;h cavity Cc*«j. CH3C a««d» to da=on4tca:«
.that jrvig l«v«;j *-• b«j«d on »cs« djta Wha-, erit«ci« *«r» ttiaj

r«cr-^:ts«ne lovols ostuaatad for u.ilaggad lad loggad old gcovth
«-jr.dj' • •. . -

9 VHy is y=uc cicAtion of ThcsAj datad 19^9 tha b«Jt cucraAC.
cia.tca avjilabfca lor oajj'iri.ig logging ic?<ctJ on cavtty-
dapandant •paciaa'* Tba«a trL»q guidaliaas ara aloojt 20 yaacs'old. •

* h. Vhat is Cha axpactad impact of tha pcojact on otbar old .

griprth spacias, as tha go»hj-»'<. Pilaat«d Waad?«c'<ac. aactaa, Ccaac
Cray 0»l, »olvariaa, and Socaal 0*1?

1. Vhdt local ras«ac=h sho^s tha lynx doas not dan at
•lavicionj found la tha pcojact araa' : • .

'

Cavity-Oapaadant Wildlifa '.'-"
Although, tha ZZS adapts "[ojost of cha !1;.ddl«'Soup Ccaa< Pcojact
Ar»a is lo^-ala-z^^ion »ith 9en':la tarra in. a.id vajcacn lac:h i« i

dca:..-uinc tcaa sym-z^ms la aany of Cha stands.* a.*.d that f^Ihasa

A-S6 y-if » , thUM'

l*f J* S*l

U.I', a I'.l pn-st •0':cc'.j ai ><'i.3«-i-. ari r<s«dt»d jnd th* i.-iv.
cold .i:.r t;jN,t/ (c^t:Sc::«-. i.-.d au'.l ttou-., Njj 'uUy t'tcov,.,^

A-57

A-58

.A-59

A-GO

A-61

A-62

csr.ditions ar* of
d«pand»nt vildltf
tha fav cacainiag saags

ry high valua Co Buny spacias of cavity
tha ilS odkas no fiC3 ccenitaant Co pcotact

EX3, p III-35 - 37.

Tha Srs doas not auly^a tha ^asjcts of bucni.ig oa vatar ouj'*v
Wood »oo'<a conti.Tina-.i.ig •..*! i.rmad is Chough; Co ba i

• **

•.ibJ-iaatij: co.n^c;bM-,;.n9 fj;-.3c to bi^har phcsphcris loading m
r.a-.hajd U<* l^ S'.iT.ii^i. at a*. . .r.t.- .-.-.'^,77 *!i.-*r Of.i/jey jt
r.jc.iejt/ Z.ti*. /fcnejn^. I^K ^.-^r^^j .9*fcr: Ct/an cha a«yrj*n
daf ic;t In S»i.i U<t lapas-.j fraa buraing aujt b« i.-ulytad

Tha aari pc*sanca of a js-.a an a road is iaadat^iata co pcoduca a
na-, rsducttaa of ««d;=an:i:isn Cnaaiataiaad toads rita Cil'/ar-j
• till m placa ic« c±3-9 dcxij an tha Uadjcapa "It is ao Ion-*-
an3U5h to closa rsaij by f^^'.f zlosi.ig cha }*'.* oc blsc"<i.ng tia'
road Specific Cacbai^ias ar» aviilAb'.a Co succassfully pcavant
road-and la.idi.ig-calattd dabris f:c»». co pct-/aac oc eorract
aecaaa di/acjioas (tha laadi^g causa of sacious gullying ia aa.-./
ar«as). a.nd Co pc»vant straaa zrsssiag »ajhcut3. to ptavtai fill
failuras AZid to da«atar guUias aid Uidslidas fad by cqad
ranoff " J^* Valvar a.id Hays.-.s. T^cir -•>;/*./ j.-:ti Csscj /j*- ' *

. S^/»c:2V0 Pcsd CIoiuTf *
. .

A cusilativa vjtarshad afiactJ aiMl/sis ^as aot doaa'foc thiJ
pcajTCt as ec7:ic<d by tha Z\x\i "octst U.-J X>.-)agflS«ac. ?Ua. .

fisbacCas

A Mt. 0«pc of fish, W^ldlifa and ?ac<s pccgcas* report datad July
1975 discloses tha-. IZ Tts'.slopa cuttirzat tcout radda »«r« fcu.-.d
ia Soup Ccaai. McJCail cociag lazpliag duciag lata viatar/aarly
spring. 1995 in Scup Cr««< »as 24 2t Wa^la this is slightly -

lo»»c than 1994 sa=pliag it is still aaac.tha thraataaad zoaa of
3!* to Tacrine cautioa.

As indicatad pcaviously ia tagari to ali and «hita-cailad daac.
fishina is aaothac activity paraitcad by tha is-suaaca of a school
trust lands caccaation «i* listnst tspactj fcca logging oa th^

"

S«an Hivar/LaVa fiahary also rapfflSantJ a daccaasa'ia Cavanuas to
local businasaas and tha f.^:* school trust in tha fora of
caccaation usa licansa as aall as peoparty Caxas. Kon^ o^ this
v>a conj[id«ctd oc addrtssad m tha £IS

Analysis of affacts oa fisharias in ciaptac V^ is vgafully
madaquata. Tha 113 i\A:mi that 'VfZ s' ccnciini.ng bull CrcuC
%\e9AaA TOuld not cacaiva cr*ai3ant uada; any altacnativa* but
dcas net disclosa bc» closa to tha strains logging »culd accuc
-axcaa'. to s^ata t.hai *cu^:inc jnit boundacias hava b««tt pcooosad

r*ll %-*\'t fcoo S?iZ bcusdaria
Hc-r fac IS that'

CIS pg r/-;S3. Caphasis addad'

icultucal craat3ants »ill »«'<• conditicns. -Focja, not
foe Bcst'cavitv aastacs. DW^C is ap&scaatly ccaatiag a

All Sll
ba'.tac.
aa» sr/ih "Habitat quality m acaaj tcaatad »ith structucal
anhancaaaae should aoc diamish dua to Ccaacaant irsadiataly post-
ftarvast, and past-hac-zasc habitat nay ln?cov» in tha long cua."
EIS, p IV-47 This is a blatanc lia unsupacrtad by aciancific

'

casaicch oc by locally gatheead data. "Ovac 897 accas, habitat .

quality should .net chang-* icssediataly post-har-zas't. and should
laocava in tha long cun * EIS, p IV-4? Ka citations app«ac ia
support of this da.usion Mcc is it oada claac hex tha 397 «cra _.

ftguca ia calcalatad. *
• .. - '\,

It "soags aithia about 200 faat of tha coad would ba mora
vulnacabla to caaoval by firavcod cuttacs." iC IS Caasoaabla to

axpact Cha SIS to calculaCa tha total post-hac-/ast auabar of snags
par acra." .EIS. p IV-49. -This *ai not dona. A«s^i\% tha fact
that tha araa baa *»ubataat ially laas' Chaa Cha caccem«ftdad auab«'c

of MTiAi^ in a highly fcagnancad focast laadacapa If ficawood
cu.tCacs Ca'xa cbosa saagr tha loggacs laava bahiad, boa sany »ill

,
raEaaia' This is- aot acosystsa .sustainabilicy " ;

Vat'ac Quality - ' ;. . . . •
'

/. . , ;. •
*

Tba Watac Quality Buroau,' ahould bV coaaultad Co dacacaiao if Cilly
Ccaa'is i.nd'oc Soup CcaaV should ba listad as a W^tac ftialicy " • .

*

Liaitad Sirtaa (WCLJ) . "'Both atcaaas ara axhlbitiag
. :**.•.

,
eharactacistics naming thaa pcLoa candidatas . '

.

Spacifically. Tbaca ar« Cha' "lopcoparly dasigoad stcaaa ccassiags
(aediaant souccaa)?" EIS. p IV-50 SpacificaUy. »haca aca
'additional drai.naga faaturas" locatad i.nd »hy isn't thaca a:\.'

altacaativa dasignad foe cooplata hydcalogic cacovar/? Id- Ho*
about laaa. and a claan-u? plan that isn't tiad to logging? DH?C
baa (jvac JJOa, 000 to buca on H£?A -aaalysia." but ao »aflay to

cla«n-up tha isassas oada by past tlfflbar sala activity. Road
obllCacation I'a a caasonabla altacaativa that ^a^ aot eonsid«C«d,
m viola*:ion of. KI?A.

WaTSIO is ao substituta' foe annual in-steaan data. "Tba nodal * .

doaj aot account foe pome scurcas of sadloant. so thay aca aot .

raflactad m th» sodalad sadioant cosults.' EIS. p III-40.
Kcdaliag doas, ho*avae. show that cha Soua CraaV Waiiarjhad ^nd
C-.IW Cc^-tV borh hjv» aTd-.aen': via:d5 5t jni? leim: •.y_~ov^r natuci"
i23_

Tha EIS dcas aoc considac Chat vastjlop« cutthroat ccout i« at^o a
spaciva of spatial concarn ia ^fcatana and '^a^ bacoca tha focus of

A_g3 I anothae stata affoet. sp«arhaadtd by Covacnoc iUcioot.

Soil

Tha tIS ac'<nowladgas that sViddiag could a'agativaly affact 17. SX
to 20X of aach cutting unit vitb 7.3X to 10« bamg savaraly

a.CJt iapactad sad 10< sodacataly iapactai. EIS pg IV-5a. Tat thaca^^ is ao cuculativa afftctj analysis of land basa ccapactad a."id/oc
aagativaly isjpactad fcca pas; rradiag and logging aoc aa aaal/s^a
of ha» th.aja aagativ* soil ixpartJ affact productivity.

Roxious Wa«la ...

Tha EIS doas aot aaalysa tha irpa.:ts of bacb'icidas oa grouadvatoc,
A"65| »wrfaca Tatar or fisharlas! Tha iIS disclosaa that cha 'iif of '.,

bacbicidaa can b« datriaaatal to listad saasiciva plaoC spVeias
yat dcas aot iacluda saasueas to aasuca that saasitiv* plant
spacias aca aot ispactad. '.Tha IIS also disclosas that vildlifa*.

I

could cacaiva dcsas of hacbicida by aatiag eootaaiaatad £ood y«t
doas aot aaalyza icpacts to' humans of aatiag gaa* vhicb aay bav«

Ib^aa
axpoaad Co barbicidas. Tha £15 also doas aoC aaalyza lapaeCs*

to birds froa axposura ''.-' ''.'..
Aasthatioa *

.
'.'.''

A-6€

-A-e?

»j?-*ic3 ta 3T i'.-ii^^.-.g '.n'.j S»aT La<T. » wcLS'T^tCC (Tcca
HatiBura Oa-.'.7 Load^ va'^rbc^v /y U^arrcaJCaa'.'^ £ap.*-iais

ad^ari

Tha EIS appacaatly disaissss tha vijval ispacts of this lagging
pcojact on padastciaas tad hixari la Altaraacivaj 3, C and 0.
Thasa paopla aca tha purrhasars of caccaational usa ticaasas
Civaa tha bloc'xad ornarship on tha Svaa Kivac Stata Tocast Cb«

A*6S 'Cata has an obligation to aaecurage cavaauts fcoa caccaation
vhioh can. ovar tha long taca. pc3vida coatiauiag iacooa to Cho
school tcust. Aaschatic lapacts aust b« 'analysed ia tha ZIS ^A
tha eoataxc of lost eavaaua to Cha tc^ast.

• riea '.
'

'
•

Tha lis doas aot eita lay ras«ir:h to suppoct cha thaocy that
aanagaoant caducas fic« cis'< Scsa haavily aunagad focasts bava

-

^caad »ith graatar intansity than usaa.-iagad focasts Tha ZIS
. >Q also doas aot pcovida aay data ragariiag boa sany ficaa hava b««n
A-oy suppcasaad ov«r tha /^sts oc pait nzctss of firt suppcassioa.

Hzz all fira luporsssioa is surrvss'ul yat all Cha pco-accioos ia
tha* IIS ica basad upon bamg ib'.t '.z suppcvjs ill futuea firas.
Ia fact, this p^^' suaoar aany iiras aaca ^a'-.sffj by logging
operations and sljjh pilas

Th.ha irS shovs claarly ho* madaquata 3«? guidalmas aca at

pcacacting ^atar quality If 3K?j tccx. ho-» is it posjibla chat

Cha follovma sadisant soucca siCas hava aarsistad foe so aanv
A-74

Tha 'IS also doaa 10; racogni:
cannot ba duplicatad by I

bantfieial affaecj of fir«



T^* ZXZ -Jo-j '^o^ accc'i.it foe lojr rw«r*j' ionj*. vi»u#j «j i so*''.

TN« STJ da^j Id* acTO'i.i''. for a c^l*.::^^ ij.ti** vt*.-i« !ccfa tii9iQ>«c

t.-^d idaiAiJcra'' ion Thu h^j in vffvc*. ncip.vd *.h« eoj*. af th*
eoAS'cvtCLOA l«.tj4. Th« l<«tj^ dn<*j noK pcivid<* in appoc.unit/ £ae
l«jj4<*3 CO r^cQv^r eiJiJ aC ih« Ni.i^ ehcc<i-7h :)an":a.ij>iape ^w ar
lav-ianp^c^ uj«j

C«ia*il4C i«<t Xap-voe J , , ,

A eanpan^nc aS th^ £IJ c^Jt t« nar ic«jb'.*/ aisjin^ ts i cuaulacivf
i.Tip^ctJ iru'yj'.j £of all of tii« 33av» c«acucs« C3.ic«cnj ThiJ
tiiib^r a*\^ im not aceucr^ng lh an ac«a v^ehout Mat lBp«eej fcaa
Is^^mg iftd rojd building }1Z?A rvqu-.rtj an •va.uaeion a£
e\i.'aKiljtiv« (d^'iaad «« tba eall«c^zv« Lap4c:j oa Cha .^uioaii

•n'/icaaaant af tha pcapoaad aetian'vh«:\ eanatdacad m eaajunetion
vLCh athac ^Jt %nd pr^stnc actiana c«lj&«d to th« pcoposad action
by location ar g«n«cic typa] and s4C3ndjry (defined as- a furchar

,

lap-tst Co tho hunan anvironaanc ch^' say b« aeisjlacad or Indurad
by ac Qthacviaa saault fcoa a diraet inpacc aC cha aecion] is^ccj
an tha phyjical anviconoanc. - Thar* aca aona in thu SIS.

^Ireacriavabla CosflitaaaCa of IfaCucal Paaouccaa

Tha 113 dcaj aot dijclos* tha irracriavxbla coaaicaanc of .* .

cvacuccas aa d:.ract aduca'ti.an.' J\m £13 da^a acknoTltdg* '(jjaba;
lLar*/«3%in9 aay niin th« opportunity ca usa axis'tina old-^ra^t^
tandj aa "outdoor elaaaraoaa'* ahara tha aeologieal aaiquanaaa oS

old-gfsvth forastJ ea.t ba studiad * But ao mj lysis' of tha
iap4eta baa baan dona. , .

Alao tha altara^tivaa analyrad In tha SC3 focvctoaaa on caeraatioa
opportunitias and tha ability to g«nara:« aoniaa to tha achoot
tCiat from racraatian. .Capacially on tha Soup Craac Caapgrouad
vhich la ona oi only tvo public cacp9r9unda on tha S«in fUvar
Stata Focaat. tha acata im aisamg out oo aa axeallaat
opportunity to ganar^ta achaol tnat cavanuaa . * .

Caaaral \ . .
*

*
*. .

Throughout ehia ZIS va ara eonatantty caoindad at tha paae - -

pra=tic«a vhish ara cauamg currant problaca on tha land. .Thaja
inc^uda road danaitiaj thAt ara in. axeaaa -o£ aciantiCic standarda
tat grizzly batr' and alk, .ccada eaUamg aadiaantacion ia tha

'atraaaa, ci*'ar and laita which in turn hava dagradad tiim Ciahary,
f ragraantatibn of old growth ahich haa lapactad laany *fci9S.
ecap^ctad aoila. and propagation and aprasding at aoxious vaada to
na:i« a f<v Ic la tina £ar tha atita to r«cegniz« tha raal eeata
of pafpatuating tha.xa sasa actl^ltiaa that ^'^9 eaujad tha
daqridJtion t^ ba^in vith and saxa an affort to rasadv tha 9aat
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M j.ir4.iA KiLJtJ.uss A,soci»rii),i

Ocxo<trZ3. I99S

G'-in Gray
S*an Ptv«f State -Of«s(
Swan {jka. ,V(T 53911

0«ar Mr. Gray

Thark you tor T« spccrtLrip/ » (»mm»rt on tr« OEIS for th» prcposad Mid<a« Soup
Cr»ak amtMf ul« M'.VAs corcemj rala:* a Walarsrad. OW Growtti, Gnzzly 8«ar
ana Silvicjltur»,

WATEHSHEO:
!>• naw Stata Perest Plan states »iat tfuesMckl valuas for ojmulaiiva watarshad
eltacts In ir.a Swan River Suta Forest sMouW !M at i lave) tnat erjuras protection c«
bererical water usee. So^ Creek, whicti has alreatfy SLffarad from an increased
seOmertason load due a past ,-naragament acSvrces in o-e area, is part o< <f.» B-I
elassifled Swan Siver Orainage. Straatns wiifi a 3-1 rating Wuld not Be impacted by
manageraart acavities tfiat would cause an increase atove natLraJly occurring
oc:ncentrat;on d secimem. Bern Alternatives B and wockl cause a 9 percent
increase m annual sacimert in Soup Creek. Is His 9 percent sediment ircrease
considered a be witHin tne naturalty occvaring range al annua) sedmenr? If not. tr«n
Alternative C seems a t!e in He Benar interest o« Soup Creek.

Hia lnade<;uate surface drainage and erosion control" on I^a spjr roads in the project
area was .loted on a racea field trip. These proBlema 3^ouId Be lUad Ba(ore the
roads receive rieavy use from logging equipment

OLD GROWTH
A significant amount of Old Growtfi has already Been taken out cf He Soup Creek area
in past prqeca. Alternatives 3 ar-d propose a take aconsideratle amount more of
Cid GrcwH from the area ( and overall. d-« amount a< MMBF proposed for Oitling is

'

dose a deuBle Hat of tre prcposed sale Befcra He injuncSon.) WWA wouka prefer
less Old GrcwH a Be taken t:an wfat is proposed in Altema(r«3 3 and 0. In llgW of
the norHwasfs rapidly disappearing starts of Okl Growth. MWA concurs with the
DEIS Hat Ha Middle Soup area's OW Growth stands can serve as an •outdoor
claisroom* a Montana's students.

JCir^oj '1 ••U ii<H« I *f4

t tViUt^v.! .Um<m«<u«. .Vw^»«m ridj O^f^

GRIZZLY BEAR
It is our opinion Hat Ha Swan Valley Gnzily Sear Consenra6cn Agreement does lUo
a protect the grizzly and oH.ar wildlife, especially in ligM of Plum Creek's plans a sell

kx-elevaticn grizzly haBitat m two of He four gnzzly corridors in He Swan. In

addioon. Plum Creek Has requested several access easements ac-oss federal

roadless lands Hat are in pnme grizzly Bear habitat. In an attempt a mitigate for Plum
Creek's carelessness win the -/ftaliry of the grizzly. Ha ONRC should do more than its

share to protect He bear. Great care should be taken a »r»a9 Hat grizzlies are not

excluded from the prcposed .Midcle Soup project area and further isolated in the

Mission Mountains.

SILVICULTURE
Or^a way a help ensure Hat He grizzly wilt not suffer increased mortality as a result of

He proposed Mk:dle Soup project is to forego clearcuts (moderate reserve

regeneration harvesting) and use only thinning and 3tn;c:ural enhancement
Jeatmems. Using cnfy Hinning and structural enfiarcemert treatments may also

decrease He annual sediment r\inoff, especially 'i only 10 percent or less of the basaj

area is removed.

C-1

C-2

C-3

C-'^

C-5

F.H. Stoltze Land & Lumber Co,

October 1 7,1 9«»«

CIcn Gray

Swan Unit Mjna^tr

S^-an Sluc Forest

Swan Uke. Ml 59911

R£: CoRunenu on MiJ-Soup DoA En^ironmcnul [ntpact Sutemcm

Dear CIcn:

I am writing :o offsr a few brief comments on the Mid-Soup Timber Sile Zrz^.
EIS. F. H. Stoiore bid on the ongioil Middle Soup Timber S^ie in November 1993. bu:
we were not the lucceisftii biddsr. The umber ale proposal described ia your pr:pcsed
aJrcnuQve, Altemauve B. ia wtajt in »rai of forwl heaiih and producrivity. I iVs* Out
one of the major rraoufcs concern* stated io your Dnrt EIS waj act addmjcd. I

believe thai mitigation resolvinf non-timber resource concerru has ovcr<br:pn?ri;ied
timber producavity and the potential of timber prrxiutrion :o support school r-ja in

bodi the short and long term. Even though this sale proposes *.o harvest almost ta-Ic: as

much timber volume aa'the original sale, it is harvesting this amber on over 4 i— ss as

many acrrs. AJtcmativc D Joes far more in enhancing forest and produetivi:;. ;n both
the short and long term.

Altemadvc B prescribes harvesting over SOf-« of the total sale acm In :hs
«nictufal enhancement liviculniril ireamiem which only reduces the bual arra of
sands by approximately lO^'^ This treatment proposes to harvest predominately :>_id-

lofennt understory species. By removing unly KT'.ofJie basal irca. the staii ij doinj
very lioJe to improve die spacing of the leave trees to enhance the Scx'l^ and

"

productivity of these leave a«3. Many of the old ^wxh overstory trees ar; icclini.-.g

in health and vigor and on the verge of becoming decadent where mortality is sxct-din"
growiK. Old growth rtands are imporant to eco-system health, but if this old jDwTh is

dying, shouldn't the itaie be raaVing an effort to salvage lomc of this volume and vilue.

Old growth reprrscnts 50.i%of the project area which is above the estimated histarical

levels. Under .Mtemative D. sands elaisified as "old growth" will decrraie bv
approximately 9f'«. but under alt Jie alternatives the itanda claasiHed as 'old p3--,h

'

are projected to decline dramatically because of the break-up and succession of ieral

species to their climax succes^rs. This decline occurs just as dramatically in he r.O'

•ctioQ alternative as in the action alternatives. We need to be salvaging some of *J*.e

mortality and recovering some value from this mortality. Alternative D har-cKs seme
of this old growth and recovers value from this timber. Aitenutive D also produces 'he

hi^^est net dollan revenue for the school truat. I believe Altemanve should be he
preferred altenurive.

Thank you for the oppommity to comment on this proposal.

conusents are of some value in vour decision making process.

I hope my

F.R STOLTZE LA.NT> A LUNQ£.». CO.

Tom Tmdnget
Forester

TT/U

As is suted in the CEIS. 'urderstory vegetation will Be Tightly dlsturtied* as a result of

He thinning and structural enharcemem. MWA wonders what care will 6a taken to

ensure that He urderstory is no more Oar laghtty* disturted.

Sincerely. . ^

'

Susan LeValley

MWA Memcer

^ —^
Jill Ouryee

Northwest Field Representative



MIOSOIP HEARINC,

OVjy. my name is Turn Tintini(er I'm j fortst for F H Sioltze LjiuI A Lumber Company.
F II. Stollzc LjnJ A Lumhtfr Company 13 th< .ilOe:>l r'amil>-.iv^n<J \jv«mil| m Monunx
We've heen >lrut:^lin^ lo try lu I'luJ enough timber lo *urvi\e on anJ Veep uj ^oinij. Wc
have 3).iHM» jcfc-t ol' i>u/ own ground, but thai 33.i>X) jcrej isn"l enough to provtJc us j

»u»ijincd >ii:IJ nl limber ro Veep our us^mtll runnin|{. >o the^ ul»--likc ihc^ su(« ioies-

jftf very vital lu o*u >urvt\jl. F H Slohztf-I walkeJ ihu original wie when 11 waj sold in

l*>*)3. jnj Sioft/e bid on it; unfonuruicly, wie were not (he iuccesjf'ul bidder un (his wie.

Aller rcvievkin^ ihis EIS. the propuwl thai you Save Jc^etopcd h<re--a^ to &ay on your
Aliemaiive U appears to be. In our mmds. j to( ^^eaker m terms ol* forest health and
priMjucttvity. I leel thai one ol'ihe major resource conccrni -itaied in your Jrat'i EIS was not

t:tearlv jddresa«d. I believe the mitigjiion— I believe thai miligjtions resolving nun-timher

resource vofKerns have over-<ompromised the timber pnxiuwiivuy and the puieniial of timber

production to liupp^in the schools tru>u in both the long anJ (he ihon term. E^en though this.,

wie proposes to hune:»t aJmo^it twice as much timber volume d» the original wle, oiw of the

proposed—ur yuur ideniilled propoul jilernaiiv« is harvesting this timber on almost tour tintcs

as muvh"on almo»l four tunes as many acres. Alierrutive D Joes far more-as v^e teel-in

etihaiKing the I'urcsi health and productivity both in (he vhort term and in the long term,

Alteriuiive U, which is your-l call your proposed aliernjlive, which you've-recommended
alierruti%tf, I guru is what it is-prewribes hjx\esiing over SU percent ol'ihe loul ^le seres in

Mruciural enhancement silviculiural treatment, which only reduces the basal 2t<i of the >iunds

by approximately 10 percent, Thii treatment proposes to harvest predominantly shaJe-

lolcnnl. understory species. By removing only 10 percent o( the basaJ ir<i, we teel (he stale

is doing little lo improve the spacing <y( the leave trees 10 enhance both the health and
productivity of the leave Uces. Many of the old growth overstory trees arc declining in health

and vigor, and on the verge of becoming decadent, where mortality is e.icseding grovoih. Old
grin*ih stands are imporunt eco>>itcm hel--are imporunt in the ecosystem health. But if old

gruv^lh stands ore dying, w< I'eel that the sute should be making an et't'ort to saUage >ome of
the %olume while it stilt has some value. Old grov^ih represents 50.5S of the project area.

which is above the estimated historical levels according :o what the EIS says. Under
Alicriutive D, stands cluLsifled as old growth would decrease by approxlnuiely *i percent, but

under all our alternatives the stands ctassitlcd as old growth are projected to dcclitw

dramatically because of breakup o( successtonal and :>crial species to the ctima.x succession—

succeSM>rs. excuse me. So what I'm saying there essentially is thai under all the allertuiives,

the old growth is going out, and in the next 50 years it's ilaied (hat (he old growth will

decline drumaticaJIy because it's past its prime and it's declining in succes^ional suge. Thii

declining occurs not just-occurs just as dramatically in the no action jlcemaiive as in ihe

X'tion allernalivci. We feel you need 10 be salvaging some m( the moruliiy, recovering some

uf the value from this morulity. Atlenuti^e D harvests »ome of this old growth and recovers

some value in this timber. Altemaiivc D also produces the highest net dollar value return to

the school irusi funds. We. as a company, would like to see Alienutive D chosen as your

preferred alternative, TKmk you for the opportunity (o comment on (his project proposal, and

t hope my comments were of some use to you.

I've besn a resident here In this community for 50 >ears. My na/ne is Don Beelcnburj; I live

up here on the corner as you come into Swan Lake. Ar.d anyway, 50 yean ago. when t came
in here. U^erc w:u no road. All :he lumber -Jut -.ver.: out ^t here wis on"\*.as milled lumber.

You couldn't gfft a logging truck in here. In facu on DeviTs Elbow up ;here. if you met
somebody, you-they'd have to back up (o be able :o get around, to .nejotiaie to come into

Swan Lake. Now that's 50 yean ago. In that time. I've seen the lumber industry, the timber

industry-if it wasn't for the logging in this arei there probably wouldn't be anybody in this

room. I mearu I can see that irrevocably, because its just like the mining industry in—down at

Butte, whether they did a good job or a bad job. Now I'd like to make 'Jus comment I'm

sur^ "Jrere's enouj;h learned people, they go down to the factories in Bozeman and Missoula,

and they spend the time and energy to find out the proper way to log and U) harvest the

timber in a good, rational manner. Now he ca.-ne out jus: a moment ago and had some real

learned figures. Now. why the opposition to the logging is so rampant. I haven't any idex

Now, we've had some bad practices, we've got some pretty good ones now. Why there isn't

more endorsement-it provides income for the people. When I came to KalispcM, 50 years

ago. the logging industry was the backbone of Hiingry Horse Dam. In fact, when you look at

the change in the societ)'. we have an environmental society thai'* very strong right now.

Now, whether the Sierra Club woiild like to stop logging, stop this and nop that they've got

t wolf over from the other side and drop it into Lost Creek. And that was just happening the

other day. What the cost of that was. I don't know. But I do know that a good sustained

yield in logging is fundamental; multiple use is a fundamental right that we should be

practicing. To say oo to these logging pracices. when there's good candor—I'm stire that

you've got welt people that are presenting these logging sales, and they've done their research

on them, and they're put out in proper perspective-why the opposition to them, t don't

understand, t w-as ai a meeting in Bigfork a few years ago. they had six people on the

podium. They all had degrees. They're with the Forest Service. They had a pretty good

program put out-now, when you multiply the yean that they've had in college, and putting

together to try to put a program together, I'm sure that they're trying to do the right thing.

Now. maybe the logging practices aren't the best thing in the world, but I do know you've

got a resouree. we should capitalize on it. and the Autai.-'.ed yield program such as he

advocated just a few minutes ago-this is a resource: you can go up SLx-Mile right today and

see that the timber's coming back. Weil. it's~I cut down a tree the other day that had SO

yean on it When I came here, it was 30 yean, it wis a imail tree. Well, if we've got a

resource, we should do it and should harvest it in good candor, and I'm sure we're going to

make some mistakes on the way. but however we shouldn't say no. Now. that's probably my
concluding remark.

Dan Hall of Bigfork Montana. I don't represent any agency or jroup. just as a tix-paytng

citizen. Of the four alternatives. 1 believe that .Alternative .\. the no- action, is unacceptable

because it does not meet the school trust mandate. Alterr:ai!'>e 3 and D both harvest just

under 6 million board feet in ditTerent types of treatmenu. and I beiie-.e pe.-sonally that

either one of 'Jiose alternatives are feasible. And I would feel comiorat'le with the

decision maker's findings if eiL'ter one of them were selected. .Mtemative D-or (I'm »rry)
C, old growth preserMtion, it only harvests about 150.000 board feet. That's really

equivalent to about 20 truckloads of logs. Over half that volume is going U} be helicopter

log, and I-persofully. I feel it's not economically feasible to Jo that and if that altemaave
WIS selected. I don't thir\k the sale would be soIX I don't th;.ik you would ^et a bidder.

That's all I ha'.e to say Thank you. » '



Comments Received & DNRC Responses for Middle Soup DEIS

A-1

Response:

The Record of Decision for the State Forest Land Management Plan (Plan) states that DNRC
would phase in implementation of the Plan. The Record of Decision specifically states: "On all

projects that have already gone through the MEPA public scoping process, we (DNRC) won't

require that all elements of the Plan be implemented."

In the Middle Soup Creek Project, public scoping and alternative development and analysis

occurred prior to DNRC's adoption of the Plan and therefore this project was not required to

implement all elements of the plan.

However, of the four alternatives presented in the Draft EIS for this project, the preferred

alternative. Alternative B, comes closest to meeting Plan philosophy. Alternative B meets Plan

standards for road management, watersheds, fisheries, threatened and endangered species, big

game and weed management. We used a of coarse-filter analysis supplemented by a fine-filter

species specific analysis for affected sensitive species.

This Project does not entirely meet Plan silvicultural standards for assessing the financial value

of the treatments. This project relies upon our forest economist's best professional judgement to

estimate returns at the alternative level rather than the stand level.

The grizzly bear analysis was completed before the SVGBCA was adopted. Analyses motorized

access, security habitat, hiding cover and seasonal habitats follow methods accepted by the US
Fish and Wildlife Service in the development ofAmendment 19 for the Flathead National Forest

Plan. This guidance meets or exceeds cumulative effect thresholds and other requirements

established by the SVGBCA.

A-2

Response:

DNRC is required by state law to comply with the Montana Environmental Policy Act (§ 75-1-

101, MCA) for the purpose of determining, by using a systematic, interdisciplinary approach,

what the impacts of our activities may have on the quality of the human environment. Naturally,

it takes time and resources to adequately analyze impacts and address issues raised by the public.

However, we believe in the intent of this law, in that it helps us make good decisions and assists

the public in better understanding state policies and activities. We feel we have done our best in

keeping the public informed of our progress and completing this EIS in as timely and cost

efficient manner as possible.

(R-2)



'- Comments Received & DNRC Responses for Middle Soup DEIS

A-3

Response:

Given the lack of specificity in this comment, our response is general. All concerns raised during

scoping were carefully considered by the ID Team. DNRC believes it has adequately and each

concern has been directly analyzed within the EIS.

A-4

Response:

The Administrative Rules of Montana (ARM) which govern DNRC's implementation ofMEPA
define alternative as "an alternate approach or course of action that would appreciably

accomplish the same objectives or results as the proposed action" (ARM 26.2.642(2)(a)(I)). The

alternatives in this project were designed to meet two goals: (1) to meet the project objectives

identified on Page 1-3 of the DEIS: and (2) to address the issues that were identified through the

scoping process. DNRC believes the proposals for both the timber sale and the conservation

lease meet the MEPA requirements of providing a reasonable range of alternatives.

A-5

Response:

Chapter III of the EIS clearly lays out the current forest landscape within the Ecosystem

Sustainability Analysis Area (ESAA) and, where appropriate, the Swan River State Forest

(SRSF). Individual stands were mapped and classified according to age class and timber type,

then grouped according to similar ages and type to produce a map of the forest landscape. Edge-

to-mature-forest-interior-core-relationships, total area, and total mature forest interior core

analyses were produced and compared to the most recent research on historical landscape

patterns in the Swan Valley. This analysis focuses on relating current forest landscapes within

the ESAA to broader historic landscapes with the idea of managing the SRSF for a desired future

condition characterized by the proportion and distribution of forest types and structures

historically present on the landscape. This is consistent with the Philosophy of the State Forest

Land Manage Plan.

A-6

Response:

Our understanding is that large animals like bears and small ones like rodents perceive their

habitats differently and consequently function at different spacial scales. This does not

necessarily mean that the appropriate scale for analysis is the entire species range (e.g. 50,000

mi- for grizzly bears cited in the comments). Any species distributional range encompasses

numerous distinct populations that are self sustaining at much smaller spatial scales. Exchange

between populations maintains a certain level of genetic diversity and is critical to conservation

of rare or dwindling species. None of these concerns relates to determination of appropriate

ecosystem size.

(R-3)



Comments Received & DNRC Responses for Middle Soup DEIS

An ecosystem is defined in nearly every technical work on the topic as the combination of abiotic

(none-living) and biotic (living) components existing within a defined space at a given time. The
definition is nebulous and focuses on process (energy transfer and nutrient cycling) within the

ecosystem and not its boundaries. Operationally, many ecologists define an ecosystem as a

geographical unit that contains self-sustaining biological communities and their resources within

its boundaries; it requires no additional inputs except for solar energy and water. Transport of

nutrients or movement of organisms in and out of the ecosystem is possible and expected, but is

not a necessary requirement for a functional ecosystem. Secondly, we realized that the feasibility

of completing the study diminished greatly at scales much larger than the Ecosystem

Sustainability Analysis Area (ESAA).

During analysis of potential harvest sites, we considered cormectivity of the old-growth and

mature forest interior core habitats within the ESAA analysis area to adjacent forest. We were

principally concerned with long distance movement of animals, such as might be expected with

large species such as bears, lynx, and mustelids. We mapped practical limits to major north-

south and east-west travel corridors and examined alternatives within the context of the sustained

viability of those corridors on the watershed level. Fortunately watershed level analysis relies on
natural biological boundaries that typically encompass functional ecosystems. We defined an

ecologically sensible ecosystem boundary and also considered broader ecosystem effects in

performing our analysis. The scales were reasonable and relevant to the animal populations that

exist within the Swan Valley.

A-7

Response:

Your comment is correct. Thus we developed an alternative for timber harvesting (Alternative

B) that responded to the need to maintain the integrity of those forest characteristics needed by

many species dependent upon old-aged stands (e.g., coarse woody debris, large snags, etc.).

Recognizing that the Middle Soup Creek Project Area lies in close proximity to the Bob Marshall

Wilderness allows this region (the wilderness) to serve as an important refiagium for species that

may use the SRSF.

A-8

Response:

We agree that logging does not produce identical effects to those arising with complete lack of

disturbance (which if implied by the commentor's use of the term "refugia"). However, old-

growth stands that potentially lend themselves to structural enhancement treatments are hot

maintained indefinitely in the absence of disturbance. In fact, we believe that er can prolong the

persistence ofmany of the old-stand characteristics which vertebrate species rely on n by

applying such treatments as proposed under Alternative B.

As it stands now if the Middle Soup Creek Project Area were left totally undisturbed the stands

(R-4)



Comments Received & DNRC Responses for Middle Soup DEIS

which now have "old growth" characteristics Important to wildlife would lose these in

subsequent years as these stands progress in age. Other younger stands would not attain this

stage of development for 50 to 100 years or more. Alternative B is proposed as a means of

lengthening the time over which the older aged stands are retained as to allow younger aged

stands to reach this stage and serve as a replacement for these desired forest characteristics.

Alternative B was also developed with the thought in mind to decrease the overall fragmentation

that is apparent in the current stands and to allow larger blocks of land to develop at a similar

stage of stand structure so that the fragmentation problems are significantly lessened.

The older aged stands (cores and corridors) really do not function effectively as refugia for many
species because the fragmentation that presently exists is so extensive and since they are too

small to support these species. Only by increasing the size can these stands then function in this

manner. These stands can only increase in size by bringing other stands up to their approximate

age with similar stand characteristics. Such changes would only happen with the management of

both older aged stands and adjacent younger stands appropriately. In other words, prolong the

older aged stands by effectively opening up some of the stands, setting them back slightly

successionally, while allowing adjacent stands to catch up. In turn larger, more contiguous

stands of older age are created. Stand successional progressions are extensively described in

Chapter IV and Appendix F.

A-9

Response:

The term "old growth" is not well defined, nor consistently defined in the literature. "Old

growth" ponderosa pine stands are a different age than are "old growth" stands of Douglas fir or

lodgepole. "Old growth" stands along the west coast may be a thousand years old; age is simply

not an adequate indicator of an old-aged stand. It is much more appropriate and meaningful to

try and describe the characteristics which a stand possesses; descriptive terms such as "mature',

"nonvigorous, over-mature" etc. better describe the state of the forested stand. The term "old

growth" conjures up an image of thousand year old red wood stands; it is so poorly used and

defined in the literature as to be of any use to the public or professional alike. It is confiising

because a stand does not have to be 200+ years old to possess "old growth" characteristics; large

snags, dead down woody material, etc. For the purposes of this project, old growth was defined

to provide a common context for understanding the project area. The definition of old growth for

the Middle Soup Creek EIS is found in the glossary.

A-10

Response:

This comment correctly states that the Middle Soup Creek Project Area has less than the

recommended amount of coarse woody debris for pileated woodpeckers and may appear to be

marginal for marten (page III-37). It also states that both species are found in the project area

(R-5)



Comments Received & DNRC Responses for Middle Soup DEIS

and that the minimum amount of coarse woody debris necessary to meet habitat requirements of
all old growth associated species is not known.

The comment incorrectly implies that there are low numbers of large diameter snags. Rather, the

DEIS states (page III-36) data " indicates that there are adequate numbers of snags and large

diameter snag recruits to support healthy populations of cavity-nesting birds."

A-11

Response:

It is precisely for this reason that an ecosystem sustainability alternative was developed; one in

which an attempt was made to allow highly fragmented sections of land to mature and be

incorporated by adjacent, similarly aged stands so that overall fragmentation would be reduced.

A-12

Response:

"Old-growth" dependent species require certain characteristics from their habitat, most ofwhich

are similar among these various species. All of these species need these important characteristics

of older stands. If we develop management strategies that will maintain large, dead snags (as

Alternative B does) we have provided this characteristic for all of these species. We believe that

our approach, focusing on processes and pattems, is more reliable and credible than one which

attempted to analyze effects on a large number of individual species, in part, because existing

information is simply insufficient to predict exactly what is needed for each. This is a necessary

analysis method since there is not enough information available for many species to understand

what is specifically needed. We feel it is more appropriate to try and protect many characteristics

which are known to be needed for a large number of species.

A-13

Response:

The DEIS did not include specific subheading that identified the cumulative or secondary

impacts of resources. However, that information was not missing. Rather, it was embedded

with the discussion of the baseline information in Chapter 3 and the impacts to resources in

Chapter 4.

Chapter 3 of the DEIS included in the discussion of affected environment the baseline

information of the present status of each resource. The present status of a resource includes any

past human and/or natural activity that have influenced the resource to its current state. In the

Final EIS, we have clarified this point in the Introduction of Chapter 3.

The discussion of impacts due to present actions and related future actions under concurrent

consideration by any state agency was first discussed on page 1-13 of the DEIS. In that

discussion, we identified a concurrent project, the South Fork Lost Creek Project that would be
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evaluated for cumulative effects in conjunction with the Middle Soup Creek Project. Later, in

Chapter 4, the discussion of cumulative impacts was included within the text for each resource.

However, we acknowledge that since this information was embedded, it may have been difficult

for the reader to identify. We have clarified this information by providing subheadings which

specifically identify the cumulative impacts discussion for each resource that may be affected by

a known concurrent project. '
**'''

A-14

Response:

For this project, DNRC is not targeting old-growth species for management. Instead, we are

managing for the attributes which nearly all old-growth species require. In this way, we feels

that we are proactively managing for all species that may be (even unknowingly) dependent on

old growth.

A-15

Response:

DNRC is not required to evaluate or define a specific landscape program for old growth with the

Middle Soup Creek Project. Instead, three different approaches for the management of old

growth are proposed to resolve issues identified through scoping. We believe we have

adequately analyzed all known impacts (including cumulative impacts) anticipated for old

growth and old-growth dependent species within Chapter IV.

A-16

Response:

We believe that an adequate assessment for sensitive species was presented in the DEIS. A
coarse-filter approach was used to look at how the project would affect attributes important to

old-growth dependent species. Altemative B (preferred alternative) was specifically designed to

maintain or prolong attributes that are important to the maintenance of old-growth dependant

species. The coarse-filter approach was supplemented by a fine-filter approach for species of

special concern (westem big eared bat, fisher, lynx, black-backed woodpecker and bog

lemming).

A-17

Response:

The EIS has clearly defined old growth for the Middle Soup Creek Project in the glossary. The

definition contains the criteria used by DNRC to identify stands as old growth. DNRC believes

that the effects of structural enhancement harvesting on stand character are adequately covered in

Chapter 4.
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A-18

Response:

DNRC identified old-growth stands with the Swan River State Forest Stand Level Inventory.

Specific criteria are identified in the EIS on pages III 18 and 19 and in the glossar\' under old

growth. DNRC believes it has used the best information reasonably available to identify old

growth for this analysis.

A-19

Response:

DNRC did not use the Forest Service's criteria for identifying old-growth stands,

methodology, as described in the EIS, is appropriate for state land in this project.

Our

A-20

Response:

The information requested in this comment would require us to complete an extensive timber

cruise specifically designed for each alternative. This would add to the time and cost involved in

the preparation of this document, as pointed out in your earlier comments (A-2). However, we
did complete some computer modeling from the original cruise data taken during the Middle

Soup Creek Timber Sale and Environmental Assessment. The' results indicate that an average

stand where structural enhancement harvesting may occur contains about 129 trees per acre of

trees greater than 7 inches DBH with an average basal area of 1 80 ft-. Harvesting would remove

about 18 trees per acre. The following table approximates DBH ranges and species composition

of harvested trees and represents only a modeled approximation of what structural enhancement

harvesting may remove on an average acre.

DBH Ranse
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in the glossary under old growth. Structural Enhancement harvesting is mainly designed to

enhance the vigor and health (to prolonging existence rather than increase abundance) of large

dominant shade-intolerant species (defined in the glossary) through understor>- thinning to reduce

moisture and nutrient competition. Harvesting specifically targets shade-tolerant species

(defined in the glossary). All live trees with broken boles, large down woody material, and

dead, standing trees that do not qualify as hazards under OSHA regulations would be

retained.

We Believe that structural enhancement harvesting would not affect existing old-growth stand

character. Therefore, collecting and presenting such requested tabular data would be

unnecessarily time consuming and costly.

A-22

Response:

Structural enhancement harvesting does not improve old growth but primarily prolongs the

existence of an important structural characteristic of old growth, large dominant shade-intolerant

species. Most silvicultural textbooks will confirm that tree vigor and health are improved when

competition for moisture and nutrients are reduced.

A-23

Response:

Generally, trees targeted for harvest under structural enhancement would be trees that normally

experience mortality (due to thin bark and crowns low to the ground) if a low intensity ground

fire occurs beneath them (subalpine fir, grand fir Engelmarm spruce, western red cedar,

understory Douglas-fir). These trees are usually occur within the understory structure of the

stand. Age and DBH would vary greatly depending on when the last fire occurred within the

stand. Some shade-intolerant species would also be removed to improve spacing and extend the

presence of other healthy, shade-intolerant dominant and codominant trees.

A-24

Response:

Existing stand structures within old growth in the project area are not necessarily measured as

"good" or "bad." Rather, they do not reflect what would naturally occur if fire were allowed to

play its natural role. Shade-tolerant species are beginning to dominate both the understory and

overstory in increasing densities. Large overstory shade-intolerant species are beginning to lose

their vigor and are at risk of being slowly removed as a component (important to old-growth

dependant species) of the stand structure. Increased stand densities, especially in the understory,

put stands at risk of high intensity stand replacement fires. Historic structural and compositional

changes are described further on III-6 of the DEIS. Structural enhancement harvesting within

these stands would be a step taken toward restoring historic structure, species composition and

density without the use of fire.
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A-25

Response:

The Middle Soup Creek DEIS does not intend to portray old growth as self-destructing over

time. However, it does portray the character of old-growth changing due to natural forest

succession. In a stand without major disturbance over a long period of time, the serai overstory

begins dying, overhead canopy declines, and the clima.x dominants begin to take over the stand.

Although the stand may maintain some of the characteristics of old growth (e.g., abundance of

snags and down-woody material) it lacks others (high canopy coverage of large-diameter shade-

intolerant overstory dominants, snags composed of serai species) that are important to many
wildlife species.

A-26

Response:

See Response A-24.

A-27

Response:

No specific alternative or silvicultural treatment is given here to help guide the response. For

Alternative B (Preferred Alternative), moderate and heavy reserve regeneration harvesting is not

intended to retain stand old-growth characteristics, but rather to reduce existing fragmentation

(create larger patch sizes) by placing acreage into age/size class categories more consistent with

surrounding stands. Structural enhancement harvesting is not considered a regeneration

treatment and its effect on old-growth character is discussed in Response A-2 1 . Alternatives

A&C do not harvest v/ithin old growth. Alternative D uses regeneration treatments within old

growth, but the primary focus of the alternative is optimizing timber productivity, not

maintaining old-growth character.

A-28

Response:

Gaps usually occur naturally as light intensity ground fires kill shade-tolerant species in the

understory (see Response A-23) and some of the less fire-resistant shade-intolerant species in the

overstory-. This promotes the persistence of large shade-intolerant species, important to old-

growth dependant species, in the overstory (see Response A-22). It is unlikely that fire would be

reintroduced into these stands. Fuel loading from past fire suppression efforts make these areas a

high risk for catastrophic stand replacement fires. Successional trends in the analysis area

indicate that without fire stand densities of shade-tolerant species would continue to increase and

eventually crowd out shade-intolerant species.
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A-29

Response:

If disturbance continues to be excluded from these old-growth stands forest succession would

continue. Shade-intolerant species would be replaced by shade-tolerant species. Structural

enhancement harvesting is intended to simulate fires natural role in this disturbance process. The

idea is to prolong the existence of shade-intolerant species in the overstory so that these trees can

become larger, increasing their value to old-growth dependent species and emulating a more

historic stand structure.

A-30

Response:

Regeneration would not be promoted by structural enhancement harvesting. Site preparation for

seedling establishment would not occur. Shade-tolerant species would eventually reestablish in

the understory. Health and growth in the overstory would be improved over a long period of

time until understory densities again affected stand vigor.

A-31

Response:

The DEIS does not imply that snag recruitment would increase with structural enhancement

harvesting v/ithin old growth. The DEIS does state that structural enhancement harvesting

maintains the dominant shade-intolerant species (preferred by cavity dependant species) in the

overstory for possible future recruitment as snags. Also, the prolonged existence and improved

vigor of these trees would improve potential snag attributes (i.e. size, potential for decay ...)

important to old-growth dependant species.

A-32

Response:

The Record of Decision for the State Forest Land Management Plan states: '"In the foreseeable

future, timber management will continue to be our primary source of revenue and primary tool

for achieving biodiversity objectives."(ROD-2, 1996) Net income to schools gained from the

sale of recreational use licenses throughout the entire state is projected at about $200,000 for

1 995/96. If it is assumed that income is proportioned according to the percent of total Trust land

holdings, the Middle Soup Creek Project Area's share of that income is approximately $100.

Alternative B (preferred altemative) would net approximately one million dollars from the

project area for schools. In this case, it is clearly not in DNRC's best interest as trust managers

to manage entirely for recreational use.

The majority of the effects relating to recreation are discussed under Aesthetics (page IV-62 of

the DEIS). Careful consideration was given to the possible effects on recreational use of Soup

Creek Camp Ground. This issue is discussed in Chapter I (page 1-8).
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A-33

Response:

During public scoping, preservation of old-growtli forests for possible future use as outdoor

classrooms was identified as an issue. DNRC identified the main issue as the preservation of old

growth and developed Alternative C primarily to address this issue. Also, DNRC has completed

an extensive analysis of possible effects to old growth by all alternatives in the vegetation section

of Chapter IV.

A-34

Response:

DNRC has established an extensive stand level inventory system for the Swan River State Forest.

That system contains unique information about every stand on the Swan River State Forest.

DNRC has used this system to determine stand character and condition and believes it is relevant

and reasonable for the Middle Soup Creek analysis. DNRC has not "assumed"' or '"guessed"

stand character and condition. Thus, the information used in the analysis is based on hard,

factual, relevant data.

A-35

Response:

Grizzly bears were placed in the "Other Resource Concerns" section of Chapter I because

mitigations for grizzly bear concerns were decided to be the same for all action alternatives.

Placement of resources in this category reflects only how they affected the alternative de-

velopment process and does not indicate an assessment of the importance of these resources.

A-36

Response:

The IGBC NCDE Interim Motorized Access Management Recommendations (March 8, 1995)

state that "This direction is to be implemented throughout the NCDE recovery zone on Federal

lands and for projects on tribal lands requiring National Environmental Policy Act compliance".

State trust lands are excluded from numerical targets for Total Motorized Access Route Density,

Open Road and Open Motorized Trail Route Density and Percentage of the Analysis Area [BMU iH

subunit] in Core Area/s by Recommendations #1, #2, and #3, respectively. IGBC NCDE
Subcommittee Recommendation #4 states that in subunits containing State trust lands a strategy

to manage access parameters be cooperatively developed. Subsequently, DNRC cooperatively

developed the Swan Valley Grizzly Bear Conservation Agreement which establishes guidelines

for grizzly bear habitat management in the Swan Conservation Area which includes the Middle

Soup Creek Project Area.
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A-37

Response:

Recently published scientific literature (Mace, R., J. Waller, T. Manley, J. Lyon. Relationships

among grizzly bears, roads, and habitat in the Swan Mountains, Montana. J Applied Ecology, in

press) does not recommend a total road density standard although they do document that total

road density on multiple use lands of < 6.0 km/km- differentiates areas used by female grizzly

bears from unused areas.

As stated above, interim numerical targets recommended by the IGBC NCDE Access Task

Group for Total Motorized Access Route Density, Open Road and Open Motorized Trail Route

Density, and Percentage of the Analysis Area in Core Area/s are directed towards Federal and

Tribal lands. The Swan Valley Grizzly Bear Conservation Agreement (SVGBCA),
cooperatively developed as recommended for State trust lands by the IGBC, establishes a maxi-

mum open road density of 33 percent greater than 1.0 mile/mile- for BMU subunits in the Swan
Conservation Area. The existing open road density for the Bunker Creek BMU is 34 percent; all

action alternatives reduce open road density to 28 percent. Guidelines for Total Motorized

Access Route Density and Percentage of the Analysis Area in Core Area/s are omitted in the

SVGBCA.

"Take", as it pertains to grizzly bear habitat modification, has been defined only with regard to

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act and not in regard to Section 9 (i.e., habitat management

responsibilities of non-federal entities). The Proposed Middle Soup Creek Project is in com-

pliance with applicable habitat management guidelines, including motorized access.

A-38

Response:

Temporary spur roads C, D, E, F and G, totaling 0.5 miles in length would be obliterated at the

completion of logging through revegetation and slash obstruction. These will be discussed in

Appendix D of the FEIS.

Roads restricted by gates or barriers, as identified in the Middle Soup Creek Project EIS, are in

compliance with the SVGBCA definition of an "Active Subunit Restricted Road". The efficacy

of gates to accomplish access restriction goals is a valid concern. Siting and strength of barriers

and subsequent maintenance and monitoring are important considerations if gates are to

accomplish stated goals. These are, however, matters of implementation and do not detract from

the potential value of gates to mitigate the adverse effect of motorized access on grizzly bears.

A-39

Response:

Analysis areas and techniques for describing road densities are different for elk and grizzly bears

reflecting differences in research design and analytic methods. It is inappropriate to extrapolate
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modeled effects of roads on elk habitat effectiveness to grizzly bears.

All action alternatives reduce the percent of the Bunker Creek BMU with an open road density

greater than 1.0 mile/mile- to 28%. The Biological Opinion on the SVGBCA (U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, 1995) states that if guidelines in the SVGBCA are adhered to. impacts to

grizzly bears by open road densities less than 33 percent are within acceptable levels.

A-40

Response:

In the NCDE, but outside of the Swan Conservation Area, the strategy of +5,000-15,000 acre

displacement areas and activity scheduling (the '3 and 7 rule') was replaced by IGBC recom-

mended guidelines employing a moving window generated estimate of open and total road

densities and security core area[s] applied to +50,000 acre BMU subunits. Since grizzly bear

habitat analyses for the Middle Soup Creek Project were completed prior to the effective date for

the SVGBCA, IGBC recommended analysis techniques for assessing grizzly bear habitat were

used to describe the existing condition and effects of alternatives. The '3 and 7 rule' is no longer

a recognized or appropriate strategy for grizzly bear habitat management in the NCDE. Hence,

there is no mention of the '3 and 7 rule' in Chapters 2, 3, or 4 of the EIS.

As stated in Chapter 1 of the EIS, future analyses and management of grizzly bear habitat in the

Swan River State Forest will follow the SVGBCA. Displacement of grizzly bears by human

activity is managed in the SVGBCA by open road density limits, linkage zone management,

timber harvest guidelines, and rotation of commercial activities among BMU subunit. The '3 and

7 rule' is not recognized in the USFWS Biological Opinion on the SVGBCA as a mitigative

measure for grizzly bear displacement.

A-41

Response:

Seasonal restriction of human activity and motorized access in preferred grizzly bear habitats

may be one of the most effective methods to coordinate human and grizzly bear use of a specific

area. Winter logging is a conservative approach, assuring that grizzly bear displacement does not

occur during any portion of the non-denning season.

A-42

Response:

It is assumed that standards for elk habitat would also be adequate for mule deer. This will be

made clear in the FEIS.

A-43

Response:

Deer are a disturbance adapted species; they prefer a mosaic of patches of forage with cover

nearby. Elk are grazers; they used grass that does not grow well under forest canopies. Past
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management for deer and elk production promoted the idea of many dispersed clearcuts, and is

responsible for much of the landscape fragmentation existing today. Management for elk

produced the 100 m wide clearcut strips prevalent throughout the Swan Valley. Deer popula-

tions have increased dramatically under timber management practices and the Swan Valley has

some of the highest deer populations in Montana.

Habitat potential for deer and elk in the analysis area is currently 50% of optimal due to open

road densities and inadequate forage areas (EIS, III-3 1). The two ways to increase elk habitat

potential would be to: (1) decrease open road density or somehow limit public use of these roads,

which would be incompatible with high recreational use of the area, or (2) increase forage areas

by harvesting more acres with regeneration type methods, which would be at the expense of old

growth and mature forests. There are tradeoffs in any management plan

We believe that this project would not change existing deer and elk habitat quality. Therefore,

we anticipate no changes in use of the area for hunting.

A-44

Response:

Published studies from Minnesota and Wisconsin (which described the 0.9 mile/mile- threshold)

caution that different thresholds may apply in different areas. Wolves are not adverse to roads,

per se, and often travel on them. The correlation between road density and wolf mortality is

influenced by the number and attitude of people utilizing roads. Minnesota and Wisconsin roads

in wolf habitat exist in the context of a higher human population with more permanent residences

(primarily farms) than in western Montana. Three wolf packs have persisted (recruiting pups in

> 2 seasons) in highly roaded, managed landscapes in western Montana suggesting that a

different threshold may exist in the northern Rocky Mountains than the upper Midwest.

A-45

Response:

Analyses for the Middle Soup Creek Project rely primarily on existing scientific literature and

professional opinion. The available information suggests that the project area would not provide

suitable nesting habitat for boreal or flammulated owls. To conduct surveys to see if possiblv

they could inhabit the project area would be costly and time-consuming a waste of rcsourcca , and

while surveys can demonstrate presence of a species in an area, they can not prove that a species

could not use an area. Information on impacts of logging on boreal owl foraging habitat was

based on a phone conversation with Jim Reichel, MT Natural Heritage. Other information on

boreal and flammulated owls was obtained primarily from Hayward et al. 1994.
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A-46

Response:

It is a well documented fact that logging can have severe effects on habitat for black-backed

woodpeckers and fishers. The DEIS makes no generic conclusions that logging enhances old

growth characteristics for the fisher and black-backed woodpecker. Conclusions on effects are

limited to the particular actions proposed in this project. The DEIS says that the proposed

project should not impact black-backed woodpeckers because fire suppression and harvesting

insect infested trees are not part of this project (DEIS page IV-45). It also says that fishers

should not be impacted by logging methods that do not individually harvest large mature trees,

reduce the total amount of late-successional forest, or increase fragmentation (DEIS page IY-44).

Logging, as proposed in the preferred alternative, should not negatively affect fishers or black

backed woodpeckers.

A-47

Response:

Availability of snag recruits depends ultimately on the quantity and characteristics of the

standing trees, which in this case are represented by the data on overstory trees shown in Table

3.13 in the DEIS, page III-36. Precise rate of recruitment cannot be predicted because it is af-

fected by several unpredictable factors, including insect and disease infestations, fire, natural

mortality, and loss to windthrow and fire-wood cutters.

A-48

Response:

The Thomas 1979 publication was used because it is a well-known, easily-accessible source that

has information that is still useful and considered reliable. It attempts to quantify the number of

snags, by size class, needed to support populations of cavity dependent species in different forest

types. This publication is not the best available science for looking at the impacts of logging on

cavity dependent species, but that is not what it was used for.

A-49

Response:

Most of these species were analyzed with the coarse-filter approach. The approach is discussed

extensively in the DEIS page III-33. The effects for pileated woodpeckers are discussed under

cavity-dependent species (DEIS page IV-46).

A-50

Response:

For lynx, as for most all other species, "local" research pertaining to habitat requirements "in the

project area" is lacking. Managers can, and must, make inferences about likely patterns of

habitat use from studies conducted in other areas; ideally, inferences are made from the studies in

the most similar habitats to those in question. The most up-to-date, comprehecsive compilation
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of lynx habitat requirements (Ruggiero et al. 1994, "American Marten, Fisher, Lynx and

Wolverine in the Western United States, USDA Forest Service GTR RM-254) suggests that,

''Lynx occupy habitats ... above 1,463 meters (4,800 ft.) ... in western Montana."

A-51

Response:

The DEIS (pages II-2 through II-5) does commit to retaining all dead, standing trees that do not

qualify as hazards under OSHA regulations. This commitment is made for each silvicultural

treatment.

A-52

Response:

Structural enhancement harvesting does not improve existing habitat quality but primarily

prolongs the existence of important habitat characteristics important to old-growth and cavity-

dependant wildlife (maintenance of: large dominant shade-intolerant species, historic structure,

large snags and coarse woody debris). The primar>' long-term advantage of this treatment would

be to help large trees grow larger by reducing moisture and nutrient competition. Further logic

and rational for this silvicultural treatment is thoroughly discussed under Silvicultural Treatments

(page II-l) and Vegetation (page IV-1).

The 897 acre figure will be changed to 832.7 acres in the FEIS. This is the number of acres

treated with structural enhancement under Alternative B.

A-53

Response:

We do not anticipate the number of snags per acre to change substantially between pre-harvest

and post-harvest. All treatments commit to retaining all dead, standing trees that do not qualify

as hazards under OSHA regulations. It is impossible at this time to predict which snags may be

removed as hazards, but the numbers are anticipated to be low. No new roads would be

accessible to firewood cutters. Therefore, access to snags by firewood cutters would not

increase. Cutting firewood in the project area would be prohibited during project implementation

and this would be monitored during project administration.

A-54

Response:

Soup and Cilly Creeks are not listed in the 1994 305(b) Water Quality Report as threatened or

impaired, nor is either creek listed in the 1996 draft 303(d) list or the 1996 update submitted by

the US Forest Service proposing additions to the 303(d) list.
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A-55

Response:

No map is currently available with the location of proposed stream crossing rehabilitation sites.

A map would become available with the timber sale contract. There are four crossing sites and
they are all located on Soup Creek: 1) an old highway bridge just above the Soup Creek Ranch,

2) wood stringer bridge 1.7 miles above the junction of Highway 83 and Soup Creek Road, 3)

wood stringer bridge 2.4 miles above the junction of Soup Creek Road and Soup Creek Canyon
Road, 4) wood stringer bridge 2.9 miles above the junction of Soup Creek Road and Soup
Creek Canyon Road. The additional drainage features in question refers to standard drain dips

and ditch relief culverts on open roads, and to water bars and slash filters on road segments

proposed for closure.

Upon completion of harvest activities, cull logs and root-wads would be placed on spur roads

accessing harvest units would be reclaimed in such a way as to make the road generally

impassable to motorized vehicles. These roads would also be revegetated with grass.

We believe we have complied completely with MEPA. Through scoping we hace identified

issues that drove development of different alternatives for meeting our project objectives.

A-56

Response:

As stated in the DEIS, page III-38, part 4, WATSED analysis, "Water yield and sediment yield

values should not be considered as absolute quantities; rather, they should be used to compare the

relative differences between the effects of activities." The sediment yield values generated in

WATSED are percentages over an estimated natural sediment load generated by the model. This

baseline is not based on actual field data, but on watershed characteristics such as soil type and

watershed size. As stated in the DEIS, the repair of existing point sources of sediment, which

WATSED is unable to account for, is expected to fiarther reduce sedimentation to Soup Creek

from the current condition (page IV-54, 55).

A-57

Response: >_ ,

DNRC is an active member of the working group developing the Total Maximum Daily Load
(TMDL) for the Flathead drainage, including Swan Lake. The TMDL effort is proceeding

toward recommendations for a voluntary nutrient reduction strategy. As of yet, this strategy has

not been finalized. Once the strategy has been finalized, DNRC intends to fully comply with the

recommendations on nutrient reduction from all sources, including burning. In the interim,

burning for the Middle Soup Creek Project will follow the mitigation measures found under Air

Quality in Appendix D (page D-3).
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A-58

Response:

Gated and closed roads reduce effects of sedimentation in two primary ways. First, the

restriction of traffic prevents the formation of ruts which transmit sediment down roads.

Secondly the lack of motorized traffic allows for faster and more complete revegetation of the

traveled surface of the road by grasses and other ground cover species, which greatly reduces the

amount of sediment generated by raindrop impact. In addition, under current standards, roads are

no longer abandoned or closed without first ensuring that they have adequate ditch relief and

surface drainage. Closed roads would meet open road BMPs as a minimum with standard drain .

dips and/or conveyor belt water diverters at standard spacing, and may have water bars and slash

placed in additional areas to provide additional surface drainage. Drainage structures would be

evaluated periodically to ensure effective operation.

A-59

Response:

A cumulative watershed affects analysis was completed for this project using the PC version of

the RlWATSED computer model, as stated in Chapter III (pages III-38-40)and Chapter IV

(pages IV-52-55). The WATSED computer model takes past, present, and projected future

activities such as timber harvesting and road construction and estimates the effects of water yield

increases and sediment delivery when compared to a baseline set by the model.

A-60

Response:

This comment correctly states that Soup Creek is near the threshold value of 35% fine material

which constitutes threatened status for westslope cutthroat trout habitat according to the Flathead

Basin Forest Practices Water Quality and Fisheries Cooperative Report. There has been a slight

decrease in fine material in the past year. However, as a standard operating procedure and as a

precautionary measure, each of the proposed action alternatives take steps consistent with the

reports management recommendations for activity in threatened watersheds. The

recommendations state that , "If any disturbance activity is planned in the watershed, the land

owner should: a) Take active precautions to minimize new sediment loading to the stream, b)

Steps also should be taken to ameliorate past roading or other human land disturbances that

continue to contribute sediment to streams." Each of the action alternatives in this EIS is clearly

consistent with these recommendations by proposing to eliminate numerous existing sediment

sources, updating the existing road system to meet current BMPs, locating harvest units outside

of SMZs, and specifying winter harvest in many units to minimize ground disturbance and

sediment production.
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A-61

Response:

As stated in the DEIS (page IV-56): All action alternatives would result in a net reduction in

sedimentation in Cilly and Soup Creeks if recommended rehabilitation measures (described on
r.i^e IV 51,52) are implemented. The project would likely improve fish habitat and therefore not
contribute negatively to the local economy. Also, for information regarding the value of

recreational use licenses, see response A-32.

A-62

Response:

Proposed harvest units were designated outside of the SMZ as a minimum, and in some cases

boundaries may be located up to an additional 100 feet or more away from the SMZ boundary.

DNRC has agreed to the immediate actions for bull trout restoration set dov\Ti by a team

appointed by the Governor which states among other things, that cooperators will "Voluntarily

discontinue timber harvest ... in SMZs along streams containing bull trout."(Montana Dept. of
Natural Resources and Conservation 1994) These are interim measures until further research is

completed to determine basin specific recovery plans. DNRC feels that the SMZ law and the

immediate actions are adequate to prevent adverse impacts to water quality and subsequently,

fisheries habitat and will continue to abide by these laws and agreements until better information

is available.

A-63

Response:

The DEIS states, "Westslope cutthroat trout and bull trout are species of special concern in

Montana; they are found in limited numbers and habitats in Montana (DEIS page III-41)." The

"

DEIS goes on to explain some of the efforts undertaken to aid the recover)- of westslope cutthroat

trout populations to Soup Creek. DNRC is a partner to the effort to protect westslope cutthroat

trout initiated by the Governor as it was with the bull trout restoration team. Once the team
develops guidelines and standards, DNRC will develop management strategies to deal with the

recommendations.

A-64

Response:

An estimate of existing soil impacts (10-15% of project area) was listed in table 2.1 of the DEIS
under Soils Impacts: Displacement & Compaction, but was not included in table 4.5 of effects. In

the process of the environmental analysis, the project area was field reviewed by the DNRC Soil

Scientist to verify soil types and estimate the condition of forest soils under tree canopy and in

disturbed areas along old skid trails and landings. No new roads will be built under any alter-

native and land dedicated to transportation will not effect ftiture productivity.

Observed soils impacts of past compaction and displacement are most noticeable on old skid
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trails and landings. Heavy impacts occur along portions of main skid trails, but only a few had

impacts along the total length or width. Some of the impacts of past harvest are barely

discemable surface features of duff mixing and slight compaction that appear to be remediating

after years of freeze/thaw cycles. A cumulative effects section for soils has been added to

Chapter IV for the FEIS.

A-65

Response:

Some ground water studies were mentioned, for these particular herbicides, in a USDA Forest

Service EIS (USDA Forest Service 1989). There was an indication that at higher application

rates (4.5 lbs/acre of Picloram) some low level detection in the ground water (<0.024 parts per

million) was achieved for a short duration. 2,4-D was not detected in the ground water. The

application rate on the Middle Soup Creek Project are less (four times less for Picloram and

about half for 2,4-D) than the referenced study. Also, the study application was concentrated in

one area where the Middle Spup application is spot specific and not concentrated in one area.

The measures to reduce risk to aquatic and terrestrial resources are identified under "Precautions"

on page IV-62 of the DEIS and also in Appendix D (page D-5). The mitigation measures are

intended to keep herbicides from contaminating ground and surface water.

A-66

Response:

Human and wildlife toxicology is specifically covered in the DEIS on page IV-61.

A-67

Response:

Wildlife toxicology is specifically covered in the DEIS on page IV-61.

A-68

Response:

Visual effects to pedestrians and hikers are discussed on page IV-63,64 of the draft EIS. Also,

for information regarding the value of recreational use licenses, see Response A-32.

A-69

Response:

DNRC knows of no conclusive evidence that indicates fire intensities are greater in managed

stands if State hazard reduction laws are followed.

The DEIS includes information on (DEIS pages III- 1-3, 6) t© changes in fire frequency and stand

structure and composition that attest to the general success of fire suppression.
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A-70

Response:

DNRC recognizes that restoring the historic natural role of fire to the ecosystem is unlikely. The
risk to life, property, air and water quality is unacceptable in today's societ\ . The DEIS

recognizes that fire effects within a stand can not be entirely duplicated with harvesting, but

some of the more favorable effects can be duplicated (i.e. historic structure and composition ...)

(DEIS pages II-l and IV-23-24).

A-71

Response:

Lost recreational value can be approached in two ways: 1) Reduced dispersed recreational use in

the area that may result in lost revenue due to a reduction in sales of recreational use licences; 2)

lost value for future development such as cabin lease sites.

The effects of this timber sale in the project area related to dispersed recreational use is uncertain.

Creating or reducing the density of the forest in some of the stands in the project area may
promote use from people who like to hunt in less dense stands or from huckleberry pickers.

People who use state land for the experience of walking in old growth stands may be displaced to

stands of old growth where no past harvest activity is evident. It is difficult to predict whether

people will buy or not buy a permit that accesses all state trust lands based on this project. See

also Response A-32 and A-78.

The values for future development are based on discussions with the Special Use Management

Bureau. Cabin site leases are an example of possible fiiture development. The value for future

development is retained as long as the volume per acre is greater than 1.5 to 2 thousand board

feet (MBF) and the aesthetics of the land is maintained in a park like appearance. The evidence

for 1 .5 to 2.0 MBF per acre is based on properties found in the market place. The market place

property values range between $2,500 to $6000 per acre for comparable properties of 40 to 140

acres. For the purposes of this analysis we will use $3000 per acre for the value of land that

meets the 1.5 to 2.0 MBF criteria, and other lands with less than 1.5 to 2.0 MBF per acre will

equal $400 per acre. If the entire project area was offered in one block for development the value

per acre would be reduced. A marketing strategy over a period of years could be used to reduce

the impact related to supply and demand for such properties in the market place. i

The following tables estimate the loss in asset value for development related to timber cutting for

the alternatives in the Middle Soup Creek Project DEIS. Each table contains two estimates for

loss of asset value related to development. The first estimate assumes that the acres treated with

either the light or moderate reserve asset value for development goes from $3000 per acre to

$400 per acre. The second estimate assumes that the acres treated only with light reserve asset

value for development goes from $3000 per acre to $400 per acre. Three scenarios are shown for

recovery of development asset value; no recovery, recovery in 30 years and recovery in 50 years.
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A 4.01 percent real discount rate is used to discount future land values to present. A zero percent

rate of increase was assumed for the value of land with development possibility.

Estimated Loss of Asset Value Related to Future Cabin Site License Development on Lands
Desirable for Recreational Use Assuming no Recovery in Development Value:

Alternative
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Estimated Loss of Asset Value Related to Future Cabin Site License Development on Lands
Desirable for Recreational Use Assuming Value Recovery in 50 Years:

Alternative
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A-73

Response:

The amount of dollars generated from the conservation lease related to recreation or wildlife

from increased sales of recreational use licenses or some future use is uncertain. We currently

have no evidence that says, having a conservation lease in place would increase the return to the

trust from other uses related to recreation or wildlife.

A-74

Response:

The cost for sale preparation and administration of a three year timber sale and the cost of

administering a conservation agreement over twenty years was assumed to be the same (DEIS

page IV-70). If these costs for the timber sale were subtracted from the total timber sale bid then

the administration cost related to the conser\'ation lease would have to be subtracted from the

sum of the conservation lease bid plus the discounted value for the same timber sale in twenty

years.

The conservation lease value is an estimate. If the timber sale was to sell the actual value of the

total timber sale bid would be known. In the EIS it was assumed the sale bid value would be

$295.65 per thousand board feet plus a forest improvement fee. The forest improvement fee is

used for post-harvest treatments (i.e. hazard reduction, reforestation ...). The forest improvement

fee is a cost that occurs after sale preparation and administration and should be subtracted from

the cost of administering the conservation lease. Table 4.15 in the FEIS is revised to reflect this

change and assumes that the bid value equals the value of timber dollars per thousand board feet

from Table 4.8 minus $57.54 for the forest improvement fee.

A-75

Response:

The conservation lease would only preclude timber harvesting from the lease area for twenty

years. Other uses of the area may be proposed by anyone. However, an environmental analysis

would have to be completed for such a proposal and DNRC would have to be compensated

through a land-use-license.

A-76 '

Response:

See Response A- 1 3

.

A-77

Response:

The statements made in the DEIS on pages 1-5 through 1-13, including the one quoted in your

letter, are issues that were identified during the public involvement process for this project. They

are not statements of potential impacts identified through the environmental analysis for this
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document. The statement made regarding the loss of outdoor classrooms was made by the public

and identified in the document as an issue of concern regarding the project.

This particular statement was not carried through the analysis, primarily because the old-growth

analysis showed that the short and long term effects of timber harvesting in the project would not

preclude the use of the remaining old growth as outdoor classrooms.

A-78

Response:

Soup Creek Campground is an undeveloped recreational facility and requires no use fees other

than the recreational use licence that is required for all state lands. At this time further

development of the campground is not planned. There has been no noticeable drop in

campground usage following past harvest activities in the vicinity. Harvest activities can only

occur after December 15 or when snow reaches a depth of 18 inches and must end by April 1.

Usually, during this time, the campground is unusable due to deep snow. Since the public will

still have access to the campground and timber is a renewable resource, DNRC does not consider

a change in recreational use as an irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources. Also,

for information regarding the value of recreational use licenses, see response A-32.

B-1

Response:

All threshold values were set based of channel stability data gathered from Soup and Cilly

Creeks according to procedures outlined in Forest Hydrology Part II (need to find out where this

comes from). These thresholds were designed to incorporate a low level of risk of adverse

cumulative watershed effects, and are consistent with direction in the State Forest Land

Management Plan. The sediment increases projected by WATSED are increases over a baseline

generated by the model based on parameters such as watershed size and soil type. These

estimates are only valid as a comparison of proposed activities to the computer generated

baseline, not as absolute numbers (DEIS, page III-40, subsection b. Sediment yield, and page IV-

54, subsection 3. Modeled sediment yield). The DEIS also states that there are numerous point

sources of sediment that WATSED has no way of accounting for. An action alternative would

rehabilitate these sediment sources which would further lower the sedimentation rates in Soup

and Cilly Creek and likely lead to a net reduction in sediment delivery (DEIS, page IV-54-55).

B-2

Response:

As a standard operating procedure, and DNRC policy, all roads used for hauling timber or to

access timber harvest units must meet current best management practices (BMPs) during the

course of activity as a minimum. Through the timber sale contract and contract administration,

all BMPs would be met on roads prior to hauling and throughout the course of the proposed

activity.
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B-3

Response:

Alternative B (Preferred Alternative) uses a considerable amount of structural enhancement

harvesting within old-growth stands. DNRC believes that structural enhancement harvesting

would not affect existing old-growth character. See also, Responses A-21, A-22, A-23 and A-24.

B-4

Response:

DNRC is the majority landowner in the South Fork Lost Soup Grizzly Bear Subunit (DNRC:
62%; USPS: 36%; Plum Creek: 1%) which contains 1 of 4 linkage zones designated to facilitate

trans-valley movements of grizzly bears. We have the opportunity and responsibility to maintain

(or enhance) the viability of this subunit to support grizzly bears and facilitate use of this linkage

zone. Each subunit and linkage zone, however, must fianction on its own merits. Compounding

mitigation or habitat enhancements in one area does not result in a corresponding population

increase in another.

B-5

Response:

Limiting major activities to the grizzly bear denning season is the best way to ensure that grizzly

bears are not excluded from this important low elevation habitat by the Middle Soup Proposed

Timber Sale.

B-6

Response:

No clearcuts (Society of American Foresters, Silviculture Terminology, 9/93) are prescribed by

any alternative in the Middle Soup Creek Project. Proposed cutting units in which hiding cover

is lost after harvest (light and moderate reserve regeneration) are designed to follow SVGBCA
guidelines to manage risk by grizzly bears incurred by hiding cover loss. SVGBCA guidelines

recommend that no point in the unit be more than 600 feet from hiding cover, that visual

screening is maintained between open roads and roads which access the unit or that seed tree

units or clearcuts adjacent to an open road be less than 1 acre, that efforts be made to maintain

hiding cover around natural openings, and that cover is retained to reduce line-of-site distance in

large units (>40 acres). To insure that cumulative activities do not excessively eliminate hiding

cover, at least 40% of the BMU subunit is to be maintained as hiding cover. Individually

proposed units in all action alternatives of the Middle Soup Creek Project follow SVGBCA
guidelines and cumulatively retain at least 79 percent hiding cover in the South Fork Lost Soup

BMU Subunit.

There is little risk of adverse cumulative effects to water quality resulting from any of the

proposed action alternatives. In stream rehabilitation projects and road closures would result in a

net reduction in sedimentation for Soup and Cilly Creek watersheds.
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B-7

Response:

To minimize vegetative disturbance, harvesting activities would be guided by best management
practices (BMPs). In addition, harvesting would only occur during the winter with 1 8 inches or
more of snow cover likely. The tractor size would not exceed the equivalent of a JD 650C/D6D
track-type tractor or a JD 540/5 18C rubber-tired skidder (machines that do not exceed nine feet

in width and twenty feet in length). These limitations provide maneuverability that protects

remaining trees and limits soil compaction. Skid trails would be located in advance so that they

do not exceed 1 5 percent of the harvest area.

C-1

Response:

We can only respond generally to this comment since no specific non-timber resource is

identified as having over-compromised timber health and productivity. We believe Alternative B
focuses on promoting forest health and productivity by managing for biological diversity at both

the stand and landscape level.

C-2

Response:

Removal often percent of existing stand basal area through the structural enhancement treatment

is projected to improve vigor on 188.2 of the 832.7 acres treated. Although other, more
intensive, silvicultural treatments would have a greater increase on timber productivity on the

acres treated, the structural enhancement treatment, within Alternative B, provides for the

greatest overall improvement of stand vigor in the Project Area (page IV-34). We believe a

primary benefit of this treatment will be to provide management flexibility in the future. Stands

would be monitored for possible additional treatments needs in the future.

C-3

Response:

Projections of historic old-growth amounts in the Swan Valley are not consistent and range from

approximately 25 to 50 percent (see DEIS, page III-4). Alternative B would reduce old-growth

in the project area from 50.5 percent to 38.8 percent, and in the Soup Creek and Cilly Creek

watersheds from 39.4 percent to 36.8 percent (see DEIS, page IV-29). Old-growth would

therefore continue to remain within the range of historical projections. The structural

enhancement silvicultural treatment would also enhance the vigor class of remaining old-growth

and thereby reduce potential mortality. Actions considered in the DEIS would not preclude

consideration of other salvage operations in the future if excessive mortality occurred in the

Project Area.
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C-4

Response:

In fifty years, if there are no other disturbances (i.e. fire, harvesting) we project that the amount

of stable old growth within the project area would be 36.1 % for Alternatives A and C, 36.2% for

Alternative D and 45.9% for Alternative B. These old grovrth amounts are a function of natural

break-up, how harvesting will affect the vigor of existing stands and how fast stands will regain

their old growth character after harvesting activities have occurred within them.

C-5

Response:

Alternative D does provide for the highest net dollar return for the school trust in the short-term

but the State Forest Land Management Plan directs DNRC to produce long-term income by

managing intensively for both healthy and biologically diverse forests. We believe Altemative B

best provides for this long-term income by managing for biological diversity through

maintenance and improvement of sensitive ecological functions within the project area while

harvesting timber for income at the same time.
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